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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

Dk:Cxn mR 22, 1926.
The PnRFSInnT,

The While House.
My DEAi Mn. PRESIDENT: Herewith I have the honor to transmit

the report of the Tariff Commission in the investigation, for the pur-
poses of section 315 of the tariff art of 1922, of the costs of production
in the United States and in the principal competing country of cotton
hosiery. Accompanying the report is a "Noncocurring Statenent
of Commissioner Costigan in te Investigation of Cotton Hosiery,
Pursuant to the Provisions of Section 315 of the Tariff Act of 1022."

Respectfully, TiOMAS 0. MARVIN, Uairman.
v



COTTON HOSIERY

UNITED STATES TARIrF COMMISSION,Washiegf on, December £,2, 192G.

To the PRESIDENT:

The United States Tariff Commission respectfully submits the
following report upon an investigation of the differences in costs of
production of cotton hosiery in the United States and in the principal
competing country, for the purposes of section 316 of Title III of the
taiff act of 1922.

INTRODUCTORY

Referente to fil/e.-The documentary and statistical materials upon
which this report is based are in the files of the Tariff Commission and
are - able to the President. They comprise a transcript of the pub-
lie hearing and the original cost schedules and other data. Aside from
a transcript of the public hearing, they include confidential information
the disclosure of which is forbidden by section 708 of the revenue act of
1916, to wit:

Sac. 708. It shall be unlawful for any member of the United States Tariff
Commission, or for any employee, agent or clerk of said commission, or any
other officer or employee of the LUited States, to divulge, or to make known
in any manner whatever not provided for by law, to any person, the trade
secrets or processes of any person, firm, copartnership, corporation, or association
embraced in any examination or investigation conducted by said commission
or by order of said commission, or by order of any member thereof. * *

Rates of duty
Act of 1922, paragraph 916:

Cut hosiery .................................
Other hosiery .................................

Act of 1913:
Paragraph 269: Cut hosiery ....................
Paragraph 260: Other hosiery, valued, per dozen

pare, at-
Not more than $0.70 ......................
Moje than $0.70 and not more than $1.20 ..
More than $1.20 ..........................

Act of 1900:
Paragraph 327: Cut bsler- .....................
Paragraph 328: Other hosiery, valued, per dozen

pairs, at-
Not more than $1 .........................

More than $1 and not more than $1.60 ......

More than $1.50 and not more than $2 ------

More than $2 and not more than $3 .........

More than $3 and not more than $6 .........

More than $5 ........ : ..................

30 per cent ad valorem.
50 per cent ad valorem.

20 per cent ad valorem.

30 per cent ad valorem.
40 per cent ad valorem.
60 per ceut ad valorem.

30 per cent ad valorem.

$0.70 per dozen pairs
and 15 per cent ad
valorem.

$0.85 per dozen pair
and 15 per oent ad

valorem.
$0 90 per dozen pairs

and 15 per cent ad
valorem.

$1.20 per dozen pairs
and 15 per cent ad
valorein.

$2 per dozen pairs and
1 per cent ad valo.
rein.

65 per cent ad valorem.
1-



HISTORY OF THE INVESTIGATION

Or, March 27, 1923, the Tariff .Commission ordered an investigation
of cotton hosiery for infants for the purposes of section 315 of Title Ill
of the tariff act of 1922. On June 21, 1923 after consultation mith the

President, the commission ordered, for the pur ses of said section

315, an extension of the investigation to include all cotton hosiery

described in paragraph 916 of Title I of said tariff act. On January

15, 1923, an application for an investigation looking to an increase in

the rate of duty on cotton hosiery for infants was received from the

National Association of Hosiery and Underwear Manufacturers, of

New York N. Y. The domestic field work was conducted from April

to November, inclusive, 1923, and the foreign field work from July

to October, inclusive, 1923.
Public notice in the usual form was posted in the Washington and

New York offices of the commission and published in Treasury Deci-

ions and Commerce Reports. A public hearing was held at the

offices of the commission in Washington on November 20, 1923, after

due public notice as prescribed by law had been given; at which hear-

ing all parties interested were given reasonable opportunity to be

present, to produce evidence, and to be heard with regard to the

differences in cost of production and all other facts and conditions

enumerated in section 315 of the tariff act of 1922, with respect to

cotton hosiery. The hearing was continued on January 10, 11, and

30, 1924. At its conclusion, further oral argument being waived by

the parties appearing, the date for filing written briefs was set for

February 20, 1924, and one brief was submitted. Prior to the hear-

ing, the commission had prepared a statement of the information
obtained in its investigation, exclusive of such information as was

protected by statute from disclosure. This statement was submitted
to interested parties.

INFORMATION OBTAINED IN COMMISSION'S INVESTIGATION

From the investigation of cotton hosiery, conducted as indicated
above, the following information has been obtained.

DESCRIPTION OF COTTON HOSIEny AND METHODS OF MANUFACTURE

General.-There are three general types of hosiery classified accord-
in to method of manufacture: Full fashioned, seamless, and "cut."
SFull-fashioned hosiery is knit as a single flat piece of goods, so

shaped that when the edges are seamed together a stocking or sock

is formed. The leg is knit on one machine and then, for the purpose

of gaining the necessary form at the angle of tho licel, is transferred
to another machine which knits the foot portion in a piece continuous
with the leg portion; the fabric is then taken off the last machine

and the edges seamed together. In the manufacture of ribbed-top
full-fashionid hosiery, the top is knit flat on one machine, transferred

to the legger which knits on the leg portion, and next to the footer

which knts on the foot portion; the fabric is then taken off the

mtathine and seamed together.
Seamless hosiery is knit in tubular form on the circular knitting

machine. The heel and toe are made, by a reciprocating motion of

COTTON HOSIERY2



the cylinder of the machine, in the form of pockets. After the stock-
ing leaves the knitting machine the open toe pocket is closed by
looping. In the manufacture of ribbed-top seamless hosiery it has,
until recently, been necessary to use two machines, but a machine
has been perfected which will knit this type also in a continuous
operation. Because of the constant diameter of the needle cylinder
seamless hosiery can not be shaped to the leg as can full-fashioned
hosiery. Some'slight shaping is selected by applying special tension
at the ankle but otherwise the shaping is dependent on the "board-
ing" process in which the finished hose, slightly dampened, is stretched
over a board conforming to the contour of the leg and foot, and dried
in position. Some seamless hosiery is given, superficially, the ap-
pearance of full-fashioned hosiery b;- means of a false sean.

"Cut" hosiery is produced frlm long tubular webs made on large
circular machines, or from the good portions of other knit goods which
have been partially spoiled in the making. "Blanks" of the desired
shape are cut with'shears or stamped with dies from the knit material
andsewed up in tubular form to make stockings.

Comparison oJ the ,rec types of hositry.-Full-fashioned hosiery,
knit to correspond to the form of the leg and foot, retains its shape
during wear, but seamless hosiery (toes not so well retain the shape
imparted to it by "boarding." In this respect and 'n its greater
elasticity, full-fashioned hosiery is superior to the seamless, but be-
cause ot less careful construction or cheaper material it may be less
desirable. Full-fashioned hosiery , as compared with seamless hosiery
of similar quality, costs more to manufacture because more processes
are involved and because the knitting requires a skilled operator, usu-
ally a man. The circular knitting machine, employed in the manu-
facture of seamless hosiery, is more productive in volume of output
per machine per day, and is usually operated by comparatively un-
skilled female labor.' European hosiery is mostly full fashioned, Amer-
ican cotton hosiery almost entirely seamless.

Very little "cut" hosiery, the cheapest type, is made in the United
States, the salvaging of Imperfect hose being practically the only
reason for its continued domestic production. In Europe "cut"
hosiery forms a substantial, although minor, part of the total output.
In infants' fancy socks German manufacturers sometimes join a "cut"
foot to a fancy top made in color combinations on the same type of
machine as that used in making full-fashioned hosiery.

50771-29--2
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4 COTTON HOSIERY

PRODUCTION, IMPORTS, EXPORTS, AND CONSUMPTION

Production.
The domestic production of cotton hosiery is recorded by the

Bureau of the Census as follows:

TABLE L.-Cotton hosifty: Domati production, 1899-1923

Quantity Per value vnstof tw value

Per do"%i
Total, I99 ............................................ 26,3a 2&4 1000 O 1212= 7 a0.am

To 1: 1 :: .1. .. .................................. 3% 047 oeo 0 0 ,6 ,002 8
SIO.................................. 97,30 M021 10000 N,09, 7 .976

Total, 1914 .................................... 0,1,400 vs 10000 659,6/1,474 .971

Tol, 1919...................................... 342 1000 151,497,4M 2 .

ll e. ..... .................................. 67,473,624 0 42 14l.6A232 2.470
Full fW oned ................................... 3,130,118 .16 11,97,234 .67,

Total, t21 ..... ............................... ow 1000 91,2 W ,74 1.62
seamless.....................................- 49,061,118 98.44 69,525,712 1.824
Full theloned ................................ 12,9N 5 4.729.962 1

Total, 19 at together....... h... ota. s _nd 61%523 100. ODnnuI
..... .SlIN~ .............. ............... 4K22,8 .14 M507, 91 .8

Y1sea le ..................................... ,37,28 45.141 80,60M6.9 9

Imports.
- Table 2 shows imports for consumption of cotton hosiery of all
kinds from the beginning of the tariff act of 1890 to tile end of June,
1926) the latest month for which data are available. Details relative
to imlports arc shown for each -year and fraction of a year under the
various tariff acts, together with the totals and the average annual
importations under each act,

TABLY 2.-Toal cotton hosiery: Imports for consumption, 1891-19M6

[compiled aordlng to taold skts by United States Tatiff CowmtansslooI

Fiscal year (Woes otbetwise stated) I Quantity

1691 (wete, I B0 to jtuw 3 0, ) ........
1902 .........................-... 
1803 ...............................
1894 .......................................
19 (July I to Aug. 27, IM) ..........

Dote'spet
3,827, 09

340,123

Total (1,422days, a of 1690) ....... 1, &7,02 8

An tual Ses (act of 190) ......... 417,143

Value

53,418,36W
6,176.537
6,72,710
3,70s, W6

2V7. 381

1)uty
collected

82,3262,363
2687, 443

3,9 714
2,513,161

202, 610

au a. au

uni.t IIo Pers I .
Pratex! t

$1.801 69.1 i 0.vow
1.058 K8.92 .729
1I072 68 71 .737
1,0661G6. l .72

.. 7 6 601

10,11622 13N,8 3, I f n.09 "
4.701,1121 2,23,715 rl1$7I W" 7 .754

rTotal including "cut," seamless, arA fashioned, dutiable as cotton hosiery. It does not IMlude om-oldrW cotton hosiety whicb is dutiable, under a separate paraWgalh, is embroidery rathWr than s
hosermy.

3Seamless and full fsboed: The Bureau of the Census has no data as to "cut" cotton hosery, th*
directors ottns "The fact that no 'cut' otton boelery has ever been show on any teport makes it quite
certat that U aor of it Is manufactured in this country the quantity is so SMal as to be neglligble."

=9==



COTTON HOSEIfY 5
TABLE 2.-To(l coUon hosiery : Imports fo eornumption, 1891-IGP--Contd.

Fiscal year (unks otherwise stated)

IS (Aug. 28,1894, to June 30,1 M) .......
I1K4. .... ...................................

1 (July 1-24 ......................

Total (1,042 days, at of 184) .......

Annual average (act of 1894) ........

1158 (July 2,. 1897 to June 30, 189) ........
199 ......................................
1900 ......................................
1901 .......................................

19W2 ............................... 
.......

191 ............................. .........
1904 ........................ .........

19I 5 ......................................
IW .......................................
9% .......................................

1910 (July i to Aug. , 190) .............

Total (4,394 days, act of 187 .......

Annual average (act of 187) .........

1810 (Aug. 5ft 19. to June 30, 1910) ........
1911 .......................................
3912 ...................... .............
1913 .............. .............
1914 (July I to Oct. 3,1913) ................

Total (1,520 days. act of I5J)0 .

Annual average (act of Ir0.1 .......

1914 (Oct. 4. 1913, to June 30, 1914) ........
11.. ....................
1911 .......................... ............
191? .......................................
1911 ....................... ...............
1918 (July I to 1Wc. 31, 1918)...........
1919 (calenda yer) ................
1920 (cralendr year)-. .................
1923 (Calendaryea) .......................
1922 (Jan. 1 to Sept. 21,1922) ..............

Total (3,278 dal s, act of I911) .......

Annual average (t of 1913) ........

192 (ept. 22 to Dec. 11, 102) ............
192 (eaendwar) .'e ........ ........
1924 (calendar )tr ........... ......
1825 (calendar year) ..................
1 9% (Jan 1 to June 9).................

Total (1,378 days, act of 1922).

Annual average (act of 192) ........

Quantity

Dosesi p~y
8681,380

8 215,281
8, 402.18D

327.438

1, 828, TV5679,936

3.328.2WD
3. 41,00
3, S1, 723&S1 9.W5"
3,814,058
4,11% 7M
.232.01

4, 690, 759
5.,W32554,828,335

3,06%,003
3,113,931

49, 62, 77

4.12,139

k,3(48M2
2,9143,129
Z 34UjM
2, Wt, 8

2.55,9

Value Dilly
collected

$5,5HK,39054 , 2J t~1.29
k,423, 73 7 2,80%189
6,491,061 2,744.425

38.747 189,10

17,291,941

5,943,067

3i:244,
3, 8t, 913
4,207,75S
8,799,3106
4,7K4413
5, 247, 38
5,430,914
6,4 2 1, 063
63, 1 .196
7,03,387,
61 855, 090

1,S80,7,06

64,804,430

8, 3-,314

3.8R24, WW
2, 912, 4 0
23. 9,2UK .377

Value a
per ad va-
unit lorem

rate

Per ccci
81.0461 49.86

1.078 49.93
1,018 49.98
1.03S 49.94

8, 63291 1 04S 49.92

2,967,080 1.044 49.92

2,08502 1.170 64. 40
2,489, 7M 1.171 63.91
2,65, 213 1. 209 6317
2,8K% IM.5 1. 3 60.12
2,88:4 VA 1,1360 60,22
3,149,MI 1.376 M. 03
k 2FA OS 1,318 60.10
3,27.522 1.23 66663
3,678, 10 .WS"0 60.07
4.13% M 1. Mr 59893
3,9 4 827 1.420 54. .2
3.64. 19 1. 26 60.40

92 M 1.224 00735

3%2012.9035 1. 3W 60.49

3.,500 1.3M4 60.49

2,33821k 1".22M 74.25
2.91w, "50 1 .04 332,311404 3.-:240 7z061, 7A - 1. 2% 70.19

2K704 I.530 6M.16

Equlc°

speicrat

Per do:.
pairs
$0. 622

.617

.622

.76n

.748

.762

.20

.819
.8M

.77?

.784

.807
.827
.702
.744S14

.790

.901

1.043

10923lf'14.144,09 1 82 32 1_.2 4 ?,7 .042

2. -"I052 5 339N 445 2. 471. 521) 1.29.4 72. 77 .942

I, M,.482 Z MI.,301 3,142,406 J. 1320 44 6o M9a
1,V34,757 1,,347 747,153 .250 43 i .647

215760 'A,75 17S,284 3. 6 47,53 1.801
6,6R4 147,281 71,581 | 2.316 48.00 1.136

117,056 142,136 CA6 $71 1.214 42.56 .617
24,240 49,804 Z4 41 3 05 45.09 .A
&613 131,075 5,5 742 .01 43.00 .900

I3K4,37 5K 443 320,977 k.253 4& 90 1 2.080
M0, 4 1,414,210 678,629 2009 47.98 .964

'1.096490 1,601,463 749,126 1.4$1 46 78

54.740

I31,693427, 091

37, 91

3,6 41

7", S ,,44,7,O1 ].s27 4S.t88 .700

27 145 332.0M2 3397 4482 F 1.170
1,101,12 M, 42 2 58 4.93 3.262
1,151,210 1 MA 0, 3,040 49.17 1.496
1,677,731 8. 3M 823 4V.41 1.791

98, 493 40, 544 3.775 49.83 3. 8M

5,18W, 120 Z,5M7, 819 3. I7 [ 49.27) 1.65W

1,3-05%006~ 8 77.206 10 4;2 6M

Includes 265,354 doten pairs (welghting 27,53 pounds), valued at $604,940, paying duty of $311,108
cotanIln ottoU Of I3 thes of longer and suublct to the e neney tWili ct murtax ol 7 cents a pound
In additon to the regulr al valocem dutIes.

aInclodes 520,70 dozen pairs (weighing 491,924 pounds), Valued at $1,09 ,594, pas lug duty of t59,843
it= to emergeny tariff act stt of 7 ents a bourA.

En,orm ts for the first 6 months of I925 were 271,477 doten pairse 11,018 down pairs more than for the
lst S months of 39 .

Table 2a shows the quantity and volume, also rate of duty for the
two classes of cotton hosiery, that is (a) "cut" hosiery, and (b) other
hosiery (including full-fashioned and seamless), into which the
nelusive totals shown in Table 2 are subdivided in import records.



COTTON 1OSMEiY

TABLE 2A.-€C0l0M hosiery: Arerage 4nanal imports for conlJumplton, by classes

iSoewe: Forelat Cormerc, and NavigitoS of the United Ststesl

other (fu0 1 fshiolled and seamless)

Cut hosiery . ho er y _
n~h~rifull~lhion voa arles)1

I k.i.rersee S4 . .. Valuo | ,..e runtity Value vajorem Quantity rate olduty

rate of dt Y_

"t' DO U-4 Pa 6.1 461 .0
Nit* ff s 35.00 4,191,( 5 4, S WD
V it" x w ,,40 &.0.

21.0 M2 X~~44 300 4. IMM2 191 16 c5Act ofI 9 .................... g . 47 3. 2.61.., 9 0,.

Art "'f IM -------- ..... 21 3 0o 2, 37 * 4,

c, d u e r 
x247 00.049

1 3 ... . . . .... ......... . 74 7 " I 20 49,9. .
A 192' ........... 

30.0) 27,21S % ___

C Aldar vntl for perYoM Cro .$Spt. 22., 22, to June 30 .920t 0rl)lVe. -I Sept.22t0 0 2. 1Q2 
4 sct1 '

a i , to Dec. 20, 162 , to& vh5ae0

,C,,t", hosiery i usuuy muc , it t. oh tye. Forth
-ntireprio)d, from October, ,1890, to June 30, 92 0, verd bytheve

e udata, imports of"cut" cotton one ra 19, over ge thoie

ent"shire h dzn pars an,, lo ther" cotton hosiery
value of $0.576 ed had don average ir, value of $1292

(fuli-fasio,,- fnd sen, cotton hosiery had an average
per dozen pais .In5i 12 poSr33i.12
invoice valu per dozen ars of $07. in 1923, of 10.833 in 9t,
51.086°i 2,a n ofr 51 .889 in the first six months of 19. ImportS
of ail other cotton hosery had .n arg vale Of $3001 per dozen

pairs in 1923, of $3.437 in 1024, of S387i 95 ado 388i

the first six months of 1926. the tff act of.1922, uP to

Setthe cotton hosiery imported tnder te in a f i2 upt

Ofl there conuun oh" lotenieyf as on
and including ,June 30, 192p "cut" hosiery hat cotituted 12.98

pr , wofr'ntn an rd 3.64 per cent in vau, trissd in the

pert -'.-osb vrosr, ofnorei,. n. , nianlufa hoe otrv
erlttle td in import statistics as

U on rhs e nt of th oal in, quantity
niteI States. The cott hey cottof he t

"al oter onstituitinlg 80 to 06 pe IIfsind

and l o to 98 per cent in value, is a ost en timely f l fo ont ed. ,

hdete .re no h statistical records.of the proportiontamontof

infants', women's, and men's hosiery no V shos couney

andeimaes by various importers an y a iseo wde

variance, It seems to be agreed that im ... rt hil a tiI hSiery

were formerly predominantly for women, with rltivor men. an

a o nt s for infants, and n . .ligiblo am ounts f o n . ou th o the

chane i stles woen are using less cotton hosiery, eitheripotd

or domestic. Of the total imports of 0 ulfahoen o ctonhsiery,

it is estimated that infants' socks and mens af hose, ow ontit tieo

more than one-half in quantity, although omeli' hose, bcu o

ther hgh r uit alus sillaccut for more than one-half of the

total value of the smaller group listed in im por t fti me, asnut

cotton hosiery, the bulk is for infants, a small amnt fo en n

practically none for women. at teyoe-orho h

Infants' socks are estimated aapproximatl niout~o h

totl ~ttohos~ryimports. It is. robale that in quantity they

amount to somewhat mote than on e-ourth ofte total, but nvle
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to somewhat less. Their average unit value is very small, 2 dozel
of them being about the equivalent in value. of I dozen men's
half hose, and 4 dozen about the equivalent of I dozen women's
hose. This low average value is not due to inferiority in quality,
but to the predominanc'e of the smaller sizes imported, for the whole-
sale prices are graded according to sizes. Since the differential is
not carried over into the retail price, it is more profitable to import
the smaller sizes, Moreover, the style for larger children has changed
from socks to golf hose, known as seven-eighths length hose, very
few of which are imported.

One reason for the importation of infants' cotton socks is the attrac-
tiveness of the elaborate Jacquard and fancy-striped tops developed
bv foreign manufacturers. But some are plain, imported for a
certain trade demanding infants' full-fashioned hosiery which, so
far as can be ascertained, is not made in this country.' Then, too,
without regard to particular characteristics, infants"socks are im-
ported for a limited class of people to whom the term "imported"
connotes a superior article.

The cotton hosiery imported for men and for women is for the
most part fancy goods which are almost as expensive as the silk.
Some of those entered as cotton hosiery are part cotton and part
rayon-the rayon used to form the design or in the knitting of the'boot" and the cotton for the tops and the soles.
Exports.

Table 3 shows exports of domestic cotton hosiery for 1918 and
subsequent years.

TABL. 3.-Colton hosiery: Domstic exports, 1918-1925

[Source. Foreign Commerce Rnd Na% hal Ion of Ihe U'ited "tatesI

Eiaported Ic-- i
Quniy Quantity quantity Quantity Quarilit)y

!lzt Pailslilesza apie /Azen Ia'rp Doz'a peirl t e" pairs
Cuba ...................................... I 0.W21 6271 7 1.320.740 17,827 Wk0. 23
Argenllits ................................. 1,,7,04 61, 347 m,0 K%7 340.045 7'2, b
I ll Kitgdom ......................... 24. W I, KZi7s 2, 2.,1 ,71 '64.4716 I,0,3(16
Canads ............................... 479,916 m11, 34 3W6.343 272,k300 400. 17

aelleo .................................... 1 147,lI ifk343 132,00. 181,9W 11A034
Uru uy ..... ............................ 159 323 1., 4-4 1516S' 2,12V 162,316
Aurals ............................... i 577,274 621.,02 i,3, 179 140,449 i 370.26"
lriish $outh Afrr ...................... 3 133,50 237,232 40,644 6 4.179
All other countries ................... 1,51i,34 4,614,131 .. 34Z39 7"0.442 1 ,112 7W

Total .............................. .%74.343 1,477,3M 11.0 57% Q 2, ZIA2 1 4.72. 6 4
Average unit value ....................... 2.37 n 62.137 1 , $2. 400 $1.924

1023 f 104 i923
/W 4 ;

Eaotdto- - - -I

Quantity Value Qu Vantitr Vislue Q Qusntity Value

I'Ire c. Doer $2~ Loe pilre
Cubs ........................ 1.J29.4 5 7 $2, 2.b75 W%',84 $1. 07.2I2 57.142 11.245.903
Argrntini ................... 76,K02 i.h4 4.460 0.62 1 1.423,&45 $4., W07 1.04.7.68
Unied Kingdom ............. 511.76 1,1",,647 619.301 881,43 b74,249 1.301.205
Canas'l .................... 49t,001 033 877 342.007 34, 611 414.63 637,760
lAelo..................... 211,5612 045. 331 329.6M N19,84 7 3.'o.927 S17.79?

Urga.................... 122 372.960i 101.07 U59,031 167,01087Astralia..................174,411 292.079 164. S 14 242.942 109,767 3 21 224
British South .h1nca..........107.390 304.132 0266 101,944 14.14 20.3
All other countries ............ .1,41, M 3. 0.. 216 1. -%912 0.4K, 5010 1,877.173 3. 710.20

Total .................. 5,109.750 102.N.1- 34 25,,WJ 9,4095,.1%5. 4422 2 04..,I
Averago unit value ....................... . Z040 ............ .. . . . 1.T1



Prior to 1918, statistics of exports of domestic cotton hosiery were
included in Commerce and Navigation, without separate enumera-
tion, in the general classification of "cotton knit goods." The
recorded exports of cotton hosiery, listed above are inclusive totals
and there are no official data as to their character. However,

domestic production is shown by the Bureau of the Census to be
mainly of the seamless type, and it is stated by the trade that this

is also true of domestic exports and that very little full-fashioned
cotton hosiery of American manufacture enters international trade.

During the World War the United States succeeded Germany. as

the world's main source of cotton hosiery by a rapidly increasing

exportation culminating in 1920 with 11,575,655 dozen pairs valued

at $37,879,605. Following that year, when prices attained a new

height there was a sharp decline in the demand, and in 1921 the

United States sold abroad only 2,508,258 dozen pairs. With the

subsequent recovery of foreign demand, the American industry,

although not equaling its 1920 record, resumed an important poiition

in world trade, exporting 4,702,604 dozen pairs in 1922- 5,159,750

dozen pairs in 1923; 4 825 563 dozen pairs in 1924; and 5,534,222
dozen pairs in 1925. The 'average value of exports was $1.924 per

dozen pairs in 1922, $2.040 in 1923, $1.885 in 1924, and $1.890 in
1925.

In recent years the principal purchasers have been Cuba, Argentina,

the United Kingdom, and Canada. The United States now ranks

second only to Germany in supplying t;Le international demand for

cotton hosiery. Post-war exports have greatly exceeded imports.

Consumption.
Table 4 shows the volume of cotton hosiery available for domestic

consumption in the census years 1914, 1919, 1021, and 1923.

TABLE 4.-Cotton hosiery: Domestic consumption, 1914-1928

Doun pai rosen palrs Domu pails Doten pairs
81, 09.7 09 3,34.2 I 0,889. 098/ 07,61. *33

Domestic production .............. 61, 371 83 34 88§00. 5 70M

Im ports for consume pt on ..................... 
14. 6 03: M""

Totalsupply.......................... I6M 4 ,8,80 51,97,980 ,04,14
Les domestic eports..........................477,338 

2, 258 159,7 0

Available for consumption ................. ..... 13. M 8 1,201, 17 49.089.722 02, 88 864

Exports for 1914 were not separately recorded In American stat- ftl. but have been estimated at 500,000

dozen pairs on the basis ofsuch foreign statistics as are available showing Imports from the United States.

The above table, taken in connection with Table 1 (domestic pro-

duction), shows that the consumption of cotton hosiery in the United

States reached its highet point about 1914. The subsequent decline

in consumption, which has been greater than the decline in production

is stated by the trade to be due to the growing popularity of silk and
of ra on hosiery. This statement is substantiated by data for suc-

cessive census years showing a steadily increasing production of those

two types of hosiery.'

I See Table 6.

COTTON¢ HOSIERtY8
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CHANGING TRENDS IN THE DEMAND FOR COTTON HOSIERY

Hosiery, at one time almost as staple a product as sugar is now sub-
ject to the vagaries of fashion. The most pronounced efect of style
influence in the years since the war has been the change from lisle to
silk hosiery. The increased price of cotton and the curtailment of
imports of lisle hose during the war had something to do with effecting
this change, but the generally higher level of wages in the United
States, the restriction of immigration, and the greater economic inde-
pendence of women are probably more important and more permanent
causes. On the other hand! the production of silk hosiery has ad-
vanced to large-scale proportions whereby greater savings in manufac-
ture can be effected, and the pressure of competition has caused some
of this saving to be reflected in relatively lower prices. Most of the
silk hosiery worn by women is, in reality, more than half cotton in
weight, only the top of the foot and a portion of the hose known as the
"boot" being made of silk.

A more recent development is the use of rayon for hosiery, or of
rayon mixed with silk or with cotton. Rayon hosiery has much the
appearance of silk and competes with cotton hosiery on a lower price
basis than does silk. Though most noticeable in women's hosiery
this competition extends to hosiery for men and for infants.

These changes in style are reflected in imports, which have greatly
diminished, and in domestic production, which, though continuing to
increase, has markedly changed in character, as shown by the follow-
ing comparison of the domestic hosiery production in 1914, the last
pre-war census year, and in 1923, the latest census year.

TABLE 5.-losiery of ali kinds and materials: Domestic production, 1914 and 1923

Quantity Value

11 Rate of Rate of11 193 Increase 1014 1923 Increase

Dolenpafrs Dorenpairs Per Cent Per tentCotton ................... 61,409,573 57,419,523 -6.17 $N9,631,474 $105.044.759 77.67
Wool............... .. ... 1,8.%833 1.177,151 -40.72 3,875,486 8,157,282 110.48
%ferino. ................ 3,059,294 7,890,.58 157.92 4.7A, 919 25,352,576 42. 29

Silk ......................... 3, , 440 4, 640 327 26.77 1 ,5., 220 45.929,047 147.65
WRayon .................... () 2,758, 457 I ('5 10,64 ,769
Silk or rayon mixed wili; 416.06 41,620.27

other fibers .............. 5.049,709 23,340,811 11,239,461 18,702,446

Total .............. 75,164,911 97,432, 27 29.63 ,08,8690 378,732.878 286.07

' Wool and cotton mixed. 3 Not sopamtely recorded.

As shown in Table 5, cotton hosiery production has declined not
only absolutely but to an oven greater extent relatively. Of the
75,164,911 dozen pairs of hosiery produced in the United States in
1914, 81.70 per cent was cotton, whereas of the 97,432,927 dozen
pairs produced in 1923, only 59.14 per cent was cotton. During the
same period hosiery of silk, rayon, and mixtures of these with other
fibers, increased from 11.59 per cent to 31.56 per cent of the total
quantity of hosiery produced in the United States.

In 1923 imports of cotton hosiery were 80.54 per cent less than in
1914, and imports of silk hosiery" amounted to only 10,363 dozen



airs. It is evident, therefore,, that the decreased demand for cotton
osicry has been due mainly to the competition of hosiery made in

the United States, wholly or in part of silk and of rayon.
' .Not-only! has there been a change from one type of material to
another but in recent seasons there has been a marked demand for
novelty goods, especially in men's half hose, tending to popularize
fancy lisle hosiery. What effect this may have had upon domestic
production can not be ascertained because the 1923 census figures are
.the latest available. Imports since 1923 do not show any marked
tendency to increase. (See Table 2.) Fancy designs in men's socks
were introduced from Germany in 1923 and 1924, but Alnerican
manufacturers were soon able to produce half hose equally as good
in style and quality as the German. Many jobbers consider the
doniestic product stuperior to all but the highest priced foreign.
,1 Novelty hosiery has brought about altered marketing condlitions.
As a pattern which has been exploited is no longer desirable, mnanufac-
turers make such goods only on order. Quantity production is essen-
tial to the success of the American industry, and domestic manufae-
turers do not care to take orders for less than 60 dozen. Jobbers
desiring exclusive designs of hose or half hose may order from foreign
manufacturers who will make them up in small quantities. But as
time is an important element in the factor of style, most, dealers prefer
to buy from American manufacturers who usually deliver the goods a
few weeks after accepting the order. Foreign orders take from three
to six months aid a.,j uzualy paid for in advance; before the delivery
of the order the demand for the particular goods may have ceased.

Figured cotton hosiery for men has been developed in the cheaper
grades, but the full-fashioned Jacquard-figured lisle hose for women
are so expensive; that, although fashionable, they will probably not
displace silk hose to any great extent. Most of the Jacquard-figured
hosiery for women is imported.

Prior to the war fancy-topped socks for infants were imported from
Germany in large quantities. During the years that German goods
could not be obtained the industry was built up in this country. So
much progress has been made in designing new styles that the German
product no longer serves as a model. An'i portant style change in
children's hosiery was the adoption in 1923 of the seven-eighths
length golf hose for large children in place of the socks known as
jfai ts'gsocks, which had previously been 'worn. The seven-eighths
length hose continues popular and restricts the imports of hosiery for
infants and children.

PRINCIPAL COMPETING COUNTRY

An analysis of import statistics shows that Germany is the prin-
cipal competing country. That this was true in pro-war, as in post-
war, years, is shown by the following table:

(to 'COTTON HtOSIERY
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TABLE 0.-Cotton hr tierv: Oeeral imports, by/ countries, 1914, 1923, 1924, and
1925

[Sourca: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States]

Imported from- Quantity Value Unit value

Per dozen
Fiscal year 1914: DotER pri pit#

(lerranv ................................................. 2, 375,494 $3,050,939 '$, M8
United kingdom ..................................... 17,604 43, W0 2.480
France ....................................................... 8, 977 35, G3 3.975
All other countries .............................................. 17,326 14,357 .829

Total ........................................................ 2,4 1.401 3,144, CM 1.300
Calendar year Jl923:

Oermany ..................................................... 71,182 1, 159,57 2.025'
United Kingdom ............................................. . 22,59 W 23, 982 6.497
France.*..Y.; ............................................ 4,101 32.049 7.815
All other countries ....................................... 13,879 13.993 1.008

Total ......................................................... 611,718 1,316591 2.169
Calendar year 1924:

Germany .......................................... 40,426 1,178.1S1 2.452
United KCingdom ......................................... 33,918 170,4894 5.M2
France ................................................ ...... 5,027 3, 584 7.278
All other countries ............................................. 1 , 1 5' 21,089 2.081

Total ......................................................... I 5,30939 t 1 -.,318 2 654
Calendar year 1925:

ermany .... .......................................... 48.377 1,541,698 3.150
U.niedKigo .............................................. 51,58 280,813 5.444
France ..................................................... 3,190 9,5-3 6.789
All other countries ........................................ 9, OA 30, 1S2 3.319

Total ......................................................... f 53,24 i 1,942,249 3.448

Germany thus supplied in quantity 98.19 per cent of the 1914
imports, 93.37 per cent of the 1923 imports, 90.49 per cent of the
1924 imports, and 86.89 per cent of the 1925 imports. It is the only
country that exports more cotton hosiery to the United States than
it imports from the United States. As'suggested by the value per
dozen pairs, the imports from the United Kingdom and France
consist mainly of high-priced novelties.

PRICES

The trend of prices in the domestic market is shown by the trade
quotations in Table 7 for typical makes of men's half hose and of
women's hose, both seamless, from 1913 to 1926, inclusive.
TAtI 7.--Domestic seamless cotton hosiery, average mill prices to the wholesaler,

1913-1926 1

Men's I Men's
half hosqe, Women's half hose, Women's
60/2 or howe, 70/2, 00/2 or how, 70/2,

ar o2 combed, Year 7 0i17, combed,Y r omN , tnercer. [ Yerlomb e cer-

merver lIted, 220 I mercer Ieed, 220
lied, 22 needles Ized, 220 n/eed,"aneedles /[needles

Pet doen l'er doen I" erdozen Petrdoe
Pairs pairs Pair., pairs

1913......................... $1.90 f 1,9(0 1qM2..................... . 4 $75
1914 .......................... . 1 .55 1. ,0 P21 .......................... 2.33 2.85
1915 ........................ O 1.50 1,60 1922......................... 2.30 2.70
1916 ................ ....... 1.751 1.75 1423 .......................... ,30 2.75
191, ........................... 2.00 2'w 9, 1.75 2.40
189 .......................... 2.3S 7 192. .......................... 1.90 2301919 ....................... 3.22 4.8011 M9I..................... .1.70 2.20. . ............ *........ . .* .- 2 2

I quotations obtained from leading manufaRturers, and from trade Journals.
I frst 6 months at 1920.

60771-29--3
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As shown above by quotations from the trade, prices declined in
1915, after the outbreak of the war, but thereafter rose steadily until
in 1920, the peak year, men's 220-needle half hose of cotton sold at
$5.75, and women's 220-needle hose of cotton at $7.50 per dozen pairs.
The unprecedentedly high prices of the autumn of 1919 and the
spring of 1920 resulted in a great curtailment of consumption,
which had its reaction in a sharp price decline.

COST OF PRODUCTION

Scope and method of investigation.
As cotton hosiery is produced in many styles and qualities, the

investigation was directed toward obtaining cost data of rep resenta-
tive samples, domestic and foreign, of men's, women's, and infants'
cotton hosiery.
Domestic investigation.

In the manufacture of cotton hosiery, the Southern States lead and
are followed by the Middle Atlantic States, the East North Central
States, and the New England States in the order named. The mills
operated by the companies included in the investigation were situated
in the following States: Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Del.ware, North
Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama, Louisioia, Mi.,sissipi, Vir-
ginia, West Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, WisUconsin,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New Hampshire. The scope of the
investigation in each of the geographical sections important in the
manufacture of cotton hosiery is shown in Table 8.

TABLE 8.-C&Ope of domestic cotton hosiery industry covered by cost of production
investigation, 1923

(a) OEOORAPIC DISTRIBUTION Or DATA*OBTAI.ND PIROM ALL COMPANIES COVERED IN THE
INVESTIOATION

Fulln hbloned
Costs c. M1l6 Seamless knitting ma.

Geographic divLison obe opera. Capital knitting chines
P sated machines Leggersl Footers

Total ............................... 194 55 1 261 $57,714,992 44,039 427 206

Middle Atlantic States......2 271 M6 M~4.19 480 140 77
Southern States.............. 13, 45 19945,00 13,7,91 14 6
East Nurth Central States ...... 41 10 17 _ 13 .24, 7( 9,956 273 123
New England States ............ i1 .5 8 4, 10, 200 4,12 ................

(b) OXOGRAPIMC l)[STRIBUtION or DATA OBTAINtc FROM COMPANIES WHOSE COSTS WVtRa StLIc-"ED
VOR us& IN tl INVESTIGATION

Full-ii Sioned
C o ln. i Seamle.s knit!ng an-Costs Com M1 .4 chlines1

Geographic division u Capital knitting

Ocogaphi diisio uu~i hasts almi ochies eggero Footers

Total...........................52 32 92 "2,137 427 206

Middle Atlantic Sltets.......31 17 j 43 1 7,9WA,409 12,708 140 77
Southern States............. 11 8 35 IR. 703,300 11,0831 14 6
East North Central Ststes .... 5 o10 7,14.700 4,006 27 1 a 1
New England States ........... 2 2 4 3,:923, 00 4,,41 ........ 1 ........
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TA1LE 8.-Scope of domestic cotton hosiery industry covered by cost of production
investigation, 1933-Continued

(c) GEOGRAPRIC l)i$TRIBUTIOX4 or DATA OBTAINED PKOM MILLS WHoSE COsts WuRE StLIcFAl) FOR s15
JN THE INVESTIGATION

Seamless knitting machLew
Costs Corn. Mills knitting
used shlcndiisionchaille

Leggers Footers

Total ................................. 52 3 2 1, 61 263 125

Middle Atlantic States ...... 31 110 77
Southern States ................... 8 8 3, SM 14 |
East North Central State ........ 8 3,022 t09 42

New England States .............. 2 2 2,13 .......... .....

Approximately one-half of the knitting machines producing cotton
hosiery 'in the United States were operated by the companies from
which costs of samples were obtained in the investigation. Cost data
were secured for 194 samples of domestic hose. Costs of 52 of these
samples are included in the cost comparisons in this report. The
percentage of the total production of hosiery that is represented by
these samples is not ascertainable.

Table 8 (a, b, and e) is designed to show the geographical distribution
of the companies and mills from which domestic cost of production
data were obtained in this investigation, as well as a similar distribution
of the companies and mills from which cost data that have actually
been used in this report were obtained.

Table 8 (a) shows the geographical distribution of (1) tile number of
itetus for which cost (lata were obtained; (2) the nlmber of the com-
panies from which such cost data were obtained; (3) the mber of
mill operated by those companies, whether or not cost, data were
obtained from one or more of such mills; (4) the capital of the several
companies; and (5) the number'of knitting machines, by types, oper-
ated by those companies.

Table 8 (b) shows geographical distribution as in Table 8 (a), but
relates only to the companies from which cost. data actually used were
obtained.

A large coip any sometimes operates mills in different sections of
the country. It should be noted that in Table 8 (a) and 8 (b) the geo-
graphicl distribution of mills and machinery is according to coml)a-
fles by which they were operated and not according to the location
of the mills. As a matter of fact,, only two of the companies operated
mills in different geographical sections: (1) A company whose itaini
mill was in the Middle Atlantic States operated five southern mills.
Only 21.5 per cent of the machinery operated by tile company was
in tile South; (2) a company whose main mill was in tie South
operated three mills in the Middle Atlantic States. Only 22.4 per
cent of the machinery operated by the company was in tle Middle
Atlantic States.

Table S (c) shows the geographical distribution relating only to the
mills from which cost data were actually used in this investigation.
It therefore shows, by geographical sections, (1) the number of items
for which cost data were usel; (2) the number of companies operating
the mills from which cost data were used; (3) the number of mills
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from which cost data were actually used; and (4) the number of

machines, by types, operated in the mills Whose cost data were used.

The location of each of the mills given in Table 8 (c) corresponds to

the location of the operating company. The item of capital does

not appear in Table 8 (c), because in instances where companies operate

several mills the capital can not be apportioned to the individual mills.

The official in charge of each mill included in the investigation

selected two or more samples of hose that were typical and representa-

tive of the bulk of his output and on these samples the costs were

computed.
Cost data were taken directly from mill books by accountants

working in cooperation with a knitting expert.
The various cost elements and the total cost were ascertained as

follows:
(A) Material cost was based on lnill-book data showing the weights

and prices of the yarns and other materials used in each style of hosiery

selected.
(B) Manufacturing labor cost was obtained thus:

(1) Piecework-labor cost on each style was taken from the mill

books, the piece-rate scale being a matter of record.

(2) The ratio of total time-labor cost to total piecework-labor

cost was found in each factory for the period of time under con-

sideration. The time-labor cost ascribed to each specific hose was

a figure which bore the same ratio to the ascertained piecework-

labor cost of that hose as the total time-labor cost of the factory

bore to total piecework-labor cost of the factory.

(3) Time-labor cost, arrived at as described in (2), and piece-

work-labor cost were combined to give the manufacturing labor

cost.
(C) The ratio of total manufacturing expense to total nmanufac-

turing labor cost was found in each factory for the 12-month period

for w ich costs were obtained. The mianufactring expense ascribed

to each specific hose was a figure which bore the same ratio to the

ascertained manufacturing labor cost of that hose as the total manu-

facturing expense of the factory bore to the total manufacturing

labor cost of the factory.
Total mill cost was obtained by adding the items (A) material,

(B) manufacturing labor, and (C) m.anuf tuning expense.

Foreign investigation.
Four agents of the commission, consisting of two knitting experts,

a textile expert, and a cost accountant, in cooperation with members

of the commission's foreign staff, conducted the investigation in

Europe. At the offices of the American consulates at Berlin, Dresden,

Paris, L yons, London, and Nottingham, a careful study was made of

invoices of cotton hosiery exported to the United states. Styles

typical of the bulk of the exports were selected from the invoices

and the names of the mills producing them were noted. Cost data

relative to the production of cotton hosiery were obtained from seven

German mannt acturers who made hosiery tyPical of German exports

to the United States. Cost data were obtained from two mills in

England, but attempts to get cost data in France were wholly un-

successful. Only the German costs are shown .in this report, since

Germany is considered the principal competing country for the

purposes of this investigation.



Germany.-Before visiting the mills selected from a study of
invoices, conferences were held with tile hosiery association and with
labor union leaders. The manufacturers attending the conferences
were each presented with a translation of section 315 of the tariff
act of 1922, and with specific cost sheets prepared in German ex-
plaining tile method of cost computation to be employed. The
hosiery association, after having given consideration to the request for
cost data, decided that it woufd be inadvisable for it, as an associa-
tion, to attempt to furnish costs of production and suggested that the
agents of the commission confer directly with the manufacturers.
At first this method was no more successful. Finally, after the
agents of the commission had gone to France, seven of the leading
German manufacturers agreed to furnish cost data on specific samples
which they themselves selected from the styles submitted to them by
the commission's agents as representative of German exports to the
United States. Whereupon, one of the knitting experts with two of
the commission's foreign agents returned to Chemnitz. Four of the
seven German mills visited by the commission's agents were situated
in Chemnitz, and one each in Talheiin, Gorusdorf, and Neukierchen,
all in the Chemnitz district.' From these mills on September 9
and 10, 1923, cost of production data were obtained for 15 specific
samples of cotton hosiery which were regarded by the commission's
agents as physically representative of the styles exported from
Germany to the united States. In the case 'of only 8 of these
15 samples were the cost data found to be suitable for comparison
with the American cost data. In the case of the other 7. cost
data were not used for the following reasons: 3 because selling
expenses were not separated from the total mill cost; 1 because
the hose wvas a fine cotton chiffon, very expensive, and not. at all
comparable with any of the domestic samples; 1 because of a
special feature, a patented elastic top interknit with rubber; I
because, although costs were given, no saml)le was obtained, and,
therefore, it was not possible to verify the technical details; and I
because it was a "cut" hose, no comparable sample of which could
be obtained in the United States.

The cost sheets as furnished by the German manufacturers show
items for material cost, labor cost, manufacturing expense, loss on
seconds, and selling expense. The prices of yarns were checked with
purchase invoices at tlie mills and dyeing costs, usually on a com-
mission basis, were checked with the prevailing price schedules for
that kind of work. The pay rolls were also examined by the com-
mission's agents. Mill expenses and overhead charges were accepted
at the figures given by the manufacturers as they declined to allow
these figures to be checked with their books. The items of mill
expense and overhead are in fact estimates. These circumstances
account for the fact that only two days were consumed in obtaining
the costs in the Chcmnitz district.

The item of material cost per unit for each style was computed
from the records of the manufacturer. Tie mnarority of tile finer
yarns used were of English manufacture, and the prices paid for
these were taken froin receipted bills made out in pounds sterling.

I The German coiton hosery Industry is copnoetr3ted I and around Cbemnltz, Saxony. Mils outude
of Saxony are scattered and are unimportant In 'he export trade.

15COTTON HOSIERY



LAbor cost was computed by the commission's agents by the method
used in the domestic investigation. Piecework labor comprised the
bulk of the total labor cost. The piecework rates for tle various
operations were verified from the factory schedules and a computa-
tion was made of the total piecework labor on each type of Ihose.
The total timework-labor cost and the total piecework-labor cost
for the entire output of the factory were verified from the factory
books and the ratio between them was applied to the piecework-
labor cost on each of the selected samples of hose to estimate the
timework-labor cost applicable thereto. Piecework-labor cost and
timework-labor cost as above described, were then added together
to give the total manufacturing labor cost for each selected sample.

Wage data were recorded on the books of the manufacturers in
gold marks, although the manafacturers actually paid in paper marks.
The amounts paid were the number of paper marks equivalent at
the time of payment to the gold-mark wage scale.

The manufacturing expense (works expense and fixed charges) (lid
not, in most instances, admit of thorough checking, and for this
item estimates supp'i ,d by the various manufacturers have been used.

In Comparison A, Table 10, the average total mill cost of the two
domestic samples is made ni) of 25.83 per cent material, 42.59 per
cent labor, 31.58 per cent manufacturing expense; the average total
mill cost of the two foreign samples is made up of 48.04 per cent
materials, 38.70 per cent labor, and 13.17 per cent manufacturing
expense.

Ifn Comparison B, Table 10, the average total mill cost of the 25
domestic samples is made up of 39.13 per cent material, 37.55 per
cent labor, 23.32 per cent manufacturing expense; the average total
mill cost of the two foreign samples is made up of 52.29 per cent
material, 37.36 per cent labor, 10.35 per cent manufacturing expense.

In Comparison A, Table 11, the average total mill cost of tile 17
domestic samples is made up of 48.05 per cent material, 32.42 per
cent labor, 10.53 per cent manufacturing expense; the average total
mill cost of the two foreign samples is made up of 47.68 per cent
material, 31.35 per cent labor, 20.07 per cent manufacturing expense.

In Comparison B, Table 11, the total mill cost of the one domestic
sample is made up of 42.25 per cent material, 32.87 per cent labor,
24.88 per cent manufacturing expense; the total mill cost of the one
foreign sample is made up of 43.19 per cent material, 35.22 per cent
labor, 21.59 per cent manufacturing expense.

In comparison C, Table 11, the total mill eost of the one domestic
sample is made up of 45.68 per cent material, 35.67 per cent labor,
18.65 par cent manufacturing expense; the total mill cost of the one
foreign sample is made up of 50 per cent material, 30.26 per cent
labor, 19.74 per cent manufacturing expense.

In comparison D, Table 11, the average total mill cost of the six
domestic samples is made up of 60.73 per cent material, 22.36 per cent
labor, 16.91 per cent manufacturing expense; the total mill cost of
the one foreign sample is made up of 50 per cent material, 30.26 per
cent labor, 19.74 per cent manufacturing ex pense.

Dyeing costs are separated into material and labor for the mills
which have dyeing plants; but dyeing costs including labor, for mills
which have the dyeing done outside are included entirely in material.
A few mills buy colored yarns; for these, dyeing costs, including labor,

16 C OTTON 110SIERY
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necessarily are included entirely in material. Samples in Table 9
were from mills whose practices were as follows: A (Table 10), 1
sample from mill having dye plant,, I sample from mill buying colored
yarn; B (Table 10), 5 from mills having dye plant, 16 from mills having
dyeing done outside, 2 from mills having dye plants but also having
some outside work, and 2 from mills buying colored yarn; A (Table
11), 15 from mills having dye plants, and one from mill having dyeing
done outside; B (Table 11), 1 from mill having dye plant; C (Table
11), 1 from mill having dye plant; and D (Table 11), 6 from mills
having (lye plants.

German mills have the dyeing done in outside establishments.
The cost of dyes and of the dyeing labor for, the German samples
comes nuder the head of material cost.

The three items of material, manufacturing labor, and manufactur-
ing expense were added to obtain the total mill cost.

TABI.. .- Cotton hosiery, percentage distribution of cost elements in total mill cost

DOMESTIC SEAMLESS AND FULT.-FASiliONED SAMPLES

A I A It C 1)

(Table 10) (Table 10) (Table I1) (Table 11) (Table 11) (Table It)

Infants lsnfanl' Men's
ier-er. tnvrnr- II eonsen Wonen's

t er Women's Wo on e
Ui I' ,q- itedt~ I l~~ ze,'II fl cotrubef, inlercer- mlrcer-
sIn ard. sI ripot. Ie hafto mc ~ Ite

to s , t . lhose, hoe, full lled hoss,
fl'I iOntIl eawl,,so,' sI i I I lsahlonel ra slone, anles,
ts , 2 25 I .sa l sal le sales
Vstnles s nll sei SamplllslI 

a

• M alarial I ................................. 3.13 4S.0 4225 45 -0.73
Labor .......... .................... . -l 37. 5 32. 42 32.287 35.67 n, 36
Manufacturing e)tne ................. 1 31. 58 23.32 19. 3 24, 1.65 16.91

Total mill eot .................... 10.00 00. 00 100.00 1. 00 1 100.00

G(EHMAN FUL.FASIHIONED SAMIJLES

A t A 1 Cand DI
(Table 10) (Table 10) (Table 11) (Table 11) (Table 11)

Inranls' Infants' n
ineer. mrerr . Women's Wolen's
Ized Jac- had rnereer. combed
quard- Mrltxsl- lee! flu hose, e I hel hose,
ol soks, socks nS pes amlle I sanllllo2 samples 21  samples

M aterialt ........................................... 4.0i $N2 2 47 43.19 50.00
Labor ............................................... 3. 79 37. 1 31.35 35.22 30.26
Manufieturlng expense ............................. 13.17 10.35 20.07 21.59 19.74

Total mill cost ............................... 100.00 100.001 100.00 I 100.00 100.00
'_______I

I For mill u hlch have ,lye plnti the eost of the dlet awl chenfle.l, are included under materl at eatst,
and of tho dyeholle labor unlder labor cot..; for mllk which have their tyeing done oIde, the costs of
dyes ant, libor In dyeing are Incluled under inateritI cos. (f 11tie ,ome'tle samtiple tl In this lnves tl.
I atlon, 29 were made In mills having dye jlant,; Is In ills having dyeing done otmlde; 2 In Illls having
aye plants but also sending out goodl to be dyed; 3 Int nills vshieh bought colored y'arlnq. It seems to ba
the universal practice In Germaty to have the dyeing done oulsl le; In the eage of Infants' hoslery, not only
dyeing, but finishing and even boxing are done ottie Ilettee, te rost of dyehouso labor, as well as of
dyesq ad nemleal. Is probably included In the material costs off all the German samples seleeled.

Costs of I sample of women's mercerized hose used for both C and D (Table 11).
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j.
Domestic and foreign production costs.

"Cut" cotton hosiery is specialty provided for in paragraph 916.
Costs were obtained for one German sample of this type. Inasmuch
as "cut" hosiery is not regularly manufactured in the United States,
no domestic costs for this typo were obtained, and no cost conipari-
son is shown for cut hosiery. (See note 1, p. 4.)

Comparisons have been made of the several classes of cotton
hosiery. Infants' fancy-top socks, differentiated from other seam-
less or fashioned hosiery by having ribbed tops made with yarns of two
or more colors, have been grouped together in the comparative tables.
Other classes of hosiery, seamless or fashioned, not specially provided
for, have likewise been grouped together in the tables. Germany
is the principal competing country and, therefore, in this report
costs of German hose are compared with costs of domestic hose.
The comparisons are shown herewith in Tables 10 and 11 and also
in Tables 12, 13, and 14.

The foreign and domestic costs shown in this report (1o not take
into account any interest, either actual or imputed. In Germany,
as previously explained, no data were obtained for the computation
of these items, and in order not, to have items of cost on one side not
found on the other side, the comparative cost tables do not show actual
or imputed interest, either foreign or domestic.

Table 10 shows domestic and foreign costs of cotton hosiery for
infants; it includes two group comparisons and a simple average of
the two, A simple average has been used because no data were
obtained by which the costs could be weighted.

In Comparison A of Table 10, the two domestic and two foreign
costs shown are for infants' mercerized cotton socks of the special
type made with fancy full-fashioned ribbed tops. Both of the
foreign and one of the domestic full-fashioned tops are Jacquard knit;
one domestic full-fashioned top is not Jacquard knit but embodies
designs, made with printed yarn, in imitation of Jacquard effects.
The two foreign socks are miade with full-fashioned top and full-
fashioned leg and foot, whereas the two domestic socks are made with
full-fashioned top and seamless leg and foot. The difference between
full-fashioned and seamless feet for infants' socks is a relatively un-
important difference as compared with stockings for women. In
America the manufacture of the seamless feet involves a less expen-
sive operation than the manufacture of the full-fashioned feet, and
in general the seamless is regarded as preferable for infants' hosiery,
as the seam under the foot may be uncomfortable for the wearer.

Hosiery is judged, as to quality, largely by the fineness of the yarn
and the closeness of the knitting; the latter is best indicated by the
number of Waless," each produced by a separate needle, that appear
in the finished article. By actual count, the number of wales per inch
in the two domestic and in the two foreign socks is the same, namely,
26. The main count of yarn used in the two domestic and in one ol
the foreign socks is 40/2, in the other foreign sock it. is 60/4.

In Comparison B of Table 10 the 25 domestic and 2.foreign
costs shown are for infants' mercerized cotton socks made with ribbed
tops of the usual style--that is, striped, dyed, or bleached. The
2 foreign socks are full fashioned and the 25 domestic socks are
seamless. Both foreign and domestic samples haVe ribbed tops and,
as the construction of ribbed fabric is the same on either the flat or



the circular knitting machines, the seamless tops fit as well as the
full fashioned.

By actual count, the number of wales in the 2 foreign socks is
the same, namely, 26, whereas in the domestic socks they range from
20 to 30. The main count of yarn used in the 2 foreign socks is
45/2. The main count of yarn used in the 25 domestic samples is
30/2 for 10 of the samples; 32/2 for 1 of the samples; 36/2 for 4
of the samples; 40/2 for 3 of the saml)les; and 50/2 for 4 of the
samples. In 2 of the domestic samples in which the total weight
of yarn in each sample is 8.5 ounces, one-half of the yarn in each
sample is 30/2 and one-half is 40/2; and in 1 of the samples in which
the total weight of yarn is 7.75 ounces, 3 ounces are of 36/2 yarn;
1.5 ounces of 30/1 yarn; and 3.25 ounces of 20/1 yarn.

Table 11 shows domestic and foreign costs of cotton hosiery for
men and for women; it includes comparisons for four classes of articles
and simple averages of the four. As in Table 10, the simple average
has-been used because detailed production data for the foreign samples,
on which to calculate a weighted average, were not available,

In Comparison A of Table 11 the 17 domestic and 2 foreign costs
shown are for men's mercerized half hose. The 2 foreign socks are
full fashioned, and the 17 domestic socks are seamless.

By actual count, the number of wales per inch in the 2 foreign
ocks are 26 and 39, respectively, whereas in the domestic socks the
angel is from 26 to 36. The main count of yarn used in one of the
wo foreign socks is 19/1 and in the other is'50/2. The main count
of yarn used in 3 of the domestic samples is 36/2; in 2, it is 40/2;
in 4, it is 50/2; in 6, it is 60/2; and in 2, it is 80/2.

In Comparison B of Table 11 the 1 domestic cost, and the 1 for-
eign cost shown are for women's combed hose. Both the foreign
and domestic hose are full fashioned. The foreign hose has 32 wales
per inch and is made of 40/1 and 60/1 yarn; the domestic hose has 36
wales per inch and is made of 70/1 yarn; the weight is the same in both
inst ances.

In Comparison C of Table 11 the 1 domestic cost and the 1
foreign cost. shown are for women's mercerized hose. Both the
domestic and foreign hose are full fashioned. The foreign hose has
28 wales per inch, and is made of 60/2 yarn with a small quantity of
60/1 yarn; the domestic hose has 30 wales per inch, and is made of
60/2 yarn with a small quantity of 80/2 yarn.

In Comparison D of Table 11 the 6 domestic and 1 foreign
costs shown are for women's mercerized hose. The 1 foreign hose
is full fashioned; the 6 domestic hose are seamless. The foreign
hose, which is the same that was used in Comparison C, has 28 wales
per inch and is made almost entirely of 60/2 yarn. The main count
of yarn used in I of the domestic hiose is 50/2, in 2 it is 60/2, in 2 it
is 70/2, and in I it is 80/2.

TRANSPORTATION COST

Under the decision of the Attorney General of the United States,
the commission is under a duty to report the data with reference to the
cost of transportation of the foreign and domestic articles as constitut-
ing an advantage or disadvantage in competition.

56771-2-----4
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Imported hosiery.
Substantially allthe imported cotton hosiery of the classes compared

in this report is manufactured in the Chemnitz district in Germany and
transported to New York by way of Hamburg, Bremen, or Rotterdam.

The Department of Commerce, in its publication entitled "Stowage
Factors," gives the following data as typical of cotton hosiery ship-
ments:

Cases weighing 167 pounds gross measured 12012 cubic feet.
Cases weighing 250 pounds gross measured 18312 cubic feet.
Averaging the above, we find the gross weight to be 139pounds per

cubic foot. One cubic meter being equal to 35,31445 cubic feet, this
figure multiplied by 13, gives 476.75 pounds gross weight per cubic
meter. If a shipment weighs 500 pounds gross, it would, on the above

500
basis, occupy 4 1.05 cubic meters. Data from invoices which
show both gross and net weight indicate that the gross weight (hose
plus tissue paper plus pasteboard boxes plus wooden case) on which
freight is paid is approximately double the net weight of the hoseitself.

(a) Landfreight.-In 1923 the land freight rate from Chemnitz to
Hamburg was $2.05 per 100 kilograms (gross weight), equal to $2.05
divided by 220.46 (pounds per 100 kilograms), or $0.0093 per pound
gross. The gross weight of cotton hosiery averages double the net
weight, therefore the above was equal to $0.0186 per pound net
weight.

Applying this rate, for example, to infants' mercerized socks having
as will be presently shown, an average net weight of one-half pound
par dozen pairs, the Chemitz-Hamburg freigh, rate for such goods
packed would be $0.0093 per dozen pairs.

(b) Ocean Jreighd.-Ocean freight is based on the ton of 40 cubic
feet, or the metric ton of I cubic meter, ship's option. It appears
that ocean freight from Hamburg to New York is commonly stated
in terms of dollars per cubic meter. In 1923 the prevailing rate was
$5 per cubic meter. As a cubic meter contains 35.31445 cubic feet,
cotton hosiery shipments contain per cubic meter 476.75 pounds
(35.31445X 13,2), which is equivalent to 238.38 pounds net weight
o.' hose. Thus a shipment weighing 500 pounds gross weight would,
af previously calculated ( -A7-), equal 1.05 cubic meters.

Applying this rate, for example, to infants' mercerized socks having
as will be presently shown, an average net weight of one-half pound
per dozen' pairs, the Hamburg-New York ocean freight rate for such
goods packed would be $0.0105 per dozen pairs.

Combining the land and ocean freights stated above, the total
transportation cost from Chemnitz to New York becomes $0.0198
per pound gross weight packed.

Having thus obtained the total freight rate per pound gross weight
packed, it becomes necessary to apply these rates to the several
classes of hosiery according to their respective weights per dozen
pairs. The following table shows the net weights of the various
articles, viz:
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WNeight ofI Weight ofI
dozen pairs donen pairs

Type of hose - _ __ _ Type of hose _ _ _

Ounces, Pounds Ounces I'one&

Infants' .......... ..... 67 0.3 W omren's ....... ....... 2 .2
Do----------------------... do
Do . ..... 10 .625 ..... do ............................ 206.50 1.66

Men's ......... ___......__......_______.00

For convenience in computation, it seems legitimate to take the
middle figure of the three given for infants' and for women's hose,
respectively. Thus we get the following net, weights per dozen
pairs:

Infants', 1 pound net weight.
Mei's, 1 pound net, weight.
Woimien's, 1/ pounds liet weight.

As already explained, the gross weight of the articles packed, upon
which freight must be paid, is double these figures.

Insurance premium.-'ro the freight charges, as above, there is to
be added in each instance a charge for ocean insurance. The best
data in the possession of the commission indicate that the premium
rate for such insurance is seven-eighths of 1 per cent. This rate is
applied to the face value of the shipment.

Consular fee.-'The consular fee is $2.50 per invoice of any size.
Many invoices cover one case only; others cover many casks. The
size of the average shipment is not known but probably does not
exceed 500 dozen pairs. On this basis the consular fee would amount
to one-half cent per dozen pairs.

Customhouse broker's chargqe.-The customhouse broker charges $5
per entry, irrespective of the size of the entry. Estimating, as above,
that the average shipment is 500 dozen pais, the customhouse
broker's charge would amount to 1 cent. per dozen )ails.

The aggregate of these transportation charges on foreign imported
hosiery is shown in the following schedules.

(1) 'Infarts' mercerized Jacquard-op socks.-Assume a shipment of
500 (lozen pails, invoiced at $2 per dozen pairs, or $1,000 for the
shipment, weighing one-half pound net per dozen pairs, or 250 pounds
net per 500 pairs, weighing packed 500 pounds (227 kilos) gross and
measuring 1.05 cubic meters.

'500 dozen! I dozen
pairs pairs

('onsular fee....................................................... ............. $2.50 $0. 005
Land freight, Chemnilt to Hamburg, 227 kils. at $2.0.5 per 100 ktios . . ....... 4.05 I .0093
Ocean freight, Hamburg to New York, 1.05 cubic meters at $S per cubic reeler ...... 5. 25 0105
Marine Insurance seven-elghths of I per cent of $1,000 .............................. . 85 .017.5
Customnhoue broker, for clearing goods ......................................... 5. 00 .01

Total ................................................................. ........ 203. 15 0 23

(2) Men's mercerized half hose.-Assume a shipment of 500 dozen
pairs, invoiced at $4 per 'dozen pairs, or $2,000 for the' shipment,
weighing 1 pound net per dozen pairs, or 500 pounds per 500 dozen
pairs, weighing packed 1,000 pounds (454 kilos) gross and measuring
2.10 cubic meters.
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SO[dozen I dozen
pairs pairs

Consular fee ............................. 2...... ...... 2. $0 M5
Land freight Chemnitt to Hamburg 454 klos t 2 05 per - .... 9........ 0. 010,,

Ocean freight, hamburg to New York; 2.10 cuLic meters at $5 per cubic meter ...... 0 .0210

Marine insurance seven.elghths of I per cent of $2,000 .............................. 17.0 .035

Customhouse broker, for clearing goods ............................................. 00 '01

Total ...................................................................... 44.80 .086

(3) Women's mercerized hose.-Assume a shipment of 500 dozen
pairs, invoiced at $5.50 per dozen pairs, or $2,750 for the shipment,
weighing .1% pounds net per dozen pairs, or 750 pounds net per 500

dozen pairs, weighing packed 1,500 pounds (681 kilos) gross and

measuring 3.15 cubic meters.

5Modozen I dozen
pairs [)airs

Consular fee .................. .................................. $2AM $0.00

Land freight, (hemnitt to ltamhur 681 kilos, at $5.05 per ItO kilos.:........... 13.96 .0279

ocean hretigh Hamburg to New Yor, 3.15 cutic meters at $5 per cubic e ........ 15.7 .31

Marine Insurance Reven-eikbths of I per cent of $2,730 ............................. 24. M .0481

Customhouse broker, for clearing goods ............................................ 5.00 .01

Total ......................................................................... 61.27 1 2

Domestic. osir.
With respect to domestic production, the chief centers of the pro-

duction of the classes of cotton hosiery here compared were Penn-
sylvania New Jersey, Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Tennessee, and

northh Carolina. The principal wholesale centers, the meeting points
for buyers and sellers, arc Nowv York and Philadelphia. Cotton
hosiery is sold f. o. b. mill, the cost of delivery not affecting tle quoted

selling price. It is shipped from the mills to wholesalers and retailers

all over the country. Sonie hose is sent to New York wholesalers
for reshipment elsewhere. New York being the city of largest popu-

lation, it is probable that more cotton hosiery is actually shipped there

than to any other single point. Under these circumstances, New

York has been taken as the principal market to which transportation
may be computed on both sides.

The domestic freight rates on cotton hosiery to New York are as
follows:

Cotton hosiery: Freight rates to New York on gross weight of shipment

Per 100 Rouled
pounds

From I ch Mass ......... ............................ $0730 All rail.

From piladelphia, F3 .......................................... SO; 5 All rail and ocean

From Durham, N. C ............................................ 77 H Al and ocean.
:7Arail non.

From Chattanooga, Tenn ...................................... 9 11 and o an.
1. 0 Ak t d t ail.

From Milwaukee, Wis .......................................... .3 Lake and rail.
1.34 Rail and ocean.
1.42 All rail.

These rates per hundred pounds are f,- the gross weight of the

shipment. As already shown, the gross weight (hose plus tissue
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paper, plus pasteboard boxes, plus wooden cases) on which freight is
paid is approximately double the net weight of the hose itself. In
order to arrive at the transportation cost per unit of actual hose,
whether such units be pounds or dozens of pairs, the scheduled freight
rate given above must, as in the case of the foreign hose, be doubled
to arrive at the net rate.

Of the 52 samples of domestic hose used for comparison in this
investigation, 29 were from mills in Pennsylvania and 2 from other
Middh, 3tates; 11 from Southern States; 8 from Middle West; and
2 from New England. Shipments from the. Pennsylvania mills
would, of course, be represented by the relatively low rate of $0.415
per 100 pounds gross weight, or $0.83 per 100 pounds net weight.

There are, however, no data by which production of the several
factories or the shipments from the several factories to any point can
be weighted. Thus, there are no data indicating that the actual
shipments of hose to New York from the several points of manu-
facture are in the ratio of the number of samples selected from the
several points.

If the cost of transporting domestic hose to the assumed common
market, New York, must be reduced to some supposedly representa-
tive figure, then it would appear that a fair average figure for that
purpose would be approximately $1 per hundred pounds gross weight
or $2 per hundred pounds net weight. This gives an average freight
rate of 2 cents per pound of hose. Applying the rate per pound
to the average weight of the several classes of hose, we get the fol-
lowing results:
Cotton hosiery: Transportation expense of domestic arlicles, 1923 (per dozen pairs)

Claws of hos Weight Freght
Ounces rounds charge

Infants' mercerized Jacquard-topsocks .............................. 8 0L5 [ $0.01
Men's mercerized halfthose .................................ho.e....... . 1 .02
Women's mercerized how ................................................. 2 . 0

The freight charge to New York, as stated above, has been used in
all the tables in which the costs of the several classes of hosiery have
been compared.

It is to be noted that, as in the case of transportation costs on the
foreign articles, no charges for cartage are included. Loss or damage
in shipment by rail is assumed to be fully covered by the liability of
the common carrier under the terms of the contract of shipment.
It is true that some domestic firms carry insurance in order to secure
prompt payment of claims for loss, the insurance company, in con-
sideration of a premium, taking the risk of long delay in settlement
by the railroads. It is also true that some jobbers carry such insur-
ance as a floating policy, paying a fixed premium per year. But
insurance on domestic shipments of hosiery appears to be the excep-
tion rather than the rule and, in the instances where it occurs, appears
to be an exceedingly small item. No charge-for insurance of any
kind is included in the domestic transportation figures. In short,
domestic transportation cost is limited to the freight charge; foreign
transportation cost includes, in addition to the freight ch iarge, t le
expense for consular fees, marine insurance premiums, and customs
brokers' charges.
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COMPARISON OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COST DATA

In the following Table 10 are shown the results of a comparison of
the unadjusted cost figures for the following classes of hosiery:

A-Infants' mercerized Jacquard-top socks; 2 domestic. fashioned,
or partly fashioned, samples, and 2 foreign fashioned samples.

B-Infants' mercerized striped-top socks; 25 domestic seamless
samples and 2 foreign fashioned samples.

For convenience a simple unweighted average of A and B is also
stated in a final column.

In the following Table 11 are shown the results of a comparison of
the unadjusted cost figures for the following classes of hosiery:

A--Men's mercerized half hose; 17 domestic seamless samples and
2 foreign fashioned samples.

B-Women's combed hose; 1 domestic fashioned sample and 1 for-
eign fashioned sample.

C-Women's mercerized hose; 1 domestic fashioned sample and I
foreign fashioned sample.

D-Women's mercerized hose; 6 domestic seamless samples and 1
foreign fashioned sample.

For conveniencrj, simple unweighted averages of various combina-
tions of these data are shown in the remaining columns.

The results of applying various statistical methods to the basic data
which are to be found in the cost sheets annexed to this report as
Appendix A, and which are summarized in Tables 10 and 11, are
indicated in the following sections dealing respectively with Method
I, Method II, and Method III.

TABLE 1O.-Cotlon hosiery, full-fashioned and seamless, "having ribbed tops of
.two or more colors": Costs of production, and rates of duty necessary to equalize
.differences in costs of production I in the United States and principal competing
country (Germany) IPer dozen pairs)

A B

Infants' mercerized infants'mererited SImPA ade13Ve o

Jacquard-top socks striped-topsacks

Domestic Foreign Domestic Foreign
1 (ash; ( fusn- (25 seam- (2 ash. Domestic Foreign
toned)' loned) less) toned)

I. Cost, transportation not Included:
,,a ptera-------------00 60673 $004 , CA $00624 $0671M aeil. ........................ $0.601 I, 0.4 t.c $0.,737 $0. !

Labor ....................... - 991 .99 .433 .80 . 14
Manufacturing epenses.----..-- - .-7351 .202 "5 -- .161

Total mill cost-----------------...2327 1.3 .51 IS9 1- OSS 1.346
Difference ........................... $0. 43
Foreign valuation ................. $1.973 1.400 $1.W
Duty required toe uaiit (percent) 40.15 35.14 3A00

It. Cost, transportatlonincluded:
Total mill cost .............. - $2327 $1.534 $1, i 1.159 $1.989 $.3146
Transportation to New York - 010 .052 8010 .062 .010 042

Total cot (Including transports-121 19 .3
lon)k ........................ -2337 1 36 1. 166145 1.2 , . 9 138

Difference----------------------8.7.1.....0 I0ft
Foreign valuation----------- V75 1.400 .6"
Ki required toequalle(per et). W803 32.14 3&00

' These costs do not Include any Interest, either actual or Imputed.
I Full-fashloned top and seamles feet.
I Transportation charges on the foreign hosltey Include onsular fees, freight, marine Inslirance, and cus-

loins brokers' charges. Those charges are nondutiable. Transportation cbage4 on the domestle hosiery
are the freight charges.
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TABLE 11.-Cotton hosiery, full-fashioned and seamless not "haeing ribbed tops of

two or more colors": Costs of production and rates of duty necessary to equalize
differences in costs of production I in the United States and principal competing
country (Germany) IPer doten pairs]

A D C D
Men's mercer- Women's Women's met- Women's met.
lted half hose combed hose ceried hose cerlted hose

DO- For- For- Do- For- D- For.Mestlc eig (2 tc Matcef mst lgn(2l elgia (1I elgo(1 eign (I
(17 Csh- (sh fash- lasb-h. {h.

Seam. toned) e I owned) ) toned) ' toned)less) toned) toned) less)

I. Cost, transportation not Included:
M aterial .......................
Labor ..........................
Manufacturing expense ........

$1. 156 $I.050
.7S0 .710
.470 .475

Total mill cost-------....-i-. 408 2 2.2
Difference ...................... $01
Foreign valuation .............. $3.7,
Duty required to equalize (per

cent) ......................... 3.76
It. Cost, transporlatton Included:

Toal mll cost ................. 2 4 $2:2
Transportation to New York' .020

Total cost includingg trans.
portatlon) I ................ 2.426 2. V

Difference ...................... $0. 071
Foreign valuation .............. $3.73
Duty required to equalize (per

cent) ......................... 1.89

i. Cost, transportation not Included:
Satezra ...................
laor............ .........
Manufacturing expense .............

Total mill coot ....................
Dilference ...........................
Foreign valuation ...................
Duty required to equalite f )er cent).

It. Cost, transportatlionincluIecT
Total ill cost ......................
Transportation to New York I ......

Total cost (including lranspirta.
lion) I ...........................

Difference ...........................
Foreign valuation ...................
Duty required to eflualizo (ser cent).

;5

90

$1.o20 $1.300
1.338 1.00
1.013 .650

4.071 3.010
$1.061
$1.10

$2.113 81.900
1.673 1,0
.875 .750

4.091 1 3. SW
$0. 851
$5.50

$1.641 1 $.00
.114 1.150
.457 .750

2.702 i 3.SoW
S$1. 0

25.SS 8. 20 '19.98

84.071 $3.010 $4.r1 $3.800 702 $3. SM.030 .122 .00 .IN2 .030 122

4.101 3.132 4,721 3.922 732 3. M
$0.069 $0. 7go 1$1. 190
$4.10 $5.60 $5.0

23.63 14.53 121.64

Simple averages

A, 1, C. and DI A, D, and C

Domnes. Foreigntie

$1.05 $1.541
- .0991 1.018

.704 .858.

3.4(8 3.219

8.28

$3. 451 $3.219
Or2r .114-_I "_!

3.495 1 3.333
$0. 102
$8. 713
3.44

Domes. Foreign

$1,673 $1.427
1.2-4 .973
.7SO .623

2.723 3.023
$0. 098
$4.45

3.7491 .138
M 6813
$4.45
13.78

B and C

ti3ores' Foreign

$1.932 $1.600
1.5%5 1.103

.94e .700

4.381 3.405
$0.978
$4. $0
2(133

$4.31 $3.405
.0o .122

4.411 3.527
$0.&4
$4. 0
It.. 42

I Those cos do not Include any Interest, either actual or Imputed,
I Foreign cost being higher than the domestic coal, the difference stated In a percentage of the foreign

valuation, as In the other columns, tecooes neglie.
I Transportation charges on the foreign hosiery Include onsular fees, freight, marine Insurance, sandcustoms brokers' charges. These charges are niodutialte. Transportation charges on the dometlc

hosiery are the freight charges.



METHOD I

Commenting on the data secured in the investigation of cotton
hosiery by the commission, as shown in Tables 10 and 11 on pages
24 and 25, Vice Chairman Dennis says:

The figures set forth in Tables 10 and 11 are based on data secured
by the commission's textile experts, and represent their deliberate
conclusions as to the comparability of samples, cost comparisons,
and duties required to equalize differences in production costs.

While standing by the conclusions of the commission's experts, it
is well to note that the cost data obtained in Germany during the
chaotic conditions which prevailed in 1923 are not altogether satis-
factory. We live in an imperfect world. Life itself is a pitiful
compromise between what is ideally desirable and what is actually
obtainable.,. The comparisons set up in Tables 10 and 11, despite
obvious inadequacies, either have to be accepted as the best results
obtainable under peculiarly adverse conditions, or else they should
be rejected altogether. If these tables, therefore, are to be thrown
out as untrustworthy, the entire case falls to the ground.

The most important question at issue is this: Can full-fashioned
hosiery, typical and representative of the German national industry,
be properly compared to seamless hosiery which is typical and
representative of the American industry? There is no debate on
this point in the case of women's hosiery, where full-fashioned
foreign are compared to full-fashioned domestic samples. Nor is
the issue raised in the ease of infants' Jacquard-top socks where
foreign full-fashioned are compared with domestic full-fashioned
samples.

The issue obtrudes itself in the case of men's half hose and infants'
striped-top socks, where comparisons are made between foreign
fuU-fashioned and domestic seamless samples. In these two cases,
are full-fashioned German hosiery like and similar to American
seamless hosiery within the meaning of the statute? It is not con-
templated in the statute that competitive articles should be practi-
cally identical. What is asked is that they should be like or similar.
Trade practice supports the conclusions of the commission's textile
experts that the comparisons of men's and infants' socks made in
Tables 10 and 11 are fair and reasonable.

In the case of men's and infants' hosiery, the shaping of the stocking
to fit the contour of the leg is a matter'of minor consideration. What
man in buying a pair of cotton hose over the counter stops to consider
whether the article is seamless or full fashiomied, and whether being
full fashioned it is of foreign or American origin?. The testimony
elicited at the public hearing tended to show that purchasers of
infants' socks freqiiently preferred seamless to full fashioned. In
the case of women's hose, the question as to whether the article is
seamless or full fashioned is of fundamental importance. Not
so in the case of men's and children's socks.

The samples submitted in comparing foreign and domestic men's
and infants' socks while not identical, are substantially alike or
similar commercially. They are of about the same quality with
respect to material, number of wales ier inch, and general appearance.
The fact that the German socks are knit on full-fashioned machines
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and the American on seamless is a matter of very minor importance
in the actuali'ies of trade.

Th conclusions in Tables 10 and 11, as arrived at by the comnimis-
sion's experts, are strongly corroborated by our international trade
figures. Averaged over the past 8% years (January 1, 1918, to June
30, 1926) our exports of cotton hosiery were just about fourteenfold
the volume and value of our imports. Trade statistics covering the
past 25 years fully support the conclusion that our national hosiery
industry' has nothiing to fear from destructive foreign competition.
Facts brought out in the public hearing and in trade information
gathered by the commission s experts warrant the view that American
cotton hosiery enjoys a dominating competitive position not only in
the home market but in the principal markets of the world.

From the standpoint of the consumer, it is well to note that over
50,000,000 dozen pairs of cotton hosiery are consumed yearly in
the United States, purchases being made for the most part by the
poorer classes of the population which can not afford silk.

METHOD II

FULL-FASHIONED HOSIERY-DOMEBTIC AND FOREIGN DATA COMPARED

Comparing the data secured in the investigation of cotton hosiery
by the commission, as shown in Tables 10 and 11 on pages 24 and
25, Commissioners Marvin, Brossard, and Lowell make the following
comment:

In the investigation of the cost of production of cotton hosiery,
cost data were secured for 104 samples of domestic hosiery. Costs of
52 of these domestic samples are used in the cost comparisons pre-
sented in Tables 10 and 11. Of these 52 domestic cost schedules,
27 are costs for samples of infants' socks, and 25 are costs for samples
of men's and women's hose. Of the 27 samples of infants' socks, one
is a full-fashioned Jacquard-top with seamless leg and foot; and one
is an imitation Jacquard-top with seamless leg and foot. Those two
socks are used in the comparison shown in Table 10, column A, and
the average cost of these two domestic socks is compared with the
average cost of two foreign full-fashioned Jacquard-top socks. The
other 25 samples of infants' socks are seamless striped-top socks.
These 25 samples are used in the comparison in Table 10, column B
and the average cost of these 25 seamless domestic. socks is compared
with the average cost of two foreign full-fashioned mercerized stri)ed-
top socks. In the last column of Table 10, a simple average of the
average cost of the two domestic socks in column A and the average
cost of the 25 domestic seamless socks in column B, is compared with
a simple average of the average cost of the two foreign full-fashioncd
Jacquard-top socks in column A and the average cost of the two foreign
full-fashioned striped-top socks in column B.

Of the 25 domestic men's and women's samples used in thr' Cost
comparisons in Table 1i, 17 are men's seamless mercerized half hose;
0 are women's seamless mercerized hose; one is a women's full-
fashioned combed hose; and one is a women's full-fashioned miereer-
ized hose. In column A of Table 11, the average cost of the 17
domestic seamless men's nierceriz.d half hose is compared with the
average cost of two foreign full-fashioned mercerized half hose. In
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column B of Table 11, the cost of one domestic full-fashioned women's
combed hose is compared with the cost of one foreign full-fashioned
women's combed hose. In column C, the cost of one domestic-full-
fashioned women's mercerized hose is compared with the cost of one
foreign full-fashioned women's mercerized hose. In column D,
the average cost of six domestic seamless women's mercerized hose
is compared with the cost of one foreign full-fashioned mercerized
hose. Then in the first column of averages, Table 11, a simple aver-
age of the average cost of the 17 domestic seamless mercerized half-
hose in column A of the one domestic full-fashioned combed hose
in column B, of the one domestic full-fashioned inerceiized hose in
column C, and of the average cost of the six domestic seamless mer.
cerized hose in column D, is compared with the simple average of the
average costs of the two foreign full-fashioned mercerized halt hcse
in column A, of the one foreign full-fashioned combed hose in column
B, of the one foreign full-fashioned mercerized hose in column C, and
of the same foreign full-fashioned mercerized hose used again in
colunin D.

This analysis of the cost comparisons in Table 11 shows that in
column A, the average cost of 17 domestic seamless men's half hose
is compared with the average cost of two foreign full-fashioned
men's half hose; in column B, the cost of one domestic full-fashioned
women's combed hose is compared with the cost of one foreign full-
fashioned women's combed hose; in column C, the cost of one
domestic full-fashioned women's mercerized hose is compared with
the cost of one foreign full-fashioned women's mercerized hose; in
column D, the average cost of six domestic seamless mercerized
women's hose is compared with the cost of one foreign full-fashioned
mercerized women's hose. The first column of averages, Table 11,
as stated, is the average cost of these various types of domestic hose
(17 men's seamless half hose, 6 women's seamless mercerized hose,
I women's full-fashioned combed hose, and one women's full-fash-
ioned mercerized hose) compared with the average cost of the foreign
full-fashioned hose, consisting of two men's full-fashioned mercerized
half hose, one women's full-fashioned combed hose, and one women's
full-fashioned mercerized hose. It should be noted that the cost of
the foreign full-fashioned women's mercerized hose appears twice in
Table 11, once in column C, and once in column D. In column C,
the cost of this foreign sample is compared with the cost of one domes-
tic full-fashioned mercerized hose, and in c6lumn D, it is compared
with the cost of six domestic seamless mercerized hose.

The results of the comparisons in Table 10 aro for the samples com-
pared in column A, an equalizing rate of 38.03 per cent; for the
samples compared in column B, an equalizing rate of 32.14 per cent,
and for a simple average of columns A and B, an equalizing rate of
35.60 per cent.

Tho comparisons presented in Table II indicate that when foreign
men's full-fashioned half hose are compared vith domestic men's seam-
less half hose, a slight duty, or noi~o at all, is necessary to equalize the
cost difference; and that when one sample of foreign full-fashioned
combed hose for women is compared with one sample of domestic
iull-lashioned combed hosp for wonton, a duty of 23.63 per cent is
indicated as necessary to equalize the difference in costs of production;
and that when one foreign full-fashioned mercerized hose for women
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is compared with one domestic full-fashioned mercerized hose, a duty
of 14.53 per cent apparently is necessary to equalize the difference.

Those widely varying results, depending upon the inclusion of
domestic seamless hosiory in the comparisons with foreign full-
fashioned hosiery, naturally suggest a comparison of the costs of
domestic full-fashioned hosiery with the costs of foreign full-fashioned
hosiery. Such a comparison is possible from the data secured in this
investigation. It should be noted that in the following comparisons
of domestic full-fashioned hosiery with foreign full-fashioried hosiery
the samples compared differ in the quality of material used, as is also
the case in the comparisons shoNn in Tables 10 and 11. It is impos-
siblo from the data secured in the investigation to present comparisons
of samples made with yarm of identical count, or of the same quality
and value. To accomplish ouch comparisons, adjustments of cost
factors in accordance with some equalizing theory or method would
be necessary. In all of the comparisons in Tables 10 and 11, and in
Table 12, the separate cost items are calculated from the basic data
secured in the investigation, and no adjustments have been made for
variations in size; in counts of yarn; in weight or quality of yarn;
or other variations in the samples which affect the costs of production.
Table 12 simply indicates differ unces in domestic and foreign costs of
producing full-fashioned hosiery by comparing such data as are avail.
able for the selected samples of domestic and foreign infants', men's,
and women's hosiery.

All the foreign costs presented in Tables 10 and 11 of the commis-
sion's report are costs of full-fa.hioned hose; four of the foreign costs
are for infants' hose (Table 10, columns A and B); two of the foreign
costs are for men's half-hose (Table 11, column A); and two of the
foreign costs are for women's hose (Table 11, columns B and C).

In the domestic costs presented in Tables 10 and 11 are costs for two
full-fashioned infants' socks (Table 10, column A); one full-fashioned
women's combed hose (Table 11, column B); and one full-fashioned
women's mercerized hose (Table 11, column 0). It should be noted
that the two so-called full-fashioned infants' socks (Table 10, column
A) have full-fashioned tops only, the legs and feet being seamless.
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2Codforgn costs of u fashion ier. Costs of production and rates of duty necessary to equalizO

differences in coats of production in the United States and picplcmeigcuty(emn)

Cost. transportation not Included:
M aerial ---------------------------- --------
L"abor ---..-----------------------------.....
Manufacturing expense e n se-----------------

Total millC't ................. 2.3271 L 347 IL6orej 30o - .. .97...54Total ill c ----------------------------------- 3 I 2327 '
D..19% 62.05% 3.0% - 20.M3% 35.20%

Foreign valuation ------------------------------------ i 9%
uty required to equalize .----------------------------...... , ,

Coat. transportation included: $40 $4.2 3

Tansportation W NewYork C.. 010- 02-.0-- .00 .i .0- .0 ..0"0
2.3 .399 &G612 2.35 462 258 . 3.527 4.512 I 3.044

.133 g3 9257 rZ 012 S0.88 1.4Total cost includingg transportation) - . . 1 2 2.5 4. .4
Difference -----...-.------------------- .------ .........- $0& 93311 $ .O L8 $4.40

Foreign valuation -------------------- $1.69 51.00 $4,

Duty required to equalize ---------------------------- 55.% .% 1.30% 18. 429%8%

IThese mats do not include any interest, either actual or imputed- .rge ame adutisble, Trasportata
2 Tranportation charges on foreign hosiery Include consuar fees, freight, marine insurance, and customs brokers' charge. These cha a oub. T o

chargs on the domestic hosiery are the freight charges.
The foreign sample more nearly like the domestic sample in yar count is usd in this comparison.

0

0
to

(Per dozen rairn]



Infants' hosiery,
A comparison of the cost of domestic partly fashioned infants'

socks with the cost of foreign full-fashioned infant's socks yields the
results indicated in Table 12, column A. Cost data for domestic
partly fashioned infants' socks are used in this comparison as no cost
data for infants' cotton socks, full-fashioned in legs and feet as well as
tops are available The total mill cost of domestic full-fashioned socks
would be greater than the total mill cost of domestic partly fashioned
socks. It would follow, therefore, that a higher rate of duty would
be necessary to equalize the costs of producing infants' full-fashioned
Jacquard-top socks in the United States and the costs of producing
like or similar socks in Germany than is indicated by the cost com-
parisons in Table 12, column A.
Men's full-fashioned half hose.

Table 11, column A, contains, as stated above, a comparison of
2 samples of foreign full-fashioned men's mercerized half hose with
17 samples of domestic seamless men's mercerized half hose. Let us
observe what would be the corresponding indications of a comparison
of domestic full-fashioned with foreign full-fashioned half hose.

In the domestic cost data secured by the agents of the commission
in the course of the investigation is the cost of one full-fashioned men's
half hose which has not been included in the cost comparisons in
Tables 10 and 11. The cost of this domestic full-fashioned men's
half hose compared with the cost of two samples of foreign full-
fashioned men's half hose appears in Table 12, column B.

The two foreign samples of men's full-fashioned half hose used in
the comparison in Table 12, column B, differ in quality and in cost;
one is made mainly of 50/2 yarn at a total material cost of $1.15,
the other is made mainly of 19/1 yarn at a total material cost of
$1.01. The total mill cost of one is $2.47, the total mill cost of the
other is $2.06.

In order that a comparison may be made of the domestic sample
with the better grade foreign sample, column C of Table 12, is added.

It should be noted that the domestic sample of full-fashioned men's
mercerized half hose used in column B and in column C of Table 12
is a sample of domestic full-fashioned half hose which was not made
use of in Table 11. It will be remembered, however, that the com-
parison of men's half hose in Table 11 is a comparison of domestic
seamless with foreign full-fashioned. The only cost data in posses-
sion of the commission on domestic full-fashioned men's hose are the
data relating to the sample used in columns B and C of Table 12.
It is true that a relatively small amount of men's full-fasbioned hose
is made in the United States, and the sample here used is from a
mill in which the greater part of the production consists of silk hosiery,
slightly less than 2 per cent being cotton hosiery. But it must not
be overlooked that the comparisons in column A of Table .11 contain
two samples of men's seamless half hose manufactured in this' same
mill. Therefore, it is proper to assume that if the cost data of two
samples of seamless hosiery can be used in the comparisons in Table
I if the cost data of the sample of men's full-fashioned half hose from
this mill can be used in the comparisons in columns B and C of Table
12. While it is true that this particular mill makes much more silk
than cotton hosiery, nevertheless the production of the cotton hosiery
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proceeds under the conditions of mass production on a commercial
scale.
Women's full-fashioned hose.

A comparison of the costs of domestic full-fashioned women's hose
with the costs of foreign full-fashioned women's hose is shown in
column D of Table 12.

A simple average of the equalizing rates contained in columns A,
B, and D of Table 12-55.50 per cent for infants' socks, 60.19 per cent
for men's half hose, and 18.42 per cent for women's hose-is 39.82
per cent whereas a corresponding average of the equalizing rates
containeA in columns A, C, and D of Table 12-55.50 per cent for
infants' socks, 51.30 per cent for men's half hose, and 18.42 per cent
for women's hose--is 36.92 per cent.

The foregoing comparisons show that when domestic full-fashioned
hosiery is compared with foreign full-fashioned hosiery, the domestic
costs of production are found to be higher than the foreign costs of
production of the similar article. This shows that the absence of an
appreciable cost difference when domestic seamless hosiery is com-
pared with foreign full-fashioned hosiery is the result of substantial
inequality in the aggregate factors of production due to an essentialdissimilarity in the things compared. . -

The domestic seamless hosiery is an article the production of which
involves operations essentially less expensive. The product of these
operations is intrinsically different from the foreign full-fashioned
product with which it has been compared in Tables 10 and 11 and is
of less economic value. A comparison of foreign full-fashioned hosiery
with domestic full-fashioned hosiery is a comparison of like or similar
products. A comparison of foreign full-fashioned hosiery with domes-
tic seamless hosiery is a comparison of unlike and dissimilar products.

It has been shown in the earlier pages of the report that approxi-
mately 95 per cent of the German production of cotton hosiery is
full fashioned; therefore costs of full-fashioned hosiery can be con-
sidered representative of the German hosiery industry. It has also
been shown in the report that approximately 95 per cent of the domes-
tic production of cotton hosiery is seamless and only 5 to 7 per cent
full fashioned; therefore costs of production of full-fashioned hosiery
only are not representative of the entire domestic cotton hosiery
industry.

A comparison of the costs of domestic full-fashioned hosiery with
the costs of foreign full-fashioned hosiery is ap indication, however,
of the cost differences of foreign and domestic hosiery that is most
nearly "like or similar" in type and in process of manufacture. -

MSTHOD III

Commenting on the data secured in the investigation of cotton
hosiery by the commission, as shown in Tables 10 and 11 on pages
24 and 25, Commissioner Glassie says:

The investigation of the' costs of, production of cotton hosiery is one
of the early investigations ordered by the Tariff Commission for the
purposes of section 315. At the time of its institution the applica-
tion before the commission was one limited to special cotton hosiery
for infants which had been submitted by certain domestic manufac-
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turers with a view to an increase in the'duty on infants' hose having
Jacquard or other fancy colored tops. Following the usual prelini-
nary study the commission instituted an investigation and. aifterlcon-
sultation with the President, extended it to include cotton hosiery of
all kinds. ,A

When the cost data were collected at home and abroad, the com-
mission's staff had not yet had any large experience in the collection
of such data for the purposes of section 315. Up to that time, prac-
tically no data had been obtained in section 315 investigations except
in those investigations concerning commodities in the chemical sched-
ule. There is, obviously, a wide difference between ascertaining costs
of production for some chemical substance, often produced at a limited
number of factories, and obtaining costs for an article like cotton
hosiery, where there exists an immense variety of types, styles, and
grades. In order to deal with the inherent complexities of the subject,
it was deemed advisable at that time to secure comparative cost data
upon the basis of selected samples. For this purpose certain samples
of imported hosiery were chosen which the staff regarded as repre-
sentative of the several kinds constituting the bulk of importation.
An effort was then made to secure in the United States costs of pro-
duction of domestic articles corresponding to the selected imported
articles. In fill, costs for 194 samples were secured. But, for sundry
reasons, principally a lack of identity between the domestic and
foreign samples, only 52 domestic samples were made use of in the
cost comparisons comprised in this report. Over against the costs of
these domestic samples the cost- of some 15 German made socks and
stockings were secured, of which, as will be explained presently, only
8 were deemed available for comparison. This investigation, there-
fore, presents in a somewhat acute form time ditflculties involved ni an
effort to ascertain comparative costs of production through the method
of matching selected samples and comparing their respective costs.
General nature of the cost data,

The description of the various cost elements given on page 14
makes it plain that material cost and piece-labor cost are the only
cost items in which data were directly ascertained from books of
account. All other items of mill cost were arrived at by applying to
the several selected samples the general ratios for the whole factory
output of (a) total time-labor cost to total piece-labor cost, and (b)
total manufacturing expense to total manufacturing labor cost.
In other words, in order to arrive at a unit cost for each of the sam-
ples, an assumption was first made that the time-labor cost on that
sample bore to the piece-labor cost on that sample precisely the same
relation that all the time-labor cost of all the products made by the
factor- bore to all the piece-labor cost of all the products made by
that factory. A similar assumption was then made with respect, to
the total manufacturing expense, namely, that total manufacturing
expense (including overhead) attached to each selected sample was
precisely the same percentage of its total labor cost as the whole
manufacturing expense of all products made in the factory was of the
total labor cost of all such products.

While the accounting convention here involved is commonly em-
ployed by manufacturers as a rough and ready method of allocating
or distributing nonspecific costs and is not without its uses for the
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purposes of ordinary factory accountin , manifestly the broad assump-
tion on which it rests is not in accordance with actual realities. It
is hardly possible that the many differing products of a factory should
each absorb a proportion of general expense that is precisely the same
percentage of its labor cost as the general expense of all the products
taken together is of all labor costs. Hence the procedure is essentially
arbitrary, and is of doubtful value for the purpose of comparing unit
costs of selected samples as between factory and factory-, countfT
and country. Its employment in such instances results from an effort
to produce some definite mathematical result without duly ascertain-
ing the adequacy of the data for the purpose. Its effect is to lend an
apparent though often illusory objectivity. For, it attaches to the
piece-labor cost of the samples-the only specific cost found and upon
which, as a basis, all other cost items are built up-definite propor-
tions of the other (nonspecific) costs without any evidence that such
proportions are so attached in reality.
Foreign cost data.

In addition to what has just been noted concerning the method by
which the cost items are built up, it should be further observed that
the cost data obtained in Germany are marked by certain infirmities
not found in the domestic data. In the United States the basic
figures used for assigning the nonspecific costs, as well as the figures
used for the specific costs, were obtained from factory books of
account. In Germany practically no figures weee obtained from
factory books of account. It is true that the sample piecework
costs supplied by the German manufacturers were checked by reference
to the actual rates for piecework labor prevailing in the respective
factories, just as the prices paid for yarns and dyes were checked with
invoices at the mills. But all general manufacturing expenses and
overhead charges were accepted by the commission's agents at the
figures given by the German manufacturers, none of whom would
permit his books to be examined in that regard. No particulars,
therefore, were obtained as to capital employed, depreciation of
plant, or any other administrative or overhead expense. At the
time when these costs were obtained in Germany, conditions were
very unstable. The commission's agents, who obtained the cost data
here employed, found themselves obliged to express, at the time,
the opimon that these costs should be received "with caution,"
mainly in relation to labor costs and general expense.

With respect to foreign costs the chief economist and three other
members of the economics division expressed the view that a labor
cost per unit of product was extremely difficult if not impossible of
accurate determination from the foreign data, and that dependable
data with respect to this important item not being available in the
principal competing country, it seemed that definite conclusions could
not he drawn for purposes of comparison. It may be questioned
whether it would not have been better to recognize that fact rather
than to struggle, as the commission has done, to utilize data marked
by such inherent imperfections. -

These circumstances cause serious doubt as to the intrinsic validity
of the foreign mill costs for comparison with the domestic mill costs,
apart from the question whether, in industries of this nature any
comparative costs can be truly representative which do not include the
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respective items of cost of capital employed in the business. Where
the national industries compared differ widely in point of capital
investment, any comparison which leave this item out necessarily
distorts the resulting differences in costs of production. And the fact
that adequate data have not been secured oi one side is not warrant
for making a comparison which ignores an iraportant element of cost.
Comparability of the cost data.

Assuming, for the moment, that, with respect to each of the samples,
we have a figure which truly represents the mill cost of that sample, we
come to the question whether a comparison of the mill costs of these
samples constitutes that comparison of domestic and foreign costs
of production required by the statute. For the statutory purpose is
not to ascertain whether the cost of domestic sample QX-1 is greater
or less than the cost of foreign sample QX-2. The purpose of the
statute is to ascertain whether costs in the United States are greater
or less than costs in the principal competing country. The duty,
even if adjusted by the differences between the cost of hosiery sample
QX-1 and the cost of hosiery sample QX-2, will not be applied
merely to importations of hosiery just like that sample. It becomes
the rate of duty applicable generally to the whole subject matter.
The vital point; then, is not whether each one of the set of domestic
samples is a physical match for some one of the sot of foreign samples,
but whether the costs indicated by those samples are in truth and in
fact, the costs of production, or representative of the costs of produc-
tion, in this country and in the foreign competing country The
sample costs are but a means to an end. Such costs, as well as the
samples themselves, must be carefully scrutinized from the stand-
point of representative comparability.
Analysis of the comparisons attempted,

It thus becomes necessary to examine, in their order, the several
corn p prisons made in Tables 10 and 11. It should be noted that, in
Oll these tables transportation includes transportation on the foreign
and on the domestic article to New York City.

Table 10 contains two comparisons: Infants' mercerized Jacquard-
top socks; infants' mercerized striped-top socks. The first, compari-
son, A, is made between two full-fashioned domestic hose I and two
full-fashioned foreign hose. The costs compared show a mill cost
difference of $0.703, or, including transportation, a cost difference of
$0.751, which would require, on the stated foreign valuation, a duty
of 38.03 per cent.

The second comparison, B, is made between 25 seamless domestic
hose and 2 full-fashioned foreign hose. The costs compared show a
cost difference of $0 492 or, including transportation, a cost difference
of $0.450, which would require, on the stated foreign valuation, a
duty of 32.14 per cent.

Tihe two sets of costs are then combined by taking a simple average.
The duty thus indicated would be 35.60 per cent.

Table 11 contains fou;r comparisons: Men's mercerized half hose
women's combed hose, and two comparisons of women's mercerized
hose.

t ReUy fulI-tublotod tops and seamless feet, but treated as full-fsshlon.d ror ooWpIson.
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Comparison A, men's mercerized half hose, is made between 17
seamless domestic hose and 2 full-fashioned foreign hose. The costs
compared show a cost difference of $0.141, or, including transpor-
tation, a cost difference of $0.071, which would require, on the stated
foreign valuation, a duty of 1.89 per cent.

Comparison B, women's combed hose, is made between 1 full-
fashioned domestic hose and 1 full-fashioned foreign hose. The costs
compared show a cost difference of $1.061, or, including transporta-
tion, a cost difference of 80.969, which would require, on the stated
foreign valuation, a duty of 23.63 per cent.

Comparison C, women's mercerized hose, is made between 1 full-
fashioned domestic hose and 1 full-fashioned foreign hose. The
costs compared show a cost difference of $0.891, or, including trans-
portation, a cost difference of $0.799, which requires, on a stated
foreign valuation, a duty of 14.63 per cent.

Comparison D, also women's mercerized hose, is made between 6
seamless domestic hose and 1 full-fashioned foreign hose. The
single foreign hose here used is the same sample that was previously
used for comparison with the single domestic full-fashioned women s
mercerized hose. The costs compared show a negative cost differ-
ence of $1.098 (foreign cost higher than domestic), or, including
transportation, a negative cost difference (foreign cost higher than
domestic) of $1.190. The duty thus indicated is less than zero.
To really equalize foreign and domestic costs would require a bounty
of 21.64 per cent on the stated foreign valuation.

These tour comparisons (A, B, C, and D) in Table 11 are then com-
bined by taking a simple average. The duty thus indicated would
become 3.44 per cent.

Doubt as to validity of the comparison of domestic seamless with
foreign full-fashioned has led to the addition of an average of A, B,
and C. The duty thus indicated would become 13.78 per cent.• Thus we see that the duty indicated by these several sample
comparisons would range from nothing at all (really less than nothing),
when seamless domestic women's mercerized is compared with full-
fashioned foreign women's mercerized, all the way to 38.03 per cent,
when full-fashioned domestic is compared with fIll-fashioned foreign
infants' mercerized Jacquard-top socks. In other words, the differ-
ences measured in ad valorem percentages as duties are measured,
have the following range:

-21.64, +1.89, +14.53, +23.63, +32.14, +38.03
Such widely divergent and scattered cost differences are hardly

susceptible of rational synthesis into a singlefigure to serve as a
basis for a single uniform customs duty. Are we then to have five
or more duties depending on whether the cotton hosiery imported
is infants' Jacquard-top or infants' striped-top hose, men's half hose,
women's combed hose, or women's mercerized hose, full-fashioned or
seamless? It is not to be overlooked, besides, that two of the diver-
gent figures are presumptively to serve as a basis for the same article,
women's mercenzed hose, the duty indicated being -21.04 per cent,
or 14.53 per cent, depending on whether you compare a sample of
foreign full-fashioned hose with domestic full-fashioned hose or the
same foreign full-fashioned sample with domestic seamless hose.

How can these differing figures be made into a single rate of duty for
cotton hosiery? The simple averages proposed obviously combine
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in a merely mechanical way cost figures which-assuming them to
be valid-represent discrete. phenomena, having no common basis and
no internal logical connection. What does such an average repre-
sent? Is the difference found for Jacquard-top infants' samplog
any indication of the rate of duty "necessary to equalize" differences
for women's mercerized full-fashioned hose? Does the negative rate
of duty indicated by a comparison of foreign full-fashioned with
domestic seamless women's hose truly measure the rate necessary to
equalize the indicated cost disadvantage resting on the manufacturers
of domestic full-fashAioned women's hose? Even if two subclassifica-
tions are made and infants' "socks having ribbed tops of two or more
colors" are separated from men's and women's hose, the problem,
while restricted in its scope, remains essentially the same.

It must be remembered, too, that there are no weights in these
figures. In calculating the several sample costs, as well as in cal-
culating the averages, no attention has been given to the relative
quantities of the various styles as produced in either country. Nor
do the figures take into account how much of the total quantity
produced in each factory is of the kind represented by each of the
selected samples. This was because no foreign data on these subjects
were procurable.

A Member of the National Legislature, invested with full discre-
tionary power in the enactment of customs duties, might, upon a
general consideration of these various cost figures, form a broad con-
clusion as to what uniform duty would, in his judgment, be sufficient
to put into effect his conception of a proper tariff. But such a process
of general judgment is by no means equivalent to the ascertainment
of an objective fact such as is required as a basis for the application
of a prescribed statutory formula. Nor would it appear to be the
function of the Tariff Commission to exercise a general discretion of
that nature. Section 315 contemplates the statement, after investiga-
tion by the Tariff Commission, of "ascertained" cost differences which
can serve as mathematical measures of the rates of duty.

Considering in this connection the question ef seamless and full-
fashioned hose, it is an undisputed fact that the bulk bf the importa-
tion of women's hose is of the full-fashioned type, whereas only
about 5 per cent of the domestic production of women's hose is of
that description. It is contended that the reason why domestic
manufacturers have not reached a larger production in full-fashioned
hose is because hose of that type involves costs F, much.higher than
the costs of seamless hose that the manufacw i -i fv' i-fashioned hose,
under the conditions hitherto prevailing, does not afford a return
necessary for the maintenance of the industry. Is it, then, the purpose
of section 315 to provide such a rate of duty as will measure the differ-
ence in costs of production of that kind of hose? If so, then no rate
measured by a difference bared on the production cost of a cheaper
grade of domestic hose can equalize the cost disadvantage resting on
the domestic producer of full-fashioned hose.

The function of the Tariff Commission would seem to be fully
performed when it has reported all the, facts in as succinct and definite
.- way as the data secured will permit. Nevertheless it is of the
highest importance that in so reporting the commission shall not state
cost differences which are apparent only; but that it shall, so far as
possible, present comparisons which reflect the actualities of the
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eeonomic situation, Let us observe whether. that is done in the
comparisons in Tables 10 and 11.
Apparent equalization and true equalization.

As already pointed out in the previous analysis of the comparisons
attempted in Tables 10 and 11 when domestic full-fashioned women's
mercerized hose is compared with foreign full-fashioned women's zuer-
,cerized hose, the domestic cost is higher than the foreign. But when
seamless domestic hose is compared with full-fashioned foreign hose
the foreign cost, is higher than the domestic. This fact iiakes it
probable also that the negligible cost difference (amounting to 1.89
per cent) appearing in the comparison of men's mercerized half hose
'is likewise the result of comparing seamless with full-fashioned, for in
every comparison of full-fashioned with full-fashioned th resulting
cost difference is strikingly greater.

Is not this apparent difference in costs the result, in part at least,
'of an intrinsic difference in the things compared, and not solely of the
varying costs of producing the same things? If so, then the comi-
parison is not that contemplated by section 315. For the plain intent
of section 315 is to find out how much more or less it costs to produce
a thing in this country than in the foreign competing country. If the
things compared are themselves different in composition, structure, or
intrinsic quality so that they would naturally have differing costs even
when produced in the same country, thel their costs can not be
directly compared simply because one is made in one country and the
other is made in another country. Such a comparison would not be
measuring the differing costs of production of the same thing, but
measuring the cost of production of different things. Instead of a
constant thing with varying cost:-,, foreign and domestic, you would
have varying things with varying costs. And it would be impossible
to tell, bv looking at the figures, how much of the difference stated
was due to intrinsic differences between the things themselves, involv-
ing concomitant differences in cost, and how much was due to real
differences in cost resulting from differences in wages and other cost
factors in the respective countries. In order to compare foreign and
domestic costs, the things compared mist first be on a parity- and if
they are not naturally so they must be placed on a parity. That is
what the statute means by "like or similar." Only with such a
parity will the cost difference stated measure the actual difference in
the costs of production.
'Lack of parity in Tables 10 and 11.

Manifestly such a parity does not exist with respect to several of
the comparisons attempted in Tables 10 and 11.

Take, for example comparison B in Table 10: Infants' mercerized
striped-top socks. The 2 foreign hose are full fashioned; the 25
domestic hose are seamless. The 2 foreign samples exhibit very
little variety, whereas the 25 domestic samples represent a Wide
variation in the articles, Let us now examine the prices of the for-
eign and domestic articles as they :appear along with the cost items
and totals on the cost sheets used in making up Tables 10 and 11.
The average of the United States wholesale selling prices of the 25
varieties ol domestic seamless hose is $2.23 per dozen pairs. The
average United States wholesale selling price of the two foreign full-
fashioned hose is $2.75 'per dozen pairs. Some of the domestic hose
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used in the comparison have a wholesale price as low as $2 per dozen
pairs.

When we examine the hose compared in Table 11 we find even
more striking instances of wide divergence between the United State
market value of the foreign article and the United States market
value of the domestic article. Take the first comparison (A) in Table
11: Men's hali hose. The average wholesale selling price in the Uni-
ted States of the 17 samples of domestic seamless half hose is $3.68.

or dozen pairs. The average wholesale selling price in the United
tates on the two foreign full-fashioned half hose with which the.

domestic seamless are compared is shown at $7.20 per dozen pairs.
Can it be said that the things here compared are alike? It would
appear, on the contrary, that a comparison has been attempted be-
tween things that are intrinsically different. Socks which sell in the
wholesale market at $7.20 per dozen are not likely to be the same-
things that, in the same market, sell for $3.68 per dozen. It is by
comparing these articles that Table 11 shows a cost difference, with.
transportation, of 3,01 per cent; that is, practically no difference at
all. The lack of any substantial difference between the average cost
of the two foreign articles and the average cost of the domestic articles
does not prove that it costs practically the same to make an article
abroad and in this country, but that the domestic articles selected for
comparison are, taken on the average, articles of a different and
lower grade than the two foreign articles.

The same fact appears in other comparisons in Table 11. Take
women's mercerized hose. The average wholesale selling price of the
six samples of domestic seamless hose is $5 per dozen pairs. The
wholesale selling price of the foreign full-fashioned hose with which
the domestic are compared is $8 per dozen pairs. Hose that sells.
in the wholesale market around 85 per dozen pairs is not the same
kind of hose that sells in the same market at $8 per dozen pairs.
To compare costs of $5 hose with costs of $8 hose is not to compare
the varying costs of producing the same thing but, on the contrary,
to compare the costs of producing varying things. Such is not the
cost comparison intended by section 315.

A further comparison contained in Table 11 has the quality of a
demonstration. It will be remembered that the same foreign full-
fashioned hose is there used for comparison twice, once with domestic
seamless hose and once with domestic full-fashioned hose. Note the
resulting cost differences. When the foreign full-fashioned is corn-
pared with domestic seamless, the cost difference is negative; that is,
foreign cost is greater than domestic. In other words, the duty
indicated is minus 21.64 per cent. When tho same foreign full-
fashioned hose is compared with a domestic article of its own grade,
that is, domestic full-fashioned hose, the cost difference becomes
positive. Instead of minus 21.64 per cent we now find plus 14.53
per cent. Yet the foreign cost used throughout is the same. Clearly,
then, the difference is the result of comparing different things, not
varying costs. To compare full-fashioned foreign hose at $8 per
dozen with seamless' domestic hose at $5 per dozen is to compare
articles intrinsically different. And this intrinsic difference in the
articles finds its natural and regular reflection in "the difference in
wholesale selling prices of the foreign and domestic articles in the
principal markets of the United States." The wholesale price
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difference exists because, in the judgment of the trade, the articles
are not the same but different-not like or similar, but unlike and
dissimilar to the extent measured by the respective wholesale prices.

The summarizations of the cost data attempted in Tables 10 and
11 have their value as exhibiting the contrasting results obtained by
comparing the selected foreign hosiery with different types of domestic.
hosiery. They do not furnish, however, a stable basis for ultimate
cost comparison, For it is impossible directly to compare the produc-
tion costs of articles which, because of intrinsic differences, have
widely divergent values. When we take articles having widely
divergent worth and compare their costs merely on the basis of the
same physical quantity-one dozen domestic against one dozen for-
eign-wo are comparing things that are not commercially or cconom.
ically comparable. We are in truth comparing things which are not"like or similar," things whose respective costs are largely due to
their unlikeness. The true comparison proceeds on the theory that
all divergence between the two costs is the result of difference in the
factors of production. HIere this is plainly contrary to the fact.
Necessity for parity between articles compared.

Before their costs can be compared articles must rest upon a footing
of equality. For this reason it is desirable in every investigation to
obtain for comparison foreign and domestic articles that are intrin-
sically alike. In that case no further steps are necessary. For the
extent of their apparent cost difference can be taken as a measure of
the difference in the cost factors involved in producing them in this
country and in the other country, respectively. The cost difference
then measures magnitudes of the same order. Conditions of produc-
tion prevailing abroad are measured against conditions of production
prevailing here, the articles involved being substantially the same.

It is not, however, always possible to secure full cost data for a
sufficient number of foreign and domestic articles having this degree
of likeness. Manifestly, it was not possible with respect to the data
secured in this investigation. When a foreign article, compared
with a supposedly comparable domestic article, shows a cost difference
of plus 14 per cent, whereas the same foreign article, compared with
another supposedly comparable domestic article, shows a cost differ-
ence of minus 21 per cent, plainly the two domestic articles are not
equal to each other, nor can both be equal to the foreign. And when
we find that the domestic article producing the minus 21 per cent
difference is an article whose value, registered in wholesale selling )rice,
is but five-eighths of the value of the foreign article, we discover not
onl the source of the trouble but a reasonable method of removing it.

Substantial parity in respect of the articles compared is indis.
pensable. In the case of articles intrinsically unlike there must be
found and applied what may be called a coefficient of com parability.
In the absence of any power to vary the physical things tflimselves
this may be done by varying the physical quantities of the things in
such manner as to make the quantities of economic worth equal on
each side. In the case of ordinary itaplo articles, the most obvious
and simple method of doing this is to vary the physical quantities
compared in the ratio of their respective wholesale selling prices.
In this way costs are obtained for thing that are commercially and
economically equivalent and the costs tor which are therefore com.
parable. And what is €ommercially and economically comparable
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would seem to be comparable for the purposes of measuring the cus-
toms duty required to equalize divergence in cost.
Use of differences in wholesale selling prices under subdivision (c).

The employment of the foregoing method of equalization would
seem to be clearly indicated by Congress in subdivision (c) of section
315. It is there provided:

That In ascertaining the differences in costs of production, under the provisions
of subdivisions (a) and (b) of this section, the President, in so far as he finds it
practicable, shall take into consideration * * * (2) the differences in the
wholes:do selling prices of domestic and foreign articles in the principal markets
of the United States.

In what other conceivable way can the President, "in ascertaining
the differences in costs of production," take into consideration "dif-
ferences in the wholesale selling prices of domestic and foreign articles
in the principal markets of the United States"? Obviously the
intent of this provision is not to substitute prices for costs. The
difference to be ascertained is, and throughout all the clauses of the
statute remains, "the difference in costs of production." The duty
can not be measured at the same time by the difference in cost and
the difference in price. Differences in prices, therefore, are intended to
be made use of "in ascertaining the differences in costs oi production."

It can not be doubted that Congress realized that there would
often exist a difference between the absolute cost of a foreign article
and the absolute cost of a domestic article called by the same name
and belonging to the same general description, and that, at the same
time, the articles, though generally similar might be so different in
composition, structure, or intrinsic quality that the difference between
them would be evidenced and registered by "the difference in the
wholesale selling prices of the foreign and domestic articles in the
principal markets of the United States." In that event the equali-
zation of the absolute difference in the two costs would result in a
merely apparent equalization, unless the President should also "take
into consideration" the differences in such wholesale selling prices
" in ascertaining the differences in costs of production under the provi-
sions of subdivisions (a) and (b)"

An equalization of the difference in the costs of these differing
hosiery samples, by due allowance for "the differences in the selling
prices of the foreign and domestic articles in the principal markets
of the United States," is precisely what is contemplated and intended
by clause (2) of subdivision (c) of section 315.
Comparative costs of equal quantities of value.

Tables 13 and 14 are an attempt to make an equalization by taking
into consideration differences in wholesale selling prices as provided
in said subdivision (c).

In these tables the cost data for equal physical quantities of the
compared articles are taken' without change from the same data that
were used in Tables 10 and 11. Thus items (2) (3) and (4) are iden-
tical with the corresponding items in Tables 10 anA 11. Item (1) is
taken from the same cost sheets that were used in making up Tables
10 and 11. This additional item shows the average wholesale market
price per dozen pairs of the domestic and of the foreign hose of the
several classes compared, as such average prices appear on the cost
sheets used in making up Tables 10 and 11. Starting with these two
sets of facts as a basis, each table proceeds to compare equal quantities
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of commercial and economic value for the several classes of hosiery.
In other words, the quantities compared are put on a parity in accord-
ance with this principle-wherever, in the case of staple conimo cities
falling under the same general designation, there is found a substantial
difference in intrinsic quality between the foreign and the domestic
articles sufficiently great to be registered in differing wholesale selling
prices in the same principal market, the costs indicated for the
physical quantity of the article having the lower wholesale selling
pr!ce should be adjusted in the ratio of the respective wholesale selling
prices.

In each instance the average wholesale selling price here applied is,
of course, the average market price of the samples of the several
classes whose costs have been used throughout this investigation.
It is unfortunate that here, as in Tables 10 and 11, the data have not a
wider range. The wholesale selling prices here employed are neces-
sarily the wholesale selling prices of the same number of samples for
which costs are compared in Tables 10 and 11. Thus the wholesale
p rice data are just as wide as, and no wider than, the cost data.
With the material obtained in this investigation, it could not be
otherwise.

How far accuracy can be predicated of these comparisons remains
a question. No comparative cost computation can possess a validity
that is lacking in the primary data. And it may be questioned
whether the prices stated for these samples are any more accurate
than the costs. But if the data in this investigation are to be used
at all, there seems to be just as much ground for accepting the whole-
sale prices obtained by the commission's agents as their cost figures.
As to their representative character, it must be noted that the whole-
sale prices used are the reported average prices of the identical things
for which averaged costs are used; that is to say, the limited number
of samples originally selected for the purposes of comparison. Ob-
viously, their costs are no more representative than their wholesale
selling prices.

But cost data, whether perfect or imperfect, may be further dis-
torted by faulty methods of comparison. Such is the case when the
cost of a high-grade article is directly compared with the cost of a
low-grade article. The method employed in Tables 13 and 14 has
the merit of correcting the distortion resulting from that faulty com-
parison It can not of course, cure defects in the original data. In
that respect, the indications of Tables 13 and 14 are subject to the
same reservations as the indications of Table4 10 and 11.

Possible alternatives.
Unless the data secured in this investigation are to be rejected as un-

trustworthy, the things for which the figures st and must be placed on a
parity by some method, either that suggested or some other. For the
data obtained in this investigation present only three alternatives.

(i) The first is, in effect, to say that seamless hose is the same thing
as full-fashioned hose, and on that assumption to proceed to ascer-
tain a cost difference based in whole or in part on a comparison of the
costs of high-grade full-fashioned foreign hose with lower-grade seam-
less domestic hose. Only on that assumption can the comparisons
set up in Tables 10 and 11 be taken without qualification.

(ii) The second alternative is to confine the cost comparison
entirely to full-fashioned hosiery, comparing domestic full-fashioned
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with foreign full-fashioned. With a sufficient number of samples
on both sides that would be the natural course, But it would elimi-
nate all consideration of domestic seamless hose. The articles com-
pared, it is true, would be truly like and similar, but we would limit
the statistical basis of the several comparisons to a single sample--or
at most a pair of samples-on each side. It is true that the compari-
son is already so limited on the foreign side. But is it advisable,
having a larger number of domestic costs, also to narrow the statis-
tical basis for the domestic industry? More than 90 per cent of
domestic production is of the seamless variety. A comparison ex-
cluding all seamless might involve risk of using domestic costs not
fully representative of domestic production. While the domestic
full-fashioned hose themselves are more comparable with the full-
fashioned foreign samples, it is possible that their manufacture may
not represent operations characteristic of the usual conditions of
mass production in this country.

(iii) The third alternative is to find some method of placing all
foreign samples and all domestic samples on a parity for each class of
hosiery. For the reasons stated above, it seems preferable, if some
proper method can be found, to make use of both domestic seamless
and domestic full-fashioned hose, the seamless being the more char-
acteristic form of domestic product . To do this, however, it is neces-
sary to place the domestic seamless hose on a parity with the foreign
full-fashioned hose whenever the costs of seamless are to be compared
with the costs of full-fashioned, so that there may be an equal quan-
tity of economic value on each side. Only in that manner can we
measure the relative cost of producing that value here and abroad.
The desirability of similar adjustments, involving the recognition of
this principle 'has been suggested in other investigations; but it
would seem that. this specific method of arriving at. a parity was not
definitely proposed. In one investigation it was suggested, in view
of the different market values of the foreign and domestic articles,
that the differences between their wholesale prices be deducted from
the difference between their costs. Such a )rocedure could hardly
be sound. The absolute difference between prices and the absolute
difference between costs, while they have an interrelation, are not
magnitudes of the same order. Prices being in general much greater
than costs, the absolute price difference, for example, might be larger
than the absolute cost difference and thus apparently negative it
although a substantial cost difference might really and in fact exist.
The use of wholesale selling prices as indices of value is not generally
necessary. In most investigations there are obtained cost data in
sufficient number for articles intrinsically alike. If such were the
ease here, there would be no need for adjustments; domestic full-
fashioned could be compared with foreign full-fashi6ned. The abso-
lute cost difference could then be taken. ffut, as already shown,
there is a dearth of sample costs for domestic full-fashioned. If,
then, seamless are not to be altogether excluded from the comparison,
it becomes necessary, by some method of equalization, to provide
for measuring costs of the domestic seamless against the foreign full-
fashioned notwithstanding the intrinsic incomparability of the
domestic with the foreign article. The only method so far suggested
is that explained in the preceding pages and applied in Tables 13
and 14.
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Comparative costs indicated in Tables 13 and 14.
The comparisons made in Tables 13 and 14 may be summarized as

follows:
Table 13. A. Infants' mercerized Jacquard-top socks. Here the

United States wholesale market price of the foreign article is slightly
less than the domestic, viz, $3.75 against $3.85. The costs, corn-
pared on the basis of equal quantities of market value, $3.85 for both,
show a cost difference of $0.752, or, including transportation, $0.709,
instead of $0.793 and $0.751, respectively, as in Table 10. The duty
required, on the stated foreign valuation, is 34.97 per cent, slightly
less than the 38.03 per cent indicated in Table 10.

B. Infants' striped-top socks. Here the United States wholesale
market price of the domestic seamless article is $2.23 and the United
States wholesale market price of the foreign article is $2.75. The "
costs compared, on the basis of equal quantities of market value,
$2.75 for both, show a cost difference of $0.877, or, including trans-
portation, $0.837. The duty thus indicated is 59.78 per cent instead
of the 32.14 per cent indicated in Table 10.

Combining the two sets of costs by taking a simple average, the
duty indicated becomes 45.12 per cent.

able 14. A. Men's mercerized half hose. The United States
wholesale price of the domestic seamless article is $3.68 .... Th,..
United States wholesale price of the foreign full-fashioned article is
$7.20. The costs compared on the basis of equal quantities of market
value show a cost difference of $2.442, or, including transportation
as before, $2.391. The resulting duty is 63.76 per cent instead of
the 1.89 per cent indicated in Table 11.

B. Women's combed hose, 1 sample full-fashioned domestic and 1
sample full-fashioned foreign. Foreign stockings corresponding to
this sample do not appear to have been imported during the selected
cost period. As both the foreign and the domestic, comparable in
other respects, are, in addition, both full-fashioned, the inference is
that the foreign and the domestic articles have substantially the same
market value. Their costs are therefore compared without adjust-
ment. The figures remain as in Table 11 and the duty indicated is
the same, viz, 23.63 per cent.

C. Women's mercerized hose, one full-fashioned domestic hose and
one full-fashioned foreign hose. These articles having substantially
the same United States wholesale market price (88 per dozen pairs),
the costs are used without adjustment, as previously in Table 11,
and the duty indicated is 14.53 per cent.

D. Women's mercerized hose, 6 seamless domestic hose and I
foreign full-fashioned hose. The United States wholesale market
price of the domestic seamless article is $5, the United States whole-
sale market price of the foreign full-fashioned article is $8. The
costs compared on the basis of equal quantities of market value
show a cost difference of $0.523, or, including transportation as
before, $0.449. The duty indicated is, therefore, 8.16 per cent and
not something less than zero as .would appear in the unadjusted
comparison of seamless and full-fashioned women's hose in Table 11.

Taking, as was done in Table 11, a simple average of the costs of
the several kinds of articles comprised in this Table 14, the indicated
rate of duty becomes 24.45 per cent.

If we compare, as we previously did for Tables 10 and 11, the
rates of duty indicated by the several comparisons contained in
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Tables 13 and 14, the range of tile several rates indicated is found to
be as follows: 8.16, 14.53, 23.63, 34.97, 59.78, 63.76.

At the upper end of the scale is the equalizing rate for men's mer-
cerizedl hal hose. The figures in the middle range are the rates for
infants' fancy-top hose. The lowest two figures are for women's
mercerized hose.

Thus we are still confronted with the problem whether (a) there
should be several rates of duty corresponding to the ascertained dif-
ferences for the various classes of cotton hosiery, or (b) whether the
diverse differences can be so combined as to arrive at a rate of duty
which could be regarded as in some way niuaczing the costs of
production for cotton hosiery in general, that is, for all the types pro-
vided for jn paragral)h 916"of the tariff act of 1922. But the basis
indispensable for such a combined or general rate of duty has been
better laid. We now have for each class of articles cost'differences
which, when equalized, will equalize the costs of producing things
which are essentially comparable; that is, comparable on the basis of
equal quantities of economic value. The former difficulty arising
from comparing varying things having varying costs has been dim-
inated so far as the data obtained in this investigation permit; and
tile stated cost difference for each class is the nicasure of that differ-
ence which the statute requires to be equalized-that is to say, the
extent to which it costs more or less to produce a thing in this coun-
try than in the foreign competing country.
Application of the cost difference to the rates of duty.

It will be convenient to recapitulate briefly the indications of the
cost, differences for the several comparisons ini their possible relation
to the rates of duty.

(a) Iifants' 1osiry.-The figures indicate that infants' socks with
Jacquard tops or striped tops of several colors may be segregated
from other types of hosiery. In that event it would be necessary to
make a subclassitication, with a separate rate, covering these special
types of infants' hose, so defined, if possible, that they may be readily
distinguished for customs administrative purposes.

The subclass could be defined as follows:
Lose and half hose, selvedged, fashioned, seamless, or mock seamed, finished

or unfinished, having ribbed tops of two or more colors (white and black to be
considered as colors), composed of cotton, made wholly or in part on knitting
machines, or knit by hand.

The extreme limits for measuring the rate for this subclass are,
respectively, 34.97 per cent and 59.78 per cent, one figure indicating
a decreasee, tile other indicating an increase. A simple average gives
45.12 per cent ad valorem.

(b) Men's hosiery.-If there be no controlling reason why ordinary
men's cotton hosiery can not be segregated from other adult hose as
well as from fancy-t'op hosiery intended for infants, the duty on men's
hose anid half hose, as indicated by Table 14, would be 63.76 per cent
ad valorem. But if for any reason it is not practicable to segregate
this type of hose, the figures for men's hose and half hose must be
combined in some way with tie figures for the several types of
wolen's hose.

(c) lWonmen's hosiery-If women's hosiery is taken as a class by
itself there is but one possible result uj)on these data. Comparisons

;B, C, and D in Table 14 all concur in indicating a cost difference less
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than that which would be equalized by the maximum reduction of the
existing rate of duty. And so, necessarily, does an average of the
differences shown in B, C, and D, namely, 14.68 per cent. By
reason of the proviso in section 315' forbidding an increase or decrease
exceeding 50 per cent of the existing rate, the duty thus indicated
would become 25 per cent ad valorem. The importance of the
statistical result should not be overlooked. Obviously, the circun-
stance that there is an arbitrary stop limit fixed by the proviso for-
bidding increases or decreases beyond 50 per cent does not change
the statistical result.

(d) One class for men's and women's hosiery.-If it is deemed sta-
tistically sound to combine men's and women's hosiery in one class,
an average can be taken of the four comparisons, A, , C, and D in
Table 14. As will appear by reference to that table, such average is
24.45 per cent. Because of the proviso in section 315 forbidding
an increase or decrease exceeding 50 per cent of the existing rate, the
duty thus indicated would become 25 per cent ad valorem.

In that event the duty now provided in paragraph 916 would be
split up into three classes designed to cover, respectively, cut hosiery
infants' fancy-top hosiery, and adults' hosiery. The last class could
be described substantially as follows:

All hose and half hose, selvcdged, fashioned, seamless or mock-seamed, finished
and unfinished, composed of cotton, made wholly or in part on knitting machines,
or knit by hand, not specially provided for.

TABLF 13.-otton hosiery, full-fashioned and seamnless, "having ribbed tops of two
or more colors": Costs of production, and rates of duty necessary to equalize
differences in costs of production in the United States and principal competing
country (Germany) 1

(Costs compared for equal quantities of wholesale value]

A n C
Infants' mercerized Infants' mercerized Simple averages of
Jacquard.top socks stfiped-topsocks A and B

Domestic Foreign Domestic Foreign
2 sam. (Sam. 25sam. (28am- Domestic Foreign

piesfash-lpteash plesseam- plesfash.
toned) ' ioned) less) ioned)

Data as secured for equal physical quan-.
titles: Per $oz. Prdoz, Perdser d 4to.

(1) Wholesale price in the United .r. s.States .............. . V. # .5 . $2.75 $3040 $3.25
(2) Total miII cost .................... 2.327 1.534 -1.51 1.159 1 989 1.346
(3) Foreign valuation ........................... 1.975 , 1.400........ .. 1.005.
(4) Transportation cost ............ .010 .052 .010 .052 .010 .052

One doren One Ozes
Data foc equal quantities of wholesale plus .65 a 1-3.31

value: per cent P
Wholesale values In the United States ofa dozen of aen

eualized ..................... .. 85 $3.85 #75 1.75 3.300 3.300
Total mill cost ........................ 2,327 1,575 2.036 1.159 2.182 1.368
Foreign valuation .. 0.. . ..... . .... 1.400 .......... 1.713
Difference In mill cost............. 52 877 $0.814
Duty (per cent on foreign valuation) ! #7

to equalize difference in mill cost I
(per cent) ............. 37.09 6J.64 47.61

Total mill cost ............ $2.327 $1. 575 !2 036 $1.139 $2.182 $1 .307Transportation cost ................... .010 5 .0i2 % '02 .oil .053
Mill cost plus transportation cost ... l1 2. V1 1.62_8 2.048 1.2 1  2.19 1.420

Difference in mill cost plus transports. I
lion cost ........................... $0.709 $0. M7 $0.773

Duty (per cent on foreign valuation) tot
equalize difference in mill cost plus
transportation cost (per cent) ....... , . 89;78 I 45.1

I Thesi costs do not Include any Interest, el',her actual or !mnpm:,ed.
I Full-fashlon6d tops and seamless feet.
I Transportation cost for foreign samples Ircltides consular fees, freight, marine insurance, and customs

brokers' charges. Transportation cost for dome sue samples Includes freight only,
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TABLE 14.-Colton hosiery, full.fashioned and seamless, not "having ribbed tops of

t,,o or more colors": Costs of po,' ,,ctin and rates of dly necessary to equalize
differences in co'!s uj P,.'0u- tod 'i n the United States and principal competing

country (Germany)
(Costs compared for equal iuantitles of wholesale value]

A B C'

Men's mercerized Women's combed Women's mercer-
half hose hose ted hose

Doniestic Foreign Domestic Foreign tDomestle Foreign
(it Sam- (2sam- (1 sample (I sample (I sample I sample

pies seat &R pes fash- rash- lash. (ah- fash-
less) toned) ionej) toned) toned) toned)

Data as secured for equal physical quan- . I etities: i Per doz. Per doz. Per doz. Per doz. Per dot. IPer dot.

(1) Wholesale price In the United pro. po. jr:. r ars.

Sta es ........................... I"%, , ' 0( ) 0 P p8.00I 2. 265 4 .07 100 4. 60 3.0
(2) Total mill cost .................... 2.F 3 2 41 3. 010 3.00
(3) Foreign valuation .................--- - - - -.......... .0 ...0...... 5..

(4) TransporlatIon cost 2 .............. 0 -090 030 .122 .030 .122

One dozen!
Data for eq A quantities of wholesale 'lus95.145

vatue: i per cest "
Wholesale values In the United States oP a dozenS$7.0 7.20 6.() 6.00 & 0 I 8.00

otqlill . . 4.071 3.010 4.691 . .3..00.

Foreign valuation .....................-- ........ - 3.7.0 ......... 4100 .......... 5. 600

Iifference In miil cost .................- 2. 442 $1,0 $0. 891

Duty (per cent on foreign valuat on)
to equalize difference in muill cost ! 12 25S1.(per cent) ........................... .$" .12 25 M L 106'20

Tote " ....................... 0 $2265 $4.071 $3010 $4091 800

Tra nportat i on cos t ................. ...- , . 30 .122. .03 .122

Mill cost plus transportation cost. 4. 4i 2. 355 4.101 3.,2 1 4.721) 3.922

I)ifference In mill cost lIsts translo$r
tatio n cost ....-............... ...... $

IItv (ler cent on foreign valuation)
to equalize difference In mill cost I

lus transportation cost (per cent).., 03,76 . 63 14,-

D - F F
Woien's tercor- Siml-le averages of Simple averages of

ized :ose A, B, '. and 1) 1, C, and 1)

l)omestice Foreign
(6 sam- (I matnlle Domesti1c Foreign tomesth Foreign

less) lone)

D)ata as secured for equal physical quan-
titles: Pir doz. Per dot.

(1) Wholesale price In the United Pr. pro.
Sltles .... $...................... $5.o $8.00 .,70- ---- $6.33

(2) Total mill cost- -............. . 2. 702 3. 800 3. VS 3.210 3.821 $3. V.37

13) Foreign valuation--------------.30 ~....... 4.712------------5.033
(4) Transportation ot-......-........ 030 .122 .028' .114 .030 .122

One dozen
Data for equal quantities of wholesale plsoC,

value:
Wholesale values In the United States op doun

eqoalized ................. -....... .0 8. 00 7. 30 7.300 7.333 7.333

'Total mill cost ......... ........ 4.32,3 3. 00 4.44S 3.219 4.362 3.537
Foreign valuation ............................... 5.500 ......... 4.712------ 1 5.033

t)lfTerence In mill cost ................. 0.52:3 $1.229 $0. 825
Duty (per cent on foreign valuation)

to equalize difference In mill cost
(per cent)........................ . 15,250 2A. 08 1030

Total mill cost .................... .3.. 1 $3. $ 440o3.O 2t .3

Transportation cost ................... .04- .1 2 .037 . 11 .03, .122

.Mll cnt pllzs transportation cost ._. 4.371' 3.2 4A-" -5 1 3. 333 4" 30 3. 659

Difference In tmill cost p-los transpor-
tation cost...................... .0.449 $1.2 50.739

Duty (per cent on foreign valuation)
to equalize difference tr mill cost i
pills teansixsrtatlon cost ter cent). .1 8.10 24.4.5 1408

I These costs do not Include any Interest, either actual or imputed.
I Transportatlon cost for foreign samples Includes consular fee, freight, marine Insurance, and customs

brokers' charges. Transportation cost for dometle samples includes freight oty.
- I None of this foreign sample Is Itported, and therefore no quotation of United States wholesale price
Is avalsble.

4 Wholesale price In the United States assumed to be identical with the foreign.
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SUMMARY

Findings of fact to the following effect are, in the judgment of the
undersigned members of the United States Tariff Commission,
warranted by the evidence collected in the investigation and sununa-
rized in the foregoing report.:

I Germany is the principal competing country in cotton hosiery.
II. Except with respect to hose and half hose having ribbed tops of

two or more colors (presently to be considered) there is no substantial
competition in respect of the articles known as "cut" hose, that is to
say, hose and half hose made or cut from knitted fabric composed of
cotton. Very little hose of the "cut" type is made in the United
States and a'basis seems to be lacking for a cost comparison of like
or similar articles falling within this clause of paragraph 916. The
absence of any cost comparison for this type of hose and half hose
precludes any change in the 30 per cent rate of duty provided in
paragraph 916 of the tariff act of 1922.

III. The present duty of 50 per cent ad valorem, fixed in paragraph
916 of the tariff act of 1922, on hose and half hose selvedged, fashioned,
seamless, or mock-seamed, finished or unfinished, composed of cotton,
made wholly or in part oil knitting machines, or knit by hand, ac-
cording to the cost data secured in this investigation, does not equalize
the difference in cost of production of said articles in the United States
and of like or similar articles in said principal competing country.

IV. Comparing the costs of production in the United States and
the costs of production in the principal competing country (including
transportation on the foreign and the domestic articles to New York
City), for each of the several types of cotton hosiery compared, the
differences in said costs of production in the United States and of
like or similar articles in said competing country, when expressed in
terms of the ad valorem rate necessary to equalize the same, are
respectively, as follow:

Comparison of domestic and foreign costs of production

Designation of article

a. Infants' mercerized Jacquard-top socks ......... ..........
b. Infants' mercerized striPed-top socks ............

Average of a end b .............................................

Men's mercerized half ho .......................................
Women's combed hoe, fll-fashioned ..... ...............
Women's mercerized hose, full-fashoned. . .............
Women's mercerized hose, seamless domestic end fuli-fashioned

foreign ..........................................................
Averages:Av en's, a ..................................................

Women's-
b and e ................................................
b. r, and d ............. ...........................

Men's and women's combined-
a, 6, and C .............................................
a, 6, c, and d ...........................................

Cost differences in terms of rates
of duty

Method I Method 1 Mlethod

Per irent
3& 03
32.14

1.89
23.6314.53

1.69

1& 42

13.78

Per cent Pir tent
............ , 34.97

5550 1 45.12

51.30 1 63.76
1&.42 { 2.6,.5

51.303 63.76

15.42. ... . .. . 14,.01

33. 36
24..45..

a.
b.
C.
d.

V. Infants' hosiery,-With regard to the first two of said types,
namely, (a) infants' mercerized Jacquard-top socks and (b) infants'
mercerized striped-top socks, the data indicate that, both in respect
of their physical character and of the costs of production involved
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in their manufacture, such infants' hose constitutes a separate and
distinct class and that it is practicable to provide a subclassification,
with a separate rate of duty, covering such special types of infants'
hosiery. The description of said subclass is as follows:

Hose and half hose, selvedged, fashioned, seamless, or mock-seimied, finished
or unfinished, having ribbed tops of two or more colors (white a,,l black to be
considered for this purpose as colors), composed of cotton, made wholly or in
part on knitting machines, or knit by hand.

VI. With respect to the subclass of cotton hosiery having ribbed
tops of two or more colors, as defined in the preceding Par. V,
a comparison of a simple average of the average domestic costs of
production of samples of infants' mercerized Jacquard-top socks and
infants' mercerized striped-top socks with a simple average of the
costs of production of like or similar articles made in the principal
competing country indicates that the rate of duty necessary to equal-
ize said cost differences is by Method I (Table 10, column C), 35.60
per cent ad valorem; by Method II (Table 12, column A), 55.50
per cent ad valoreni;. an by Method III (Table 13, column C), 45.12
per cent ad valorem.

VII. Men's hosiery.-With respect to the third of said types,
namely, men's mercerized half hose, a comparison of a simple average
of the average domestic costs of production of samples of men's
mercerized half-hose with a simple average of the costs of production
of like or similar articles made in the principal competing country,
indicates that the rate of duty statistically necessary to equalize
said cost differences is by Method I (Table 11, column A), 1.89
per cent ad valorem; by'Method 1I (Table 12, column C), 51.30
per cent ad valorem; and by Method III (Table 14, column A),
63.76 per cent ad valorem. The description of said subclass is as
follows:

Hlose and half hose, selvedged, fashioned, seamless, or mock-seamed, finished
or umfinislicd, having ribbed tops, composed of cotton, made wholly or in part
on knitting machines, or knit by hand.

VIII. Women's hosiery-With respect to the fourth, fifth, and
sixth of the types compared, namely, (1) women's combed hose,
full-fashioned domestic and full-fashioned foreign; (2) women's
mercerized hose, full-fashioned domestic and full-fashioned foreign;
and (3) women's mercerized hose, seamless domestic and full-fash-
ioned foreign a comparison of the simple average of the average costs
of production of the several samples of such domestic hose with a
simple average of the costs of production of like or similar articles
made in the principal competing country, indicates that the rate of
duty statistically necessary to equalize said differences is by Method
I (Table 11, sim ple average B and C), 18.42 per cent ad valorem;
by Method II ('Table 12, column D), 18.42 per cent ad valorem;
and by Method III (Table 14, column F), 14.68 per cent ad valorem;
which, because of the proviso forbidding any increase or decrease
exceeding 50 per cent of the existing ate, indicates a rate of duty
of 25 per cent ad valorem. The description of said subclass is as
follows:

All hose and half hose, selvedged, fashion d, seamnless, or mock-seamed, finished
or unfinished, composed of cotton, made wholly or in part on knitting machines
or knit, by hand, not specially provided for. "

IX. Men's and women's hosiery.-If instead of separate duties for
mei's hosiery and for women's hosiery, it is deemed advisable to
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combine all such hosiery in one class, then a comparison of a simple
average of the average costs of production of the samples of domestic
men's half hose and the several kinds of women's hose, except the
subclass of cut hosiery described in preceding Paragraph II, and the
subclass of fancy-top hosiery described in preceding Paragraph Y,
with a simple average of the *average costs of production of like or
similar articles in the principal competing country indicates that the
rate of duty statistically necessary to equalize said differences is by
Method I (Table 11, simple average A, B, and ), 13.78 per cent,
ad valorem; by Method Il (Table 12, column E), 33.36 per cent ad
valorein; and by Method III (Table 14, column E), 24.45 per cent
ad valorem; which, because of the proviso forbidding any" increase or
decrease exceeding 50 per cent of the existing rate, indicates a rate
of duty of 25 per cent ad valorem by Methods I and III, and 33.36
per cent ad valorem by Method II. The description of said subclass
is as follows:

All hose and half hose, selvedged, fashioned, seamless, or mock-seaned,
finished or unfinished, composed of cotton, made wholly or in part on knitting
machines or knit by hand, not specially provided for.

X. The cost comparisons herein summarized have the following
limitations:

1. None of the foreign or domestic costs compared in this report
include any item for the cost of the use of the capital invested and
employed in the business.

2. 'the cost comparisons made in this report rest, for foreign costs,
upon the costs of production of eight samples of hose niade in Ger-
many. For none of these eight sample costs were tie figures given
for time-labor cost and general factory expense (including overhead)
verified by examination of factory. books of account.

3. In no case does the comparison of foreign and domestic costs
for any specific type of article rest, for foreign costs, upon the figures
for more thln two German samples. In three instances the com-
parison rests upon the figures for a single foreign sample; and in
two of these instances use is twice made of the same foreign sample.
In two instances the comparison of foreign and domestic costs rests,
for domestic costs, upon a single sample. In the three instances in
which a number of domestic samples are used, 25, 17, annd 6, respec-
tively, such samples are compared with two or with one German
sample. A different result would have been reached if domestic
samples used for comparison had been equally restricted.

XI. In reporting the results of this investigation under section
315 of the tariff act of 1922, this summary, as in all other investi-
gations, is confined to a statement of the findings of fact which appear
to be warranted by the data secured in the course of the investigation
without recommendation or expression of opinion with regard to
the advisability or inadvisability of a change in the existing duty.

Respectfully submitted.
TisoeNSAS 0. MIARvIN,

Chairman.
ALFRED P. DENNIS,

Vice Chairman.
HENRY 11. GLASSIE,
EDGAR B. BRossARD,
SHERMAN J. LOWELL,

Commissioners.



NONCONCURRING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER COSTIGAN

DECEBISER 22, 1926.
My signature is withheld from the cotton hosiery report for reasons

which need not be exhaustively detailed, Similar reasons in part
for like action, to which because of their relevancy reference is hero
made, were recorded on June 12, 1925, at the outset of my "Separate
Conclusions" in the investigation of cotton warp-lknit fabric gloves.
Happilv there is a more renouncedd inclination on this occasion than
in the fabric-gloves investigation to acknowledge certain fundamental
limitations inherent in the basic foreign data submitted. Moreover,
that acknowledgment is made without the claim that resort by the
commission to the hazard of estimates was rendered necessary by the
refusal of foreign manufacturers to allow reasonable access to their
cost figures. On the contrary, in the face of tie refusal by German
manufacturers of any book showing of mil expense and overhead
data, tile majority report has further emphasized its shaky founda-
tion by following the remarkable course of accepting the urnchecked
figures submitted by German manufacturers. The exposition,
therefore, in the commission's report of the. inadequate methods
adopted in the investigation and insufficient results obtained abroad
would appear to lead irresistibly to a recommendation of dismissal or
enlargement and completion of tile investigation-a conclusion,
however, which is abruptly side-step)ed in the majority report in
favor of surprising, thoughliesitating, findings of fact.

I. COMMISSION S DEFECTIVE INFORMATION

The divergence in the views of certain commissioners is simple.The majoritv of the commission first demonstrate and admit that
tile foreign data presented and relied upon in this investigation are
gravely defective. They then proceed to erect on such shifting
sands 'various more or' less fantastic findings. In the end they
crown those findings with suggestions which are essentially recom-
mend ations, regardless of the somewhat inaccurate disclainer with
which the report concludes. For it, is mere juggling with words to
insist that the carefully considered respective "methods" of inter-
preting the commission's data, offered by the chairman, the vice
chairman, and Commissioner Glassie and pointing in each instance to
different changes in classification and modifications of the present
rate of duty, are anything less than alternative recommendations.
Certainly no formal iecommendation by subscribing commissioners
could carry more weight of suggested a proval than the summarized
findingss of fact "-including specifically designated rates of duty-
which "in the judgment" 'of the subscribing commissioners are"'warranted by tile evidence collected." In any event, after the
coInission's report has indicated certain glarinl imperfections in
the foreign data, such data, compiled in 1923, are presented as if
suitable in 1926 for tile rate-modifying provisions of section 315 of
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the tariff act of 1922. In contrast, I am unable to discover any
reasonable relation between the commission's scant, foreign informa-
tion and the majority's findings; or, differently expressed, any reason-
able justification for the attempted use of the commission's German
cost data, or for doing other than to discard those data in the absence
of an effort to secure corroboration or correction through additional
and up-to-date foreign field work. Such supplemental field work in
Germany' the commission has never ordered, notwithstanding the lapse
of time in which the poverty of its original material was discussed by
commissioners and should otherwise hav- been apparent.

The basic foreign dlata, now transmitted to the President with
respect, to cotton hosiery, were assembled in Germany by practically
the same representatives of the commission and at about the same
time-between July and October, 1923-as in the case of cotton
fabric gloves, on which the President a year and a half ago declined to
act. It is common knowledge, whicfi the experience of the Tariff
Commission's representatives confirmed, that German industrial
conditions in that period were chaotic. Unparalleled and unpre-
dictable fluctuations in foreign exchange and in interest-both of
which were closely related to costs of production-were daily plhienom-
ena. The currency stabilization which followed the introduction
of the rentenniark had not yet, been achieved. It would in fact
require imagination to picture a less favorable postwar environment
for the accumulation of accurate cost-of-production information,
and it is both a fact, and evident from admissions in the report of the
majority of the commission that little dependable progress in secur-
ing exact information was made by the commission's representatives
in the face of the ingrained difficulties of the German situation in
1923. For example, although the commission's report assumes
that so far as wage data were concerned fluctuations in paper money
may be disregarded because tile manufacturing records were entered
in terms of gold marks, such a conclusion will scarcely be accepted
at its face value since, as the report explains, wages were actually
being paid in paper marks.

It may serve to remind us of actualities to mention a sample of the
method by which basic wage calculations were reached. From
notations in the commission's files made by its experts, it appears-
to select a single (late out of the several months covered by the com-
mission's investigations-that on August 10, 1923, a girl worker on
cotton hosiery in Chemnitz, Germany, was being paid 1,890,000
marks per hour, and the exchange on'that day was reported to be
at the rate of 40,000,000 marks for $1 of American currency. Tile
inference was accordingly drawn that the average girl worker's
wage per hour was $0.047. Yet no one familiar with the problem
can doubt that any such cost calculation was intended to be regarded
not as a finality in terms of gold but merely as a fleeting indication of
wage tendencies, taking into account the'daily, if not hourly, vari-
ations in exchange rates and the well-known difference between such
rates and the changing internal purchasing power of German money
at that time.

In certain other particulars the weakness of the commission's
report is frankly conceded. To illustrate by more or less random
extracts, the report (italicized by the undersigned) says:
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The cost sheets as furnished by the German manufacturers show items for

material cost, labor cost manufacturing expense, loss on seconds, and selling
expense (p. 15). * * Mill expenses and overhead charges were accepted at the
figures given by the manufacturers as they declined to allow these figures to be checked
with their books. The items of mill expense and overhead are in fact estimates. These
circumstances account for the fact that only two days were consumed in obtaining the
costs in the Chemnitz district (p. 15.) * * *

The manu facturing expense (works expense and fixed charges) did not, in most
instances, admit of thorough checking, and for this item estimates supplied by the
various manufacturers hare been used * * * (p. 16).

The foreign and the domestic costs shoun in this report do not take into account
any irderest, either actual or imputed. In Germany, as previously explained, no
data w'cre obtained for the computation of these items, and in order not to have items
of cost on one side not found on the other side, the comparative cost tables do not
show actual or imputed interest, either foreign or domestic (p, IS).

Else where in the commission's report a description is given of the
methods adopted by the commission's representatives which resulted
in the selection by German manufacturers of a rather restricted num-
ber of styles to be considered, many of which were found by the com-
mission "unsuitable for comparison with American cost data. The
course adopted, which will bear repetition, was as follows (italics by
the uidersigned):

Four agents of the commission consisting of two knitting experts, a textile expert,
and a cost accountant, in cooperation with members (if the commissions foreign staff,
conducted the investigation in Europe. * * * Only the German costs are shown
in this report since Germany is considered the princil'al competing country for the
purposes of this investigation.

(krmany.--Before visiting the mills selected from a study of invoices conferences
were held with thle hoisery association and with labor union leaders. The manu-
facturers attending the conferences were each presented with a translation of
Section 315 of the tariff act of 1922, and with specific cost sheets prepared in
Cermai explaining the method of cost computation to be employed, rhe hosiery
association, after having given consideration to tle request for cost data, decided
that it would bo inadvisable for it, as an association, to attempt to furnish costs
of production and suggested that lie agents of the commission confer directly
vith the manufacturers. At first this method was no more successful. Finally,

after the agents of the commission had gone to France, seres of the leading German
manufacturers agreed to furnish cost data on specific samples which thcy themscles
selected from the styles submitted to them by the cam mission's agents as representative
of German exports to the United States. Whereupon, one ;f the knitting experts
with two of the commission's foreign agents returned to Chcmnitz. Four of the
seven Geernan mills visited by the commission's agents were situated in Chem-
nitz, and one each in Talhelin, (orusdorf, and Neukierchen, all iln the Cheenitz
district.' From these mills on ,Seplember 9 and 10, 9M8, cost of production data
were obtained for 15 specific samples of cotton hosiery which were regarded by the
commission's agents as physically representative of the styles exported from
Germany to the United states. In the case of only 8 of these'16 samples were the
cost ilata found to be suitable for comparison rith the A mncricau cost data (pp. 14 and 15).

At the expense of repetition, it should perhaps be noted that no
interest data were obtained in Germany and( accordingly none, either
actual or imputed, with respect to the foreign and domestic costs,
could be taken into account in the report.

These open deficiencies in the commission's material would appear
to have impressed Commissioner Glassie to such an extent that lie
dleemied it wise, in a separate contribution to the majority's report,
to incorporate the following additional comments (italies as before):

The investigation of the costs of prod uction of cottoe hosiery is one of tile
early investigations ordered by the 'I ariff Commission for the purposes of section
315. * * *

I Th e crian. cotton hosiery Irelt ry Is co ncentrated in ani around Cbemnlt,, Saxony. Millsoutside
of Sanony are scattered aed are unimportant In the export trade,
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When the cost data were collected at home and abroad, the commission's staff
had not yet had any large experience in the collection of such data for the purposes
of section 315. * * * In order to deal with the inherent complexities of the
subject, It was deemed advisable at that time to secure comparative cost data
upon the basis of selected samples. * * * In all, costs for 19t samples were
secured. But, for sundry reasons, principally a lack of identity between the
domestic and foreign sanislles, only 52 domestic samples were made use of in the
cost comparisons comprised in this report. Over against the costs of these
domestic samples, the costs of some 15 German made socks and stockings were
secured, of which, as will be explained presently, only 8 were deemed available for
comparison. This investigation, therefore, presents in a somewhat acute form the
difficulties involved in an effort to ascertain comparative costs of production through
the method of matching selected sa mples and comparing their respective costs (p. 33).

ONERAL NATURE OF TIlE COST DATA

The description of the various cost elements given on pages 1/, makes it plain that
material cost and piece-labor cost are the only cost items in which data were directly
ascertained from books of account. All other items of ill cost were arrived at by
applying to the several selected sanaples the general ratios for the whole factory
output of (a) total time-labor cost to total piece-labor cost, and (b) total nanu-
facturing expense to total manufacturing labor cost * * * (is. 33).

While the accounting convention here involved is commonly employed by manufac-
turers as a rough andready method of allocating or distributing nonspiecific costs
and is not without its uses for the purposes of ordinary factory accounting, aiani-
festly the broad assumption on which it rests is not in accordance with actual realities.
It is hardly possible that the many differing products of a factory should each
absorb a proportion of general expense that is precisely the samne percentage of
its labor cost as the general expense of all the products taken together is of all
labor costs. Hence the procedure is essedially arbitrary, and is of doubtful value
for the purpose of comparing unit costs of selected samples as betw-cen factory and
factory, country ani country. Its employment in such instances results from as
efort to produce some definite mathematical result without dulty ascertaining the
adequacy of the data for the purpose. Its effect is to lend an apparent though often
illusory objectivity (pp. 33 and 34). * * *

FORXiON COST DATA

In addition to what has just been noted concerning the method by which the
cost iteus are built ul), it should be further observed that the cost data obtained ia
Germany are marked by certain infirisities not found i the domestic data. In the
United States the basic figures used for assigning the nonspecific costs, as well
as the figures used for the specific costs, were obtained from factory books of
account. In Germany practically no figures were obtained from factory books of
account. it is true that the sample piecework costs supplied by the German manu-
facturers were checked by reference to the actual rates for piecework ltbor prevailing
in the respective factories, just as the prices paid for yarns and d es were checked
with invoices at the snills. But all general manufacturing expenses and overhead
charges were accepted by the commission's agents at the figures given by the Germasn
manufacturers, none of whomis would permit his books to be examined inl that
regard. No particulars, therefore, were obtained as to capital employed, depreciation
of plant, or any other administrative or overhead expense. At the time when these
costs were obtained in Germany, conditions were very unstable. The commission's
agents, who obtained the cost data here employed, found themselves obliged to express,
at the time, the opinion that these costs should be received with "caution," ssainly
in relation to labor costs and tsneral expense (p. 34).

* * * * * * *

These circumstances cause serious doubt as to the intrinsic validity of the foreign.
milt costs for comparison with the domestic mill costs, apart from the question
whether, in Industries of this nature, any comparative costs cals be truly repre-
sentative which do not include th respective Items of cost of capital csployed
In the business. Where the national industries compared sitter wiuiely in poisst
of capital investment, any comparison which leaves this ites out seccsarily
distorts the resulting differences in costs of production. And the fact that
adequate data have not bees secured on one side is not warrant for ulisking a
comparison which Ignores an important elemsent of cost (pp. 34 and 35).

Finally, in an attempt to summarize and apply tie differences in
estimated foreign costs and ascertained domestic costs, the conmmis-



sion's report makes use of simple averages in place of weighted aver-
ages, merely assigning as the reason therefor that "no data were
obtained by which the costs could be weighted" (p. 18).

Tile significance of these recitals is sulflciently manifest. Com-
missioners who favor resting a presidential rate-changing proclamation
in 1926 on such data so compiled in 1923 are inviting anew the charge
that the flexible tariff is a vehicle for discretion rather than for fact-
finldingm. The coil)mission's information as to Germian production

tf cotton hosiery, for the most part three years old, has neverbeen adequately supplemented in accordance with the fair require-
ments of a searching, not to say a scientific investigation. Not-
withstanding the maintenance by the commission of regular head-
quarters abroad, and the presence in Europe from time to time of
various exports of the commission, the basic data secured in 1923
have not been tested by satisfactory additions or otherwise sub-
jected to recent verification. It is accordingly my confirmed judg-
ment that the flexible provisions of the tariff act of 1922 may not
fairly be invoked by so meager and unconvincing a record. *It is
submitted that the Congress, which may act on tariff duties with or
without persuasive information, has not delegated like freedom to the
Tariti' Commission.

II. TRANSPORTATION

In that part of the report of the majority of the commission, which
is devoted to transportation, a painstaking, and, in view of the
limited (iata at hand, a fairly comprehensive attempt has been made
to compare the respective costs of bringing the foreign and the
domestic articles to New York, the selected principal wholesale
market ili the United States. In order, however, that the methods
employed may not appear to have unqualified approval and the
consequent character of settled precedent, attention should perhaps
be directed, without attempting to cover all cases, to some omissions
from the cost data and to certain arbitrary assumptions which fuller
domestic data would have rendered necessary.

The report says: "It, is to he noted that, as in the case of trans-
portation costs on foreign articles, no charges for cartage are included"
(p. 23). Nothing in the report indicates that these omissions are in
uny respect, irregular, unless the sentence quoted be construed as
carrying that implication. InI the absence of a showing of sufficient
reasons for not furnishing such figures, the provisions of section 315
of the tariff act of 1922, which make mandatory the consideration of
all statistically determinable advantages or disadvantages in coin-
petition, would certainly appear to require the 1-aclusion of foreign
cartage charges, as well as cartage charges from (lock and train,
respectively, to waimrehouse in the principal wholesale market of the
United States.

ly the same reasoning, it would seem indispensable to include the
necessary charges for handling imported cotton hosiery at German
ports. 1rhmse Unavoidable expenses are ignored in the majority
report, yet a detailed list of them shows the following items: Cartage
to steamer; quay charges; charges to f. o. 1). shipping-charges and
forwarding commission; custonis formalities; postage, 'etc.; bill of
lading; weighing; and the Government tax. It is worthy of ilote that
the total amount of such charges varies with the size of the shipment
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and that the commission's figures for actual shipments average about
one-half cent per dozen pairs.

Furthermore, the report, in the absence of domestic data, permit-
ting the weighting of shipments from domestic factories to New York,
assumes a 'supposedly representative figure" as the typical cost of
shipping domestic hosiery from the various factories in Massachu-
setts, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Wisconsin to
New York City. The assumed figure nay or may not be reasonable
but it is of course, to be borne in mind that it is assumed and, there-
fore, lacks the character of a finding of fact. Naturally, too, it does
not justify other similar assumptions in other investigations, as an
easy method for escaping the obligations of securing, when practicable,
all the mathematically ascertainable costs which should be considered
as advantages or disadvantages in competition.

The observations here offered are submitted by way of reservations,
rather than in a critical spirit. They relate to ole of'the most difficult
duties imposed on the commission by the provisions of section 315, as
to which the course of wisdom would appear to require, so long as
feasible, the avoidance of arbitrary generalizations which may tend
to interfere with the most reasonable application of the law in
accordance with its controlling purposes.

ll. COMMISSIONER LASSIE 'S THEORY OF COMPARABILITY

Certain further reservations appear to be required with respect to
particular sections of the commission's reports. Embodied in that
report by request of Commissioner Glassie is a discussion of the
Tariff Commission's cost data in which is involved a swift and seduc-
tive reversal of Commissioner Glassie's immediately previous posi-
tion. Indeed the transition and the result resemble some highly
clever sleight of hand. After effectively condemning the com-
mission's cost data with respect to cotton hosiery, Commissioner
Glassie launches without warning yet with force support of a novel
formula, apparently of his own invention, designed to make com-
parable certain cost data which he himself in effect hits just pro-
nounced noncoinparable.

"The average wholesale selling price in the United States," says
Commissioner Glassie-
of the 17 samples of domestic seamless half hose is $3.68 per dozen pairs. The
average wholesale selling price In the United States on the two foreign full-
fashioned half hose with which the domestic seamless qro compared s shown at
$7.20 per dozen pairs. Can it be said that the things here compared are alike?
It would appear, on the contrary, that a comparison has been attempted between
things that are intrinsically different. Socks which sell in the wholesale market
at $7.20 per dozen are not likely to be the same things that, in the same market,
sell for $3.68 per dozen (p. 39).
But hardly has this declaration been given form, before a method for
establishing comparability under such circumstances is urged by
Commissioner Glassie.

His theory, it seems, is that it is possible, by the use of "parity
in market value" to convert such noncomparable foreign and domes-
tic commodities into the "like or similar articles" which the law seeks
to have contrasted. To this end, Commissioner Glassie undertakes
to assume a substantial parity for cost comparison purposes between
diverse articles, by taking (1) the ratio of lower-priced to higher
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priced articles and (2) by multiplying the production costs of the
lower-priced articles by the amount of that ratio. Or, as stated by
Commissioner Glassic:

In the absence of any power to vary the physical things themselves this may
be done by varying the physical quantities of the things in buch manner as to
make the quantities of economic worth equal on each side. In the case of ordi.
nary staple articles, the most obvious and simple method of doing this is to vary
the physical quantities compared in the ratio of their respective wholesale selling
prices.* In this way costs are obtained for things that are commercially and
economically equivalent and the costs for which are therefore comparable (p. 40).

Taking, for example, a pair of full-fashioned foreign hose, selling,
let us say, at $2 and contrasting it with a pair of seamless domestic
hose, selling at $0.50, Commissioner Classic appears to argue, (a)
that the stated difference in price clearly indicates the "intrinsic"
noncomparability of the articles, and (b) that, nevertheless, byN reason
of the price ratio, comparability may be secured "commercially and
economically" by contrasting the cost of producing one pair ;f the
imported hose with the cost of producing four pairs of domestic hose
of the admitted different quality.

One special and several general reasons may be assigned in opposi-
tion to Commissioner Glassie's conclusion. The special objection is
not only that the commission's basic cost data are, as we have seen,
fundamentally useless and that no amount of legerdemain can give
them character, but also that the price data on which Commissioner
Glassie relies are similarly unreliable. Cominissioners are well aware
that the wholesale selling prices employed by Commissioner Glassie
are not actual wholesale selling prices but are rather the prices import-
ers and jobbers stated to experts of the commission that they would
have asked if they had purchased goods of the specified types, abroad
at the prices mentioned. To illustrate, when the wholesale selling
price of imported men's hose is assumed to be $7.20, such hose may
actually have sold for more or less, for example, for as little as $4.
Indeed, the experts of the commission who submitted these price
figures have stated that such wholesale selling prices were set out in
the tables as "interesting and pertinent information jor the consideration
of the commission and with no idea of including them in the report to
the President or in using them in any way as a basis for prospective
duties." At one point, indeed, Comnimissioner Glassie would appear
to agree with this criticism, since he there says:

How far accuracy can be predicated of these comparisons remains a question.
No comparative cost computations ran possess a validity that is lacking in the
primary data. And it may be questioned whether the prices stated for these
samples are any more accurate than the costs (p. 42). * * *

Turning next to the chief general objections to Commissioner
Glassie's formula, tie following may be mentioned:

(1) Commissioner Glassie's theory mistakenly assumes that chang-
ing costs in a particular country parallel variations in prices. It
would be serviceable to have the basis of that generalization presented.
It is true that if the competition between articles is entirely free and
if their turnover is the same the long-run tendency will bje for cost
and price to vary together. But both these conditions rarely are sat-
isficd, and disturbing factors usually prevent the long-run 'tendency
from prevailing at any particular tiine and place.

(2) Commissioner Classie's theory distorts and tends to destroy
the reasonable construction required by the expression "like or sim.
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tar articles" in section 315. It is submitted that there is no warrant
for holding, as Commissioner Glassic does, first, that two varieties of
cotton hose are dissimilar, and, second, that a reconciliation of such
dissimilarities may be effected by increasing the quantity of one
variety for cost comparison purposes as a means of putting that
variety on a parity in market value with the other.

Either the higher-priced full-fashioned hose and the lower-priced
seamless hose are "like or similar," or they are unlike and dissimilar,
and Commissioner Glacsie says they are the latter. If so, they can
not be made "like or similar" for the purposes of section 315 by com-
paring the costs of producing approximately two pairs of seamless
with one pair of full-fashioned hose. "Intrfnsically," of course, two
airs of the cheaper seamless hose are fully as dissimilar as one pair

froni the higher-priced full-fashioned hose.' It was well known when
section 315 was enacted that exact comparability of articles is not
commonly to be expected. The burden, therefore, rests upon the
Tariff Commission to endeavor to obtain comparative costs of pro-
duction for articles which are "like or similar," keeping in view,
when determining similarity, the conditions of actual competition
within the limits of reasonableness. On the other hand, if articles
are, as Commissioner Glassic contends with respect to seamless and
full-fashioned hose, so unlike and dissimilar as to be either unavailable
or of doubtful availability for the purposes of section 315, it s-hould be
evident that the articles can not be converted to comparability by
any such free and easy formula for quantitative reconciliation as
Commissioner Glassic proposes.

(3) Commissioner Glassic's fornmla for determining absolute cost
differences surely assigns unmerited credit to the ratio between lower
and higher priced articles. In measuring the differences between
the costs of two articles, what reason have we other than fancy to
suppose that the ratio of the price of the less to the more expensive
multiplied by the cost of the lower-priced article, will produce a sound
cost figure of the cheaper article for comparison? Presumably no
adjustment of costs with reference to prices is permissible where con-
tinuous price differences prevail between two articles, except in cases
where the physical differences between the articles are definitely
measured by their respective market values and are the cause of the
differences in both costs and prices.

A theory like Commissioner Glassie's for production cost compari-
son, which has the appearance both of new 'discovery and universal
application, can scarcely be expected to stand the test of analysis.

he nearest approach to his formula, so far enAbodied in Tariff Coin-
mission reports under section 315, was recommended by the under-
signed in the gold leaf report (lb. pp. 11, 12). The gold leaf investi-
gation developed that the American trade was required to and did
regularly pay for American gold leaf a standing premium above the
price paid for the imported article. It was further shown that the
foreign and domestic gold leaf were essentially identical in composi-
tion and character, except that the American product contained a
larger quantity of gold. Incidentally, the greater metallic purity of
the American gold leaf was shown to result in easier manipulation by
sign painters and a consequent willingness on their part to pay a sub-
stantially higher price for it. Under these special and noteworthy
circumstances, the undersigned contended that the standing price



differences thus created and recognized'constituted one of the advan-
tages in competition which are required to be taken into account
under the provisions of section 315. That investigation, therefore,
revealed the indisputable comparability of the American and the
imported gold leaf, as well as standing differences in both costs and
prices directly due to established physical differences. Commis-
sioner Glassic's formula offers, of course, a radically different sugges-
tion. As pointed out, he seeks to span the difference between and
draw together noncomparable articles by contrasting different cost
units, here and abroad, the ultimate determination to depend upon
the ratio between the prices of the lower and the higher priced articles.
Obviously, too, a substantially different result is reached through the
adjustment of costs on the basis of such a ratio and their adjustment,
as advocated in the gold leaf case, on the basis of absolute price
difference.

(4) Commissioner Glassic's formula tends to eliminate cost com-
parison between like units of domestic and foreign 'articles and points
to the possibility, if not desirability, of comparing unlike and dis-
similar rather than like and similar articles. The language of section
315 discloses that such a conclusion conflicts with the law's express
directions.

It is accordingly hoped that no indorsement, not expressly author-
ized, will he assumed with respect to'this novel construction of the
provisions of section 315. It is doubtless well that this fanciful
interpretation is presented at an. appropriate time for bringing it
to the attention of the Congress so that amendments of section 315
may be had, if desired, by precise legislation, rather than through
administrative usurpation by forced statutory construction.

IV. CHAIRMAN MARVIN'S METHOD

Less theoretical, hut also essentially arbitrary under prevailing
industrial conditions as well as upon the commission's record, are
the conclusions and resulting suggested duties submitted by Chairman
Marvin in his separate contribution to the majority report.' Assum-
ing with Commissioner Glassic that foreign full-fashioned hose and
domestic seamless hose are intrinsically different and dissimilar,
Chairman Marvin concedes that, since about 5 per cent of American
cotton hose is full fashioned and abut 95 per cent is seamless, the
full-fashioned production costs are not representative of the whole
American in dustry. Yet lhe promptly contrasts such non-
representative American costs with the foreign costs which are
assumed to be representative. Under such circumstances of what
use for the purposes of section 315 are the supposedly equalizing
tariff rates evolved from Chairman Marvin's artificial tables? They
are clearly the result on the American side of deliberately chosen
nonrepresentative, high-cost figures which can only be accepted
upon the theory that it is permissible to make the final tariff figure
more or less what one pleases by discarding representative for non-
representative production costs. Nor does it correct this .rious
misapplication of section 315 to urge that, Chairman Marvin's tables

it developed, as the report on cotton hosiery was about to be transmitted, that Commissioners Btrossard
and Lowell lhl Jolnel in Chalrnian M valvn's conclusion.
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are merely informative indications. The comroniion's summary
promptly elevates any such modest intimations to the importance of
"findings of fact" deemed "warranted" by the evidence in the
present investigation.

V. WIDELY VARYING RATE-CHANGING FINDINGS OF COMMISSIONERS

Those who cherish the hope that scientific tariff adjustments are
guaranteed by section 315 may well be disturbed by the present
record. A seriously defective investigation has been given a decep-
tive appearance of validity. But, as if the very weakness of that
record gave free rein to speculation, even more unfortunate are the
diverse suggestions for the possible approval of the President which
commissioners have contributed. For convenient reference it may
be well to bring together in the following table the present rates of
duty and those deemed by certain Commissioners "warranted" by
the evidence, although that evidence stands more or less condemnled
by all commissioners:

Rate of duty on cotton hosiery

Infant's Women's Men's
hose hose hose

Per cent Per cent Per cent

Tariff act of 1922, paragraph 916, not .lassified ............................ 50.00 50.00 50.00

SUGGESTED 1115ALIINO RATES

Vice Chalrman Dennis ................................................... 3. CO 18.42 '1189
Chairman Mavin: '8.42

First ornmparison......................,.....50 119.2c 519

Second comn riso .................................................. . .
Commissioner ..ssste........................................... 

12 '14.08 63.7

t It developed, as the report on cotton hosiery was f'bout to be transmitted, that Commissioners Bros.
sard and Lowell bad Joined in Chairman Marvln's conclusions.

t This equlizing rate, in view of the limitations In section 315, only permits a possible reduction in the

rate of duty o 25 per cent.
See Table No. 12 on p. 30.

Is it too much to say that such different deductions from the same
unreliable basic data are adapted to undermine confidence both in
the law and in the efficiency of its administration?

EDWARD P. COSTIGAN, Commissioner
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APPENDIX A

Comparison of costs and of prices of foreign and domestic cotton hosicry-Infants" mercerized Jacquard-top socks

[Per dozen pairs)

Mill costs of production '

Specifications costs

Origin and description Machine Yars used2 Yarn Material Conversion

I am.- price_______ _______

Wales Fi Aver- Fin- per Total

C r t. shed age isbend Net Waste Total Piece- Day- ann- Mill

Needles inch weight size length Number Weight ost of allow at- work ... Cost

idrand kind ym ae Chm rl lbo lortaex
yr ace icals abr pense

FOREIGN-- -

Fn-fashioned, Jacquard check o 7178 0.7 (a) ri.2M- Ou.ncs I
bed top w ith cuff. colo red body --- ------------ 2 6 1& 000 7 9- 40 -2M ----. 0 580 ........................I J6oI4CPM .I- 4

bed top, colored body. 2 ....... ', ~ | 8/1P .04.0 Si. 50512 '081 .53 .27 001 .58 130

Full-fashioned, Jacquard plaid rib- I

Average 26__ &__ 625__%____----------__.9___

Fashioned Jacquard checked rib- -....... ...... 951 ____- - - -7371 .4913 .104.0 .5021 1--
bed top with cuff. seamless{

bleached leg and foot ----- 144 21 26 &.00 7 10 4 /2CPM_ 8.00 1.12 .5600 im 10--- 6100 .74MV .2114 .7749 2.290

Fashioned Tancy-striped ribbed top 7 1 C .0110
with cuff (printed design inii 1co 2Y4 26 & 000 7 10 511 CPMJ- .48 1.06 0118---------_---- .98 .70 36 6 6
tonJacquard).seamdless hleached ' M 1.0 . 2
leg and foot. }4 [P - -. 6 1.00 5,570

Average. .............. -------- ------.. 000 7 10 --------------------------- - .- - . 1 281 .747 .

I These costs do not include any Interest, either actual or imputed.

Explanation of abbreviations. P, Peeler; C, combed; M, mercerized.
Included in piece-work labor.
Custom dyeing charge. Includes labor. cartage, etc.., as well as cost of dyes and chemicals. Probably also includes finishing and boxing, as it is the practice in Germany to C7:

have finishing and boxing of infants' hosiery done outside; the low figure for manufacturing expense tends to support this Conclusion. -



Comparison of costs and of prices of foreign and domestic cotton hosiery-Infants' mercerized Jacquard-top sock&-Continued

[Per dozen pairs]

Marketing costs and prices A

Origin and description

FOREIGN

pull-fashioned, Jacquard check ribbed top with cuff,colored body------------- ... ..----------------- $1.7188
Full-fashioned. Jacquard plaid ribe top, colored

body --------------------------------------------- 1.3502

Average ------------------------------------- 1.345

DOMXSTIC

Fashioned Jacquard checked ribbed top with cuff.
seamless bched leg and foot --------- 2 3908

Fashioned fancy-striped ribbed top with cuff (printed
design imitation Jacquard). seamless bleached leg
and foot --------------------------------------------- Z 2641

Average --------------------------------------- 2. 3275

Total mill Loss on Selling and Total cart Differ-
delivery of saes ence

cost seconds expenses

_____ . . .... ..._______. ...

$0.04001 X0800 $1. W8 $0.3612
.0113 .0189 1. 3S01 .306

Mill %ell-
ing price

7

$2 200

1.7-5W0

Total mill
Transpor- cost plus

nation ranspor-
charges ' ttion

charges

.062D1 1.4022

.-- 0465 I m" m.606 .35 99 .092!j 1.saW5

(0) .1026 2 4934 1 -. 2434

.0400 .0 95 2.936 -. 0436

22500

23500

.0100 2.4008

0100 2. 2741

.020 o96 z 4435j 1-435~ Z 30001 .01001 Z37

3 Calculated landed price (millselling prtm plus transportation plus 50 percent ad vlorem duty) equals: For first foreign sample, $3.352; for second foreign sample, 2.6777; average
of the two. $3.Ol45.

a Difference between mill selling price and total cost of sales as calculated. The minus sign is used when mill selling price is less than total cost of sales.
7 For dutiable purposes, in the case of the foreign hosiery, the mill selling price is considered to he the foreign valuation.
a Transportation charges on the foreign hosiery include consular fees, freight charges, marine insurance. and customs broker.,' charges. Transportation charges on the domestic

hOiery are the freight charges.
a Included in selling and delivery expenses.

Wholesale
price

$4.00

350

3.75

3.85

3.85

3.85

detail
price

$6.00

6.00 0

6.00

&.00 0
t o

6.00

0.00

11114 1 ', :q;1:1111111 , I --- ! . . . . . - -

1!-0-150 1

I T , , . . . ... . T r ,



APPENDIX t

Comparison of costs and of prices of foreign and domestic cotton hosiery-Infants' mercerizecd striped-top socks
[Per dozen -Pirs]

Mill cost of production I

Specifications Costs

Origin and description Machine Yarns used I Yarn Material Conversion

Og a t price

c l - ;Wales; Fin- Aver- Fin- ipr perI per I ished ago I Wseed pound e W Dye Toal P Py Mann
-  

millC inch I weight size lras a 0y a ee- ay- factur- cost
Needle d ght cost of allow- hm mate- work work faex-indera kind yarn ance ieL_ rial labor labor Ing ex-

.... ' I o ....
FOREIGN Ouncog Inches OUnces0

Ful-fwh oned. fany-striped ribbed - - 26 7.050 5 I 7'- 45/2 M .... 7.410 $0.950 $0.4440 --------1$0.162 $0.6060 30.300 150.1000 $0.1200 $1.10 Z
top with cuf , colored body. i !..50.1620

Do------------------ ------------- 26 7.050 6Y, 9 45/2 7.410 .50 .4440 - ... 6060 .3" .1050 .1200 1.1610
Average ---------------------------- 26 7.050 6 b!i -----------. 410 .90 .4440 - 1020 .60 .3300 .1025 .1200 1.15

DOMiSTIC I

Seamless; fancy-striped ribbed top 1 o 91 2 350 6 .012o-.NIa 4.000 .900 .2210f [3/2c I_4.000 1.00 .2625 ]01510 24 26 K50 6 j 9 3/ M .0 *00 65f005 (3) .607 6185 .1431 .5OS2 1.84-3 5
with cuff, colored body. I 160/2CPM, 1650 1 . 6 1 5 .Seamless: ribbed top with cuff, 120 2t'4 24 8. 0' 9511 30/2CPA 0.000 1.00 .563 .0663 (5) .6026 .5317 .0957 .4137 1.7037
stripe in colored body. -I .I I

Seamless: ribbed top with cuff, 130 2a4 24 7.50 7 40/2 'CPM 4.250 95 0 270 517 30 .0717 3 1.&5
solid color, piece-dlyed. to14710 02CP81 225,.82 070 .6157 .53 .01 37 l7

Senaless: fancy-striped ribbed top 120 21V 24 &000 7 911 30/2CPM_1 9.000 .950 .5344 .0594 (3) .5938 .5017 .0903 .3904 1.5762
with cuff. stripe in bleached body,
tipped heel and toe. 3

Seamless: fancy-striped ribbed top Ot30/2CPM' 3 o .7 950 .0445 1with cuff, bleached body. 130 234, 26 7.500 7 9,0/2CPM_ 3.50 1: a 225

IThese costs do not include any interest, either actual or imputed.
Explanation of abbreviations: P, Peeler; C, combed; M, mercerized.
Custom-dyeiaw charge. Includes labor. Cartage, etc., as well as cost of dyes and chemicals. Probably also includes finishing and boxing, as it is the practice in Germany to

have finishing and boxing of infants' hosiery done outside; the low figure for manufacturing expense tends to support this conclusion.
Colored yarn.
Included in cost of yarn.

C Custon-dyeing charge. Includes labor, cartage, etc., as well as cost of dyes and chemicals.



Comparison of costs and of Prices of foreign and dometic cotton hoiery-Infants' mercerized striped-top socks-Continued
[Per dozen palrsl

Origin and description

OsiK sT--oontio ned

Seamlm; ribbed top with cuff. solid
color body.

Seamless; fancy-iped ribbed top
withaCff.stIui i bleached ody.
tipped heel and toe.

Seamless. faney-etriped ribbed top
with cuff, bleached body, tipped
heel and toe.

Semnless fancy-striped ribbed top
with cuff, stripe in bleached body.
tipped heel and toe.

Semleas; fancy-striped ribbed top
with cuff, bleached body, tipped
heel and toe.

Seamless; ribbed top with cuff. solid
color.

Seamless; fancy striped ribbed top
with cuff, stripe in colored body.

Seamless; ribbed top with cuff, solid
color.

Seamless; fancy-atriped ribbed top
with cuff, stripe in bleached body.

Seamless; ribbed top with cull, solid
color.

Seamless; fancy.Wiped ribbed top
with cuff, bleached body.

Mill costs of production

Specifications Cos

Machine Yarns used, Yarn Material
______..[ prce

per ished age isled pound Net Waste To
lCI- inch weight size length Number Wegh Total

Inder a ki yarn nee icals

Ounces Inhes Ounces
1 244 24 9.375 7 10 30O2CPMI1O. 125 $0.08 $. 5588 '$0.0550 60.1170 $0.7288

2% 24 & 7 10 012CPM. 7.250 .880 . (6) .8124

13012CPM i 1.1T75 1.30 .1355

30/2CPM-1 4.000 .70 .1900 I
120 2N 26 9.000 8 9 30/2CPM4! 20 1.100 .1375 7. . 0400 .5775

40/2CPM. 4.000 .840 .2100 ]j

132 21 24 &.000 53j 811 36/2CPM . .2 1.120 .6174 -------- (') .6174

132 2y, 30 & 000 53j 
8
3~i 34/2CPMJf_ 8.820 1.040 .5733 .--- () .5733

3 c ./2 . 84o .18 1 50
132 02% 30 &.000 o 9 401ICP.- .834 1.10 .0599 ----- .0900 .5481

2 0/2CPM1 3.807 .90 .23321.
13D 

2
*,i 24 S.750 7 9 3012CPM. 9.500 1.310 .7921 .089 (6) b640

14) 2 1 W 8 1 13/2PMj .X0 .8D 3125

1t4 302CPNM. 7.20 .301 .A0M }.0948 9. 1200 .9341
144 4 ~ I- 4/2P 7.000 .90 .48

12 24 K 00 '2 CPM.i 9.000 .950 5344 .0594 (1) .593h

1.200 29K00 30/2CPM- 1.0 .760 .4260 .0480, ,.0900 M
230/CP_1..5w .h70! .086 1

144 0001 65 8 31/12(PM, 4.500 S 1000 .2S12 .0201 ( 5) .3217
if I r3/2 VPM , Z OLM) 1. 10O .138|

Conversion

Piece- Day- Mann- mil
fact r - co t

work workloes
labor Isbor~~s

50410SL130 7049

$0. 4710

5415

.5750

.5750

.4367

5430

.5267

I 4667

S.525

$0.1380

. 1586

.0735

.0&6

.2450

.1590

.0840

.0912

.1019

la. 4092

.4704

.3506

.309

.AMO9

00

SL 7470

3.7829

1.5018

L6148

.4024 1.6322
.4717 2.0377

.3098 1. ?;

.3031 1. 5076

.3943 L 5W

.4875 L 663

ts
ts



3 M 4 .O0 .26 5
Seamless; ribbed top with cutf, solid 180 2%I 30 8880& 7 10 502CPM. 3.100 1.000 .1937 .0624 1 .OM .7S40 .3105 .2D)5

color. I 170/2CPM- . Wk 1.25 .1451 / ,

Seamless; ribbed top with cuff.solid 132 254 26 &0250 1.00 l 2 3.002 0 28 .......
bleached. j 22P.26 4." 1:.. : .....90 (1) .5,. .3650 .

1j3/2CPM:- i.9276 1.000 .1205
Seamless; facy-striped ri.bed top 132 2Yt 26 7.250 751 9 t30/2 C PM' 2.4672 1.190 .1519 ------- .385 .03

with cuff; bleached body. o40/2 CPM - 3.3153 1100 .22790
Seamless; ribbed top with cuff; solid 160 2.i 26 10.000 7 9j302CP _ 1. 5M80 .91.

color. r2 0 0 o .10 776 .606 .0600
160or.[ 10 40/2CPM_- 4.3200 1.000 .2700 .6

Seamless; fancy-striped ribbed top 28 10.000 7 1 . 1.060 .0424 . 00 .250
with cuff; bleached body. } 1 150/2CPM_ 4.3200 1.110 .3213 I.

II30J2CPM. 6.7500 .750 .3164
Seamless; ribbed top with cuff; solid 1 112 3 20 13.500 4 12% 540/1('P - .000 .750 0234 . 0125 .0760 .4501 .4750 .1583

bleached. tJt02C'- .7500 1.000 .4218

Seamless;ribbed top with cuff, solid 2 2 0.... - 1"0125 .6425 .2W50 . 009.000or 9 h'c/2CPM..0

,21o/iCP .. "3.25M .750 .1523
Seamless; fancy-striped ribbed top 160 2). 26 6.75 651 1' 4 l j CP... 1.500 .470 .0116 .1

wlth cuff; bleached body. } W2 22CPM.I. 0000 1. 00 .06251 .000 (') .4001 .5523 .1019
30B/2 CPM4 20000 1.110 .1311

i.-2/2_7PM.I 3.8",9 .920) .2190
SeaDles;ribbedtopwithcf';solid i} 144 2Y4 28 .50 5,§ 9 45/2CPMI 3.072 1.130 .2170 2.0390 .0342 .6421 .6154 .1301

bleached., 60/2CPM. 1.744 1.220 .13=0

Average ------- 4--- ----- .6454 '2.- --------- 50M .1153

4 Colored yarn.
&Included in cost of yarn.
a Custom-dyeing charge. Includes labor, cartage, etc., a, well as cost of dyes and chemicals.
I Custom dyeing charge for a small part of the yam in this sample.
I Dyed in the mill, but includes dye-house labor.
9 Custom dyeing charge. Includes labor, cartage, etc., as well as cost of dyes and chemicals.
" Dyed in the mill.
" Custom dyeing charge. Some hose of this style are bleached, some are dyed. This cost seems to he an average cost for bleaching and for dyeing.
B Dyed or bleached in the mill. Some hose of this style are bleached, some are dyed. This cost seems to be an average cost for bleaching and for dyeing.

.3064 1.5724

-29 1.276

.2993 1.2794

.3911 1. 1951

. W7I Z048

.3401 1.8235

1978, 1.1753

.4875 1. 6M310

3529 1 7406

.3851 1.6518



Comparison of costs and of prices of forei n and domestic cotton hosieryl-Infais' mercerized striped-top socks--Continued

[Per dozen pairs)

Marketing costs and prices
1

Selling Milland To Transpor- cost plus Wholesale Retail
Origin and description Total mill Loss on delivery otalcs De prc tatioo transpor- price price

doslsecord sales ence
2  

ing price charges
4  

nationst seons expenses !charges

Fun-fashioned; fancy-striped ribbed top with cuff.
colored body ...------------------------------- 1.150 $0.0 0 .00 $1.27.60 $0,1240 $1.4000 $0.0.20 $1.2W $2.75 $4.20

Do ----. .. ..------------------------------------- 1.110 .0(0 1 0 .190 1.40 .020 1.2130 2 Q

Average ---------------------------------------- .1585 .0400 .oh0m 1.275 .1215 1.4000 .0520 1.2105 24W

DOMKSTIC

Seamless; fancy-strtped ribbed top with cuff, colored
bo0y----- 1.475 .0'5 .1000 10 -. 340 1.0500 .0100 1.4&W5 2.50 4,20

Seamless ---dt- w tlrleuf:st r'iicore"d dy . 1.7037 .0595 .1492 .9124 .:1376 2. 25M0 .0100 2.7 4.20

Seamless; ribbed top with cuff. solid color, piece yed- 15974 .010 .0012 1.0771 -. 2271 5.4500 .0100 ,

Seanslesa fancy-striped rbbed top with cuff, stripe un . . .1
-bleached body, tipped heel and toe--------..---- 1.572 .0420 .1220 1.740 . 1. K" .0100 1. 5W2 250 4.20

Seamless; fancy-striped ribbed top with cuff, bleached 
00

body------------ - 1.5418 .02 .0,44 1. 6372 2-.172 1. 350 0100 1,5618 2.00 3.00

Seamles.s;nbbed top with cuff,.solid color body.----. 1.74, .01 .175 l.15 -. 3315 1.500 .0100 1.7570 2.OO 3.00

Seamless; fancy-striped ribbed top with cuff , tripe in .19SO 2. I -.2270 1.700 .0100 1.79 9 2.50) 4.20

bleached body, tipped heel and toe ... 1"8 .0600

Seamless fancy-striped ribbed topw 01 .010 .0405 1.5573.2427 1.000 .0100 1.511 2.50 4.20

a n d ip e e e n ee - - - - -- - 1 5 0 % 0 1 . 0 . 5 Y .3 0 3 95T 1 . 72 " 0 1 0 0 1 . 0 0 4 9 2 . 0 4 . 0 0

Se m e s fa c1ti e 1.ibbe. . . . . . 1.7100 -. 942 1. 27 .000 1lo I.80 . 2.00. 3.00
body, tipped heel and t oe .... .

0- 
..... .

Seamless. fancy-stped ribbed top with cuff, stripe in 
2. 4.20

S 1 
;S

5
.rbbdtpe "0I5l~~1r ,.20 005.,9 1.755 -. 0535 1.210 .0100 1.41404 2.00, 2.00

Seamless, fancy sttiped ribbed top wth cuff strip.ea in0" 
e7r) .I0 1648 .O

body, tipped beel and t . .......---.................... 614 .- : .10952 1.7100 Y25 1750

Se amless. ribbed top with cuff, solid color-.-----.------ 1.6322 .0(>416 .461 1.7199 .03I 1.7200 .0100 1.5022 2.00 3.00

Seamless; fancy-striped ribbed top with cuff, stripe in I 4.20

c dbody -. 03- .09 .2339 2.3616 -. 2116 2.1500 .0100 1.073 2.0 ,500

Seamless ribbed t . t ...... ..... r ... 1.64 . .0596 1.075 -. 6535 1.2500 .0100 1.464 200 3.20
seamless.;ac- ribbed top w ith 

1uf 
4.20ol 

..... :--

beillehed bndy --------t-p~ r ibbe --,---w--h----,-s ------ 1.,5)rG .0-Mi ' 11601 1.6616 1 .084 I .. 6 I00 Z.17 250 42

b bo y .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . & W8 . 0310 ;1W . 1 I. 71 Z! .037 S 1: 00 .010 1. 5 W2 2.OO( 3.00

Seamless; ribbed top with cuff. solid co.lor ------ --
I

Seam less; a n y -strip ed rib bed to p w ith u f, lea ed . M 36 .0 195 "t 69 .7 527 , L - 0 "7 . S W0 .O l () 1.67 6 2 O 3.00



Seamless; ribbed top with cuff, solid bleached --------
S-ssmieea; fancy-striped ribbed top with cuff; bleached

body -- - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - - -
Spamless; ribbed top with cuff; solid color---
Seamless; fancy-striped ribbed top with cuff; bleached

body ...........................................
Seaiess; ribbed top with cuff: solid bleached ...
Seamless; ribbed top with cuff; solid color .----------
Seamless; fancy-.triped ribbed top with cuff; bleached

body ................... ...................
Seamless; ribbed top with cuff; solid bleached-._

I. 27;.[ .042-1

1. 27%61 .0600
1 9.51 .0180

2.04t .040

1. 8G23O .0197

1. 74061 .----

.0492

.04-03

.0142

.0913

.0646

.2429

1. 3876
1.9904

2.1535
1.8547
1.206I

1.7213
1 I.834

. I MW .0100 1. 2R% zoo
112A I .1 0 .0100 1.2884 2.00

.1404 f 1.00 .0100 1.90.51 2.75

- 40 j 1. 750 .0100 2.0508 2.00
1. 8&I06 .0100 1. l35 2.00

.4834 1.7500 .0100 1.1W3 2.00

-. 0 3 1.#350 0100 1.16480 2.00
.2EM1 2.2560 :0100 1.70 V 2.75

3.00

3.00
4.20

3.00
3.00
3.00

3.00
4.20

1.201.61 2.23 34Average -------......-----.................. 1 6 -------- 0 06 1.7216 3.48

9 Calculated landed price (mill selling price plus transportation plus M0 per cent ad valorem duty) equals $2.152 on each of the foreign samples.
2 Difference between mill selling price and total cost of sales as calculated. The minus sign is used when mill selling price is ls than total cost of sales.
2 For dutiable purposes, in the case of the foreign hosiery, the mill selling price is considered to be the foreign valuation.
*Transportation charges on the foreign hosiery include consular fees, freight charges, marine insurance, and customs brokers' charges. Transportation charges on the domestic

howiey ame freight charges.



APPENDIX C

Comparison of coals and of prim of foreign and domestic coton hosier-Men's mercerized half hose

[Per doze palrs]

Mil1 costs of production I

Spectleftion .. . .Costs

Orgnpecesrpto acieFi.I Yarns used' yr Material conversion

1. Fin- Aver price M an Total
as Fi- age h u ped Net Waste Ds Total Piece- it

CYI- d Num-g b e cot est of allow- andm mate- work woklgex cost

,__ _ _d o u b le_ _O 
-

-un 
c e s

z9 1 -8 -0l Q /2ECM. 13.220 $L 0 $0.8 00 0$0 ,700 0. M20 :$ 1500 $0.600 0500 5300

sole hel an to. hihsplicedFu S hss iofed: ribbed .top; double 39 15.87 lU, 15 { 60/ 1 3 2. 5 T , . 0 . ( . 50 2.4700

heel. V- I .0 0/lEm ' .67. := 1 1

Do -------------I- ------- 26 19.04 1O 15 1 RC &20 o -I 1.0100 .5300 .I00 .4200 2.0ONO

A -- 32 17.4 .1 5 ----------- ------ -------- 0. 0 o .1250 1.W 61OO .1000 .050

Fsoed: ribbed top; double 1442C1 3.0 1.1
soe eladtoe; high spliced -------------. 32 1.010% 143j01P, .50120 01 .1200 1.2085 1.7200 vvw .975 4.5921

heel I)/C , 7.5I-00 51

Seemle~s; ribbed top- double sole. 240 SY4 32 13.00 OY 4U6011s CPM_ L 000 1.6000 11 O 000 10 ,G4.70 600 56316

heeL t h ; 42cPM - 4.000 . 7 . .1200 13474 .6700 .6300 .5386 3.1860
12CPM. 3.950 .9200 .2270

D o -. . . . . . ..-- ---------- -------- . 220 3 j 30 14.25 1 j 14 2 40 0 W . 6 0 0780 L 0768 70 00 .117 0 1 .6 2 4 2. 6

S160I1CPM- .60071.200 .04
[ I I t t / !4O/2CPM'-I 3- 10 "_0 )_ .18,0/ Ol' .51369; 8%''''' ,.45 47 4

Do --------- --------------- 220 3 30 19.12 1 k /2CPM- 4 S30 C 4657 49I

Do ...................... 1t01ICPM_ 1.22o L6=:ro" -123O

200 3%j 26 16 00 10 12 6200. 033 .82 .657
ee ; ribbedtop split foot- .. T 120t00p 3 .9661 W.241 I . 1 112 0 660 .1007 490 2.

semler, ribbed top, double sole. 20. |4.00 o. 1440 - .61 .224

30/2 CPM 520 .9000 .29 5

1 7CPM .9.w0 61113 I ......

Do ............................. 3- - I 26 1.00 10, 14 502C 2.406 .1474 1 2450 4125 2.63



Do ..........................

DO..........................

D)o...............

.................

Do................

Do .................

Do...............

Do................

]Do................

Do ...........................

Do...............

Average ........ .... .........

220

220

220
25O

220

240

220

240

240

200

3N

33V4

3N

3%

334

3Y2

336

r402CPM-1 4.140 .86W0 .2225
13.75 10%1 14 50/2CPM.- &50 . 4 0 - "

I O/2CPM~ 3.170 1. 1600 .2298
3912 CP VIM: 4.330 .8100.216M

1.00 I0%,3.!i ""soir. .ge 0-32 0 .500 •612
10W l J CPM1 . 0 1. 500 . 1078

1801s2Cr ., .450 1.3700 .03S
[402 C:PM 4.10 .100 ] .2262

14. M 0 , A, 14 02 M. 1.920 1.0000 ] .120
W/1 . CPN W1.440 1.4000 1 .1 - --

) e0/2cpm- 8.0 1.0Y00; .
14.50 1 5t2CPM- 3.904 .200 214.00 ~ lCP_,2.880 i . 1400~ .2052

1 0 ..60/2CPM 7.04 1.0 .520 5
1 ;|,"/1(CPM.- .912 1.00 .0912
1 40/2CPM. 4.000 W32 .223

13.00 10 14 430/1C PM 1. .44i 610/2 CPM . j6 . 46, .,31 "'. ----"
; 4O/2CP.1. S. 000 g .9oo ZINO

15.0 10 . 14 ' 6 0/11CP.A. 1. 000) 1.3300 .0831 .1011

0/25CP 00 1.00 .5011452CPM. 3.160[ 1.0300 . 1
12.03 10! 15 'Is O2CPM. 5.830 1.1700 .4263 OW

.0/I CO'. 1.000 1.4,00 .060(
,1O/2CPM, 2.750 1500 .2667
j4[,/2CPM. 4.240 W.000 .2W85

13.50 1 14 i 60/2CPM. 5.140 1.1200 .398

170/I CPM 1. Ti0 1.5100 .108-5
15.00 i 16 0/2(CPM- . }1. 120

[44/2V I'M -".000 -' 1.1000 .77501
13.00 103 15 

4
60/ICPM_ 1.0o0 I 1.6t00 .000 .0774
80/2CPM. 1K000 1.5500 .7750

130/2CPM 4. W0 .7900 .224313.0 10 - 4 g/2CpM_ . .70.3610 ;i01.0100 .237413.0 103. "'' ¢D/ 0.P00 { "7 50 .31 .0897

1701CPM .770 1. &40 . 0741f

S14.571 1 14Y, -- . . ...... 10 ........
I -- - -- - - - - -

.02R9 1.0457

. 0492 1.1235

.03M00 1. 012

.0600 1.1088

.0O05 107,69

.0875 1.198

.0073 1.1300

.0418 1. 02G6

.08501.2050

,1200 1.3474

.0460 1.032

.1.1562

.48.30

.3475

.490

.6929

.5973

.3283

.4312

.5024

.7050

.7200

.2877

.5740 1

.1341 .39m5

.1147 .3990

.1640 .3470

.1684 .4077

.1003 .550

.1095 .354M

.27% .4255

.1098 .5017

.1222 .0315

.0300 .5503

.1295 .35M

.2054 .4699

2.0613

1.9847

2. 1062

2.3778

2. 3335

1.9902
0

Zo2M0
2.637

3.2567 *

1.800

2 405I--.
'These costs do not include any interest, either actmal or imputed.

Explanation of abbreviations: E, Egyptian: P, Peeler: C. Combed; M, Mercerized.
'Foreign costs are for custom dyeing and. therefore, include labor, cartage, etc. The domestic costs are for mill dyeing. Some costs for dyes are very much lower than others,

because sulphur colors are cheaper than direct developed colors.
4 Includes dye-house labor.
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Origin and description Total mil Loss on
cost seconds

FOREIGN [
?ull-fashioned: ribbed top; double sole, heel and toe;

ihspliced heel ------------------- - ----- $Z47001.l2.0W0
D- ----------------------------- ------- 200

Average ---- -- -- _---------------------- 2. 250
DOMgsTIC

Full-fashioned; ribbed top; double sole. heel and toe;
high spliced heel ----------------------------------- 4.5921

Seamless: ribbed top; double sole. heel. and toe; high:
spiCed heel -----------.---...............------- 3.180

D - ------------------ -- 2.2
Do------------------------------------ 2.491

Seamless; ribbed top; split foot - 2-. 5840
Seamless; ribbed top; double sole, heel and toe high

spliced heel ----------------- ..---------- ..........- 2. W 9
Do- ...............--------------..........------ 2, &%
Do ------------------- ----------- 2. 0013
Do.------------------------- 1.9847
Do_-------------------- - Z.1062
Do -------------------------------------- - ----- 2.3,78
Do-------------- ---------.------........... 2.333.5
Do ------------- .----------- .........-------- 1. V02
Do ------------------.--------- .........----------- 2.2W
Do -----------.--------------- ......------------ 2.2025
Do -----------.----.---.------- .........----------- 6.27
Do - - - - ---. -----. ----. ---. ------------------....... 3.2567
Do ----------------------------- ----------- 1.8003

$0.1500
.1000

1.250

.0700

.1450

.0019

.1300

.1004
.1400

.0715
. 1725

.0400

.0412

.0700
.800

Marketing costs and prices

Sellingand
delivery
express

$0.6000

.1435

0082

.0138

.1469

.30
.3453

.0823

.1142
.0321

.0982
.1001

Total cost
of sales

S&. 2200
2.66W0

2. "00

4.806M

;. 3.542
3.009

2.767S

2. 5071
2. 8627
2.27972_2441S
2.249I 2. 4978
2.7231
2.81931
2.255
S 2.4207
2. 2758
2. W872
2. 4249
2. 4904

Differ-
enoe6

.M00

.8100

-. 1100

-. 1042
.0001
.2154

-. 1178

-. 0071

-0297

.7522

.4769

.3804

.2745
-. 0707

2Wd
3627

-. 1749
-. 2714

Transpor-.' - tton
tug price charges.

$4.0001 $0.09003.5000W .0900
3.75Wt .09o

4.7500

3.2500
O.1000

2.500
2.6500

2.500
3.25W0
2.2500
3.4000
2 .2L0

3.2000
3. 2000
2.5000
2.3548)
2.0200
3.25W0
3.2500
2. 2504

.0200

.0200~
.0200
-or0
.0200

.0200
.0200
.0200
.0200
.0200)
.0200
.0200)

0210
.0200
.0200
.0200
.02D0
.0200

Total mill
cost plus
trespor-

tation
charges

$2.500
2. 1500

2.35W0

-0

Wholesale Retail
price price

$7.20
7.20

7.20

4.6121 7.20

3.2060 4.00
2.5762' 4.00
2.5181 4.00
2.6040 4.00

2.4039 3.30
2.6556 4.00
2.013 3.00
2.0047 3.25
2.1262 4.00
2.39-81 4.00
2.35 4.00
2.0102 3.25
2.2865 3.25
? 2225 3.25
2.6837 4.001
3.2707 4.00
1.8263 3.25

$9.00
9.00

9.00

900

4.00

6.00 o
0

6.00

6.00
0.00
4.80

4.00
4.80

6.00
6.00
4.80

Average- - - - - - - -. - - .159 2.--'-78 --. 10- 2._9---- .020 2.4255 2.28. 5.51

a Calculated landed price (mill selling price plus transportation plus 50 per cent ad valorem duty) equals: For first foreign sample, $6.00; for second foreign sample, $5.34; average
of the two, $5.715.

SDlfference between mill selling price and total cost of sales as calculated. The minus sign is used when mill selling price is less than total cost of sales.
7 For dutiable purposes, in the ease o0 the foreign hosiery, the mill selling price is considered to be the foreign valuation.
# Transportation charges on the foreign hosiery include consular fees, freight charges, marine insurance, and customs brokers charges. Transportation charges on the domestic

hosiery are freight charges.

Comparison of costs and of prices of foreign and domestic cotton hosiergt-Men's mercerired half hose-Continued

(Per dozen pairs)
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APPENDIX D

Comparison of costs and of prices of foreign and domestic cotton hosiery-Women's combed hose

[Per dozen pairs

Fuln-fashioned: 4-inch welt, double sole, heel}32
and toe. high spliced heel -------------- -1

DOMESTrC

Ful-fashioned; 4-Inch welt, doub!- -se, heel
and toe, high spliced heel -------------------- 3

Mill costs of production I

-Costs

I Thes costs do not include any interest, either actual or imputed.
2Explanation of abbreviations: E, Egyptian; P. Peeler: C, combed.
3'Custom dyeing charge. Includes labor, cartage, etc., as well as cost od dyes and chemicals.
4 It was stated on the original cost sheets that developed black was used.
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Comparison of cost and of prices of foreign and domestic cotton houiery-Women's combed hose-Continued

Sesr doewn pairs

Marketing costs and pries A

Total mill

Origin and description Todo elgand Total cost Differ- Mill-sell- Transpor- coat plus Wholesale Retail

T ifl delivery of sales ersn' 1a lo t ation transpor- prc priceOril~n nd desriptiocas I seconds lvy expenses To~ ~o ae fence tong price I_ Charges ,8- t.o- aretion pre pre

especharges

FORXION

Full-faslsioned; 4-inCh welt. double sole, beet and tooe. 30 700 3.8100 $0.2900 $C.1000 $0.1220 53.13M0 (1) () .

high spliced heel------------------- S& 0100 50. 10000'

DOIOTIC

Full-fashioned: 4-inch welt, double sole, heel and toe.

h lg h pl cd ee- l -- - ----------------------------- 4.0711 .4375. 5 5L000I. 4.31012 
7o 

$9.00

Calculated landed pr (mill selling price plus transportation plus 50 per cent ad valorem duty) equals- 6.27 for the 0 00 4.1 s le 5 0

s'Difference between mill selling Price and total cost ofsalesas caloated. The minus sign is used where mill selling price Lq less than total cost of salesm

T'or dutiable p posm. in the ease of theforelgn hosiery, the millselling-prceO is considered to be the foreign valuation, d t

aTransportation shares on the foreign hosiery include consular fees, freight charges, marine Insurance. and customs brokers' charge. Transportation chargeson the domestic M

hosiery are the eight charges.
9 No- data obtamnea, L



Origin and description

voaxsox
Full-fashloned: 4-Inch welt, double

sole, high spliced heel.
DOMESic

flsan-]hloned: 3i-ioh welt, double
sole, high splced heel.

Seamlee (mock-asloned); 4-Inch
wldouble sole, high, spliced

Seamles" (mock-fhioned); 3-inch
welt, double sole, high spliced
heel.

Seamless (mock-fashloned). 5-inch
paeodwldouble sole, ig

Machine

Cyl-Needles inder

.--.---.---

SzM1i 3)4

20334

2201 3Y4'

240

Seamlea (mock-fshioned); 8-inch'
ribbed top, double sole, high 220spliced heel.

Seamle (mock-fashioned): 4-inch
patented welt, double sole, high 260
spliced heeL

Average ...................... --------

3%

3%
3:)

------

Wales
per

inch

28

36

36

38

36

30

36

Specifications
MiII ects of 1icodurtln' I ..

Yarns used 2Fin- Aver-I Fio-

ih a Number Weight
weight she j length and kind

Ounce
24.68

20.00

19.47

18.42

19.75

24.30

22.80

9

9

9

27%

27

28

27i

27

J60/2CPM_
f80/2 CPM.
110/1 CP._.30/2 CPM.

e70/2CPM.
1801 CPM.

80/2 CPM_
3011 CP--_

140/2 CPM
60/1 CP.__
60/2CPM.
80/2 CPM.
15/1 CPM.
60/2 CPM.
70p1 CPM-
70/2CPM.
26/1 DKP
90/2CPM.
70/2CPM.
80/1 CPM.
80/2CPM.
40/2 CPM.
60/2 CPM.
80/1 CP&.

180/2CPM_
60/2CPM.

170/I CPM_
80/2 CPM_

22.400
2.880
.600

& 520
3.930
.840

6.910
3,0
4.00
1,S00
4.750
& ODD
L 740
3.020
.90

I&320
2.540
5.190
9.410

.730Z 88

It 360
11.400

.740

.9
1&8720

& 080

Yarn
price
per

pound

1.280
1. 6W

6M

1. 280
1.730
1.430
.50
.820

1:410
.980

1.280

.980
1.500
1.120
.480

1.01a0
1.2001
1.6M0
1. 370

1.050
1.650
IL370
L 170
1.610
1.400

Cost___ _
)ID I Conversion

Manu Total
Net W TslPee a-tu-ml

cost of allow- .i - work work ctg ex-
yarn ne I rial labor labor ex

L7920
.2970
.0234
.5138
.3144
.0908

W6176
01931

.250
* L321
.2909
,6400
*0652
S1850
.0844
.92M2
,0762
-3404
.7057
.0752
.2465
.6551
.7478
. 0762
.0805

L3670
.1000
.2700

I.......

.......

1.0239

[1608

.1735

'$L M *LI ,so. M090

.0540 2.1430 L 4880

.0604 L6604 .5437

.1100 1.5211 .6280

.0544 1.34111 .2915

.0492 L540

.0402 1 782

.2643

.4740

.0700 1.8900 .7355

60.16001

. 1846

.18381[

.0872

. 1564

.04251

Wi z 1.040 . I .1141 .4MV
Footnotes at end of table.

W7500 $3.8000

.875 4.6910

.5430 2.09

.56031 2.7942

.38631 2.1486

0

0
02

60

'4

.3041 2.3089

.,5442 2.969

.404 o 3.0

2.7120
34-2S2"

APPENDIX E
Comparison of costs and of prices of foreign and domestic cottonhoe

[Per dozen pairs]

Mill cwts of production'

D o ---.-.- .---------------------

z jlg0lIM ----. 2470 r$0-7M Iwo20(60t2M ---- 27210 L 070 14800



-Comparison of costs and of pricm of foreign and domestic cotton hosiery-Women's mercerized hose-Continued
[Per dozen pair]

Marketing coats3 and pices'

Oriinsnddeription Toslmilt Losson s nd Total ost Differ- M Trmrell- cotrpls ol e Rdeliveryt Ofu Salesal ePe ettn, trwl
cost seconds expense s - inLg pries Chars 7~ t pr-SUon price price

churg-

Full-4aioned: 4-lob wel, double sole. high spliced . . 0
he el . .' $&00 $0.20w $0 = S 9 $ODco

DOM==SC

hel, .. .910 .............dou.81b4 -1044 h.igh sc7500 .M00 4.7210 &00 12.00
Seamless (mock-fahioned); 4-inch welt, double -Ole,

h licheell----------e------------ 2.0309 .108W .W7 1 Im~ .3454 &5=00 .M0 2.9M0 &.00 9.00
Seamless (wck4ashiouedi: 3-Inch welt. double Sole.

hhSea le mock-f.soe~ c ----------------------- 2.7942 .1900 .3112 &.29M .7008 4.0000 .0300 2.8202 &00! 9.00
• , dale so thsliowd), nhee patented .. w .e .110 .2687 2.5323 .6177 3.1500 .300 2.1786 4.00 6.00

Do............................... 2.3M .2970 .1150 2.7209 .4201 3.15001 .N0 2.3Z8 4.00 &00

Seasoeas (mock.fshioe~d). 8-inch ibbed top, double431 .10 .30 ±38 400 .0

Do-le sle h2.9Wee.79 397 .31277 3.4= 0 3.00 .0300 .909 4.00 8.00
Sealm(mckiabl~e~tD~hpaenhdwet. ~ ooo .27 3284 188 .800 .03w0 12 6.00 9.00

Average ............ ------------------- ---...... 7702 .2 .177 0 .4498 I o3.52 .0mo 2 1 5001 7.50

i Them costs do not Include any iniert either actuAl Immputed.
i Xxpanaon of abbreviations: P Peeler; C, combed; M, mercerized: DX. double carded. c
&The foreign cost Is. for custom dyeing. It includes labor. cerlage. etc,. as well as the cost of the dyes and chemJ lS.costsareformlldyeig. Some costs for

dyel srwe very much lower than others becamuosulphur colors are cheaper thsn direct developed COlNS. , t .
The celcilated landed price (mill selling pice plus transportation plus o per cent ad valorem duty) equals ISM2 Oer- -_ ._ ..eaple.

A Difference between mi salting price and total coat of sales as Calculated. The Minus sign is Used where mill Se"in PriceI ta total Cost Of seles.
0 For dutiable purposes, in the case of the foreign hosiery, the mill selling price is considered to be the foreign vuiLn.

Transport charug On the foreign hoaiery include cousoler fee, freight charges, marine suranoe, ead customs hekwa AewM, Transportation charges on the domestic
hosiery are freight lm


